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Abstract

This thesis deals with various aspects of Thai court singing, which is now 

widely found outside the court as well. Aspects include; genres; history; vocal 

techniques; performance contexts; influence of speech-tones on vocal melody; 

sources of vocal melody; degree of improvisation and variation; text setting; and 

teaching methods.

Thai court vocal melodies that are created from JA^aymelodies will share the 

/^(structural notes) with their i^oapmelodies. Just as each instrumental 

melody created in this way will have its own characteristics, so too will the vocal 

melody. Each composer will create a different vocal melody from the same khovg 

melody according to their stylistic school and their own individual aesthetic. 

Although vocal melodies are not improvised, they can still vary in performance with 

the style) of the singer. This thesis explores the degree to which individual 

variation is possible, and the nature of that variation.

Tanese (1988) proposed melodic formulae for the way Thai court vocal 

melodies are affected by the speech-tones of the lyrics. This thesis not only 

examines and adds to Tanese's formulae, but also shows an application of these 

formulae in the examination of metabole in songs. Word positioning has important 

implications for the use of ̂ F?az(wordless vocalisation), which has its own 

particular functions within a song, for example, allowing ornamentation that is free 

from the constraints of speech-tones. Different cbiio  ̂metrical levels) of Thai court 

songs make use of different patterns of word positioning, and the patterns within 

each c&fcTvary according to the number of rhythmic cycles in each Z&p^section). 

The influence of the Moonpoetic form is found to be fundamental.

Oral transmission is still the mainstay of the teaching of Thai court singing. 

Recent attempts at government homogenisation of teaching theory and practice are a



threat to variety of styles and approaches in contemporaty singing. Future research 

will be needed to assess the effect of these measures as time elapses.
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Note on transliteration

The following systems of consonants and vowels are derived from the work of 

Mary Haas (1994), with my own modification discussed directly after their 

pre sentation here.

Consonants

Here are a list of Roman consonants used to represent Thai letters in this thesis. 

They have the usual English pronunciations with any exceptions shown in brackets.

the beginning of a word the end of a word

b = u u w fi

c = s
(c is pronounced as j)

ch  =  a  if  01

d = 9i fl s i r e i w f l f l f f w t f

f = vl

g n n a w

h  =  vi

j = a u
(j is pronounced as y)

k = n
(k is pronounced as the g in the word "go") 

kh = l  H si -

1 = a

m = u u

n = u u a *5*5

p = il
(p is prononced as a combination of b and p; there is no English equivalent)



ph = W Vi /I
(ph is pronounced as p)

r -  n

ry = q

ryy = qq

s -  fi H st

t « 91 fl
(t is pronounced as a combination of d and t; there is no English equivalent)

th = 3 w n vi E
(th is pronounced as t)
w = n

Vowels

The pronunciation of vowels used in this thesis is based on the following 

system, using a combination of phonetic symbols and roman letters. A double 

vowel simply represents greater length (duration) rather than a change in quality 

most cases. Examples are from British English.

a = like u in cut

aa = an like ar in car

i = a like iinhint

ii = a like ee in meet

y a (no English equivalent)

yy aa (no English equivalent)

u = a
4

like u input

uu - a
41

like oo in boot

e i as like e in net

ee = LD like a in late

s UDt like a in mare (short)



es = ua like a in mare (long)

0 = Tas like o in host (short)

oo = Ta like o in host (long)

0 = ia n t like o in hot (short)

CO aa like o in hot (long)

0 = ia a s like e mho; (short)

33 = laa like e in her (long)

Please note that the above vowels can be combined in Thai, for example, iia( L sej).

Thai names that have already been romanised will be given their commonly 

used spellings, e.g. Ketukaenchan (Keethkisncan) and Phibun (Phibuun). Common 

place and reign names such as Bangkok and Ayutthaya are also left in their familiar 

forms as used by the Royal Academy (R&adchabandldtaj&sathaan) of Thailand. 

Names of royals follow Finestone's spellings in his 1989 book The Royal Family 

ofThm lm d

The Thai language is tonal. The system used to represent these speech-tones is 

again based on that of Haas (1994). It is as follows: 

no tone mark = mid-tone

= low-tone

= falling-tone

-  high-tone

= rising-tone

See section 3.3 for further details.

My transliteration follows everyday Thai pronunciation. Some vowels in Thai 

are spoken in a different way to that in which they are written; I will be seeking to
xrepresent the spoken form, e.g. m en  will be written as n&untmi and not mimtiut. 

It should also be noted that consonants at the ends of words should not be 

emphasised.



When transliterated Thai words begin with a vowel marked with a speech-tone, 

and that word is capitalised, the speech-tone mark will be moved to the second 

letter of the word. E.g. yyanwill become Yyrn Also when a word beginning with 

rj is capitalised, Ng will be used, e.g. "Ng6 P&a".
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Table of royal reigns and periods

Information taken from Thailand:A Shortfflstotyirom  Wyatt 1984. I follow 

Wyatt's spelling, which corresponds to normal English practice, rather than 

romanising.

Kings of Sukhothai 
(1240 - 1438)
[The Sukhothai period]

1. Si Intharathid
2. Ban Meuang
3. Ramkhamheng
4. LoTai
5. Ngua Nam Thom
6. Mahathammaracha I (Lu Tai)
7. Mahathammaracha II
8. Mahathammaracha III (Sai Luthai)
9. Mahathammaracha TV

? 1240s - ?1270s 
?1270s - ?1279 
1283 -c . 1317 
?1317 - ?1347
1346 - 1347
1347 - 1374? 
1368-74?- 1398? 
1398 - 1419
1419 - 1438

Kings of Ayudhya 
(1351 - 1767)
[The Ayutthaya period]

1. Ramathibodi 1351 - 1369
2. Ramesuan 1369 - 1370
3. Borommaracha 1370 - 1388
4. Thong Chan 1388
5. Ramesuan (second reign) 1388- 1395
6. Ramracha 1395 - 1409
7. Intharacha 1409 - 1424
8. Borommaracha II 1424 - 1448
9. Borommatrailokanat

(ruling in Ayudhya) 1448 - 1463
(ruling in Phitsanulok) 1463 - 1488



10. Borommarach* III 
(in Ayudhya)

11. Intharacha II
12. Ramathibodi II
13. BorommarachaIV
14. Ratsada
15. Chairacha
16. YotFa
17. Khun Worawongsa (usurper)
18. Chakkraphat
19. Mahin
20. MahaThammaracha
21. Naresuan
22. Ekathotsarot
23. SiSaowaphak
24. Song Tham (Intharacha)
25. Chettha
26. Athittayawong
27. Prasat Thong
30. Narai
31. PJhra Phetracha
32. Sua
33. Phumintharacha(Thai Sa)
34. Borommakot 
36. Sudyamarin

King of Thonburi 
[The Thonburi period]

Taksin

Kings of Bangkok
Chakri Dynasty (1782 - present)
[Known as the Rattanakosin period]

1463 - 1488 
1488 - 1491 
1491 - 1529 
1529 - 1533
1533 - 1534 (5 months)
1534 - 1547 
1547 - Jun 1548 
Jun - Jul 1548
Jul 1548 - Jan 1569 
Jan - Aug 1569 
Aug 1569 - Jun 1590 
Jun 1590 - Apr 1605 
Apr 1605 - Oct 1610 
1610-1611?
1610-11-Dec 1628 
Dec 1628-Aug 1629 
Aug - Sept 1629 
Sept 1629 - Aug 1656 
Oct 1656 - Jul 1688 
Jul 1688 - 1703 
1703 - 1709 
1709 - Jan 1733 
Jan 1733 - Apr 1758 
May 1758 - Apr 1767

late 1767 - Apr 1782

1. Phra Phutthayotfa (Rama I) Apr 1782 - Sept 1809



X l l l

2. Phraphutthalertla (Rama II)
3. PhraNangklao (Rama III)
4. Mongkut (Rama IV)
5. Chulalongkorn (Rama V)
6. Vajiravudh (Rama VI)
7. Prajadhipok (Rama VII)
8. Ananda Mahidol (Rama VIII)
9. Bhumibol Adulyadej (Rama IX)

Sept 1809-Jul 1824 
Jul 1824-Apr 1851 
Apr 1851 - Oct 1868 
Oct 1868-O ct 1910 
Oct 1910 - Nov 1925 
Nov 1925 - Mar 1935 
Mar 1935 - Jun 1946 
Jun 1946 - present



Notes on additional systems 
of reference used

Bibliography

Memorial publications, which appear on birthdays and anniversaries, and on 

funeral days, are collections of writings which sometimes include pieces by the 

person honoured, and sometimes don't. They honour prominent people, such as 

Suntharawaathin, Kidtiwan and Prasidthikun, and they will be attributed in this 

thesis to the person honoured, who will be put into square brackets, for example, 

[Kidtiwan].

Some books have no known editor, e.g. Amatayakul 1990, and these will be 

attributed as "(no ed.)", while those with no known publisher will be shown as 

"NP".

Audiographv

Song examples in the text will be given a reference number; "R" for 

"recording", followed by anumberin square brackets, e.g. [Rl]; these can then be 

easily found in the Audiography. If the examples are theoretical or come from 

general knowledge, they will be marked [AM], standing for "author'smemory".

Recordings made in the field will be designated (F); these include songs 

recorded during private interviews, as well as those recorded from TV and radio 

programmes by myself. Commercial tapes and CDs will be designated (C); these 

include tapes distributed during funeral services, and "standard songs" recorded by 

the Ministry of Higher Education (see Section 6.7), even though these tapes are not 

really commercial in the understood sense. Unreleased recordings from the sound 

archive of Chulalongkorn University will be marked (CUSA).



Introduction

0.1 Beginnings

It was late afternoon on the first day of November 1983. After I had put all the 

equipment back into the cupboard, I rushed out of the physics lab trying to get to the music 

club before Aacaan Carasncaj arrived.1 It was my turn to unlock the door and to prepare 

some coffee and snacks for the senior teacher. I arrived at the music room only a few 

minutes before five, putting the kettle on and trying to do the washing up. The old white 

mercedes was approaching the carpark. It was too late; I didn't have time to buy a new 

packet of biscuits. W ell, she'd have to eat the leftover ones. I could put them onto a serving 

plate and that would look OK.

I went to greet Aacaan Caraancaj at the parking bay in front of the student union 

building and helped her carry the rattan basket that she always used as a handbag. I gave 

her my arm for climbing the steps and, in the same position, I led her to the music room.

Pii Jtrj, the head of the Thai music club arrived, which gave her company, so I had time to 

finish the washing up and prepare coffee.

When I came back with the coffee, they were talking about the lyrics we were going to 

use for the celebration marking the king's birthday on TV in two weeks time. Pii Jii) read 

the letter from the TV station telling of the plan to broadcast it nationally. Aacaan Caraoncaj 

had chosen three songs for that year's performance, and they would be joined together to 

create a suite; the lyrics had been newly written by a Thai Music Club member. My teacher 

sounded excited and enthusiastic about teaching her singers. One of the songs I knew 

already, but the other two I didn't.

1 Aacaan Caroancaj's full name is Caraancaj Suntharawaathin. AacuarAsthe Thai term fcr teacher, and we 
generally use first names for everybody.



More students arrived but none of the singers had turned up yet. The other teacher, 

Khruu Somphorj, also arrived so we started to practice the instrumental part of the song 

"Thoorj Joon" which Aacaan Carasncaj wanted to use to begin the suite. I played the 

cx&tie*% the three stringed zither, my favourite instrument. When we could remember the 

song "Thoojg Joon", Khruu Somphorj taught us the other two songs: "Weedshkam" and 

"Khcsg BoorathSed".

It was half past six and more people had arrived, but there was still no sign of the 

singers. Everyone finished the instrumental parts of the three songs and was eager to hear 

the vocal part. Aacaan Caraancaj became more and more frustrated, and you could feel her 

disapproval without even looking at her face. Ph Jirj made excuses for the singers: that their 

faculty was a long way from the student union, and that the lecture might have been 

extended. She also suggested that we could run through the suite without them, and asked 

Aacaan Caraoncaj to sing for us. Someone had told me that she was one of the best singers 

in Thailand.

I felt excited, as it was going to be the first time I had heard her sing properly. (I had 

only overheard her humming when she was teaching the singers, and some of her 

recordings, but not live singing.) I, and the other players, did not usually pay much 

attention to the singing. We just wanted to know the ending of the vocal line so we could 

come in at the right time. But this time would be different. The singer was Aacaan 

Carooncaj, the most respected singer in the whole of Thailand.

Khruu Somphor) started the first song on the /m rW a^and everybody joined him after 

a few bars, and when we finished the introduction, Aacaan Caroancaj began to sing. The 

first sound she sang hit me like a thunderbolt. I had never heard anyone sing this way 

before. It was hard to explain. It was the combination of calmness, powerfulness and 

confidence, and she held the complete attention of everybody. Every word she sang 

became meaningful and this made the whole lyrics sound full of conviction. I was drawn



into her hypnotic sound from start to finish; when the instrumental part took over, I 

couldn't wait for it to end so I could hear more of her singing.

I must admit that, before that day, traditional singing had never interested me at all. I 

had heard quite a few acclaimed singers since I started learning Thai music but none of 

them had impressed me. In fact, I had found it boring, and the strange voice production 

and funny wordless vocalisation or jyn n had often made me laugh. But Aacaan Carooncaj's 

singing revealed the beauty of jsyanto me and the weird sounds VY, $22 $22/ 2 tc. began 

to make sense. I have to say that she opened a gate into the world of Thai singing forme. A 

year later, I left the Faculty of Education and entered the Music Department of the Faculty 

of Fine and Applied Arts.

During my second year in the music department, there was a lack of male singers in the 

department. I was persuaded by the head of department to change my main study from the 

to singing. I had no hesitation in doing this, because I had been dreaming about it 

ever since that day in the music club. Best of all, they were going to send me to learn with 

Aacaan Carooncaj, my favourite singer. To begin with, Aacaan Carosncaj felt unable to 

teach me, telling me that: "a singer needs an outstanding voice, and you do not have one". 

Another factor not in my favour was that usually, in order to gain a BA in vocal music, 

training has begun in childhood. Eventually, however, she sang the song "Pham&a H&a 

Thon" for me and I made a tape recording of her voice, took it away and learnt the song by 

heart. After a week, I went back to her and sang the song. She was satisfied and cautiously 

accepted me, but only with the reasoning that: "although your voice is not remarkable, by 

studying my singing and teaching styles and preserving them this will be of more 

importance than becoming a great singer".

Aacaan Caroancaj will be referred to by her surname of Suntharawaathin from now on, 

as will other Thai teachers and academics, as Western tradition dictates. Suntharawaathin 

will appear often in the text, obviously because of the large amount of direct experience



which I have of her work and teaching methods. Without this experience, this thesis would 

have been almost impossible.

0.2 Scope and aims

The music described in the previous section belongs to what Thais call dontdithaj 

ddosn, which can be translated as "Thai classical music". This genre is also known as "Thai 

court music" ( dojitmrdadchasamm{£), because it was nourished and perfected during its 

golden era at the royal court of bangkok. In this thesis, I will be focussing on the vocal 

music of this genre, which I will generally call "Thai court singing". Thailand also 

possesses a wide variety of regional and popular vocal traditions, some of which interact 

with Thai court singing, but I will be unable to cover these here.

Due to the near-total absence of European-language studies of Thai court singing, I 

will cover a wide range of aspects. These will include the historical dimension, the 

fundamentals of Thai vocal music, the lyrics and poetic forms, and the current and past 

methods of teaching. All in all, the study will, it is hoped, form a sound basis from which 

further and deeper research in this field can be attempted. The information used has been 

gathered from varied sources (both Thai and English), with much of it deriving from my 

own experiences of learning, teaching and performing Thai singing in Thailand and, since 

1991, in the UK.

0.3 Thai vocal practices which can and cannot be defined as singing

There are four terms used to refer to the four different kinds of vocalisation: kaankhdb, 

kaanpM i^ kaan svuadanA kaan ringwhich could be translated respectively as: "reciting",



"nairating", "chanting", and "singing" .2 Each of them belongs to a particular genre and has 

specific functions.

The term khatfoy itself in musical usage refers only to a "recitation" performed to a 

j'tf^itamelodyS. In everyday usage, ^Wmeans "to drive" or "to make things move"; 

therefore, we might say khiibrefers to the idea of "driving" words forward. The Royal 

Academy of Thailand defines the term kbhbas:

A kind of uttered performance that tells stories to an uncomplicated tune.
Because the emphasis is on the story, the pattern of khabmelody is therefore 
unfixed. However, the audience can recognise different kinds of khdbftom  the 
outlines of the melodies. (Radchabandidtaj&sathaan [The Royal Academy]
1997:23)

The khabmtlotiy is "unfixed" (within the melodic outline) because it is a "textful" 

vocalisation in which the melody is sub servient to the clarity of word tones and the need to 

communicate a story to the audience; in other words the melody canbe changed in order to 

get the meaning of a word across more easily. This is also the reason why it is classed as a 

recitation rather than a song, even though it might sound like the latter to Western ears, and 

canbe notated with precise pitches, unlike speech. On the other hand, while following a 

melodic outline, there is a definite feeling of metre, relating to the reading aloud of poetry. 

There are three types of melodic outline: seephaathay seephaalaa Frand seephaamoon. 

This number of types came about originally because the main characters in the classic poem 

KhvncMagKhunphvmQoxsnz from the three peoples of the Thai, the Lao and the Mon.

The term phttygor kaanpha%refers to a kind of vocalisation that is used exclusively in 

the Thai mask plays known as khoon. Haas (1994:369) defines this term pM tgas "to 

speak the part of an actor". The term is also used to indicate speech overdubbing for 

foreign films. The function of kaanph&{g in khoonplays is not only the speaking of the 

lines of the dumb actors, but also the description of their actions. Kaanphhagui khoon

2 The word Aoa/preceding these terms is merely ail adjective that changes a verb into a noun. 
^This is different from the term seephaamaJtoon'rwhich refers to entertainment music.



plays (known as kaanphitygkhoon) uses melodies, whilst kaanpM agm  filmic terms is 

merely speech. Kaanphaagkhoonalso requires a special kind of voice production which 

emphasises word pronunciation over other styles of vocalisation, through the use of 

harshness, volume and exaggeration. Inmost educational institutions such as music 

colleges and music departments in universities, kaanpb&tjgmd kaankhdbseephaawY part 

of the same course, separate and distinct from singing courses. Both genres make use of 

only a few melodies, and therefore students leam examples of each melody and then apply 

them to new texts by themselves. Even though most all-round singers learn the techniques 

of kaanphmg they don't usually perform it. The people who perform kaanphihgWY 

called ntfgpJiaagor kbonpMag, meaning narrators. It is said that people who are trained to 

specialise in kaanphaagwz unlikely to excel at singing because of the constraints imposed 

on their voices and the damage to their vocal cords this can bring.

The third kind of vocalisation is kaan sbuadov chanting. This includes all kinds of 

religious chanting, mostly Buddhist. It is not regarded by either lay Thais or Buddhist 

monks as singing. Monks are forbidden by the eighth precept of Buddhism to make music 

- neither can they listen to it or gain enjoyment from it. Despite this, Buddhist chanting 

makes use of many melodies known as thamnooy{ for example, sOuadchamnoog 

sdoniphanjii) which involve singing in parts and leads to instinctive harmonising, a practice 

which comes close to most definitions of singing. This in turn leads to musicians jokingly 

remarking that chanting monks are "singing their songs again". There is no fixed scale for 

Thai Buddhist chanting, but it seems to adhere to poetic metre and is therefore rhythmical. 

Different functions are accompanied by different rhythms and melodies, reflecting the 

nature of the occasion, with different voice qualities employed also, e.g. funeral chants are 

slow and sombre and low in tone.

What is left after these three quite narrow definitions is by far the largest type of 

vocalisation, known as kaan/dog or singing, and it is into this type that Thai court singing 

falls. One thing that distinguishes kaanidngfrom the other three categories is the large



number and variety of melodies employed and the functions to which they are put. Thais 

instinctively know into which category a vocalised piece belongs because of their life-long 

experience of these different kinds of "performance", and where, how and when they 

occur. Another common term used for singing in general is created by inserting the term 

ibW(which we translated above as "recitation"), as in k m u ik h s ib . The term Jkbdbis 

also combined with other terms to create new expressions for singing, such as khdbklom  

meaning "to build up an atmosphere", and khdb y^ncxthern dialect term) meaning "to 

sing".

0.4 Previous works

So far, there have not been many books written about Thai music in English that 

include vocal music. Those written in Thai that deal with singing are usually internal 

communications between native singers and musicians, excluding most of the wider 

populace. Suntharawaathin (1987b ,c) and Prasidthikun (1992b ,c,d), the most experienced 

singers in Thailand, have both written articles about their experiences of learning and 

performing songs, and of the basic theories involved, i.e. voice use, singing interpretation, 

vocal techniques etc. These articles are, perhaps, the most valuable sources for Thai 

singing written in Thai, and they await revelation for a larger reading public. A translation 

of Suntharawaathin's article is given in Appendix V, while some parts of Prasidthikun's 

article are quoted in the main thesis. In 1998, the students of Kidtiwan, another 

distinguished Thai singer, gathered articles together written about their teacher's life and 

published them in a book to honour the day of her cremation. The book doesn't include 

singing techniques or any theory, unlike the two sources mentioned above, but the articles

4 Another expression for singing is kMblammm, but it is rarely used. The term /muiamm&axss "poem to b e 
sung"; it is exclusively used for songs but not for other kinds of vocalisation, even though they all make use 
of poems in their practice



reveal a fascinating biographical insight into her life and demonstrate the close relationship 

that existed between Kidtiwan and her pupils. Reference is made to this book throughout 

the main text.

In 1992, the Ministry of Higher Education gathered together "active" Thai music 

teachers in Thailand in order to standardise Thai music teaching in schools and universities 

and even in private lessons. As a result, a guide for teaching Thai music (including singing) 

and a school curriculum have been introduced in 1995. These include songs for different 

levels of attainment and competence and guidelines on presentation and technique. The 

curriculum came into use in May 1998, and its effectiveness would make for interesting 

future study.

The standard work on Thai music in English is, perhaps, Morton's book entitled Thai 

Traditional Musicpublished in 1976. Having access to a large collection of Thai melodies5 

enabled him to analyse the structure of Thai music extensively. This book provides basic 

knowledge such as history, tuning system, metre, rhythm, tempo, instruments and 

ensembles, modes, forms and compositional techniques, and also includes a small section 

on vocal music. This work is like the trunk of a tree from which other research branches 

off. Morton discussed "modulation" in Thai music and suggested the term "metabole" 

instead (see Section 3.4 for a further explanation), for when a change of "pitch-level" 

occurs. Pitch-level corresponds to the Western concept of key, it is talked about in detail in 

Section 5.7. Metabole and pitch-level has been increasingly used amongst analysts of Thai 

music.

In 1988, Tanese-Ito, a Japanese researcher, revealed some common features of vocal 

melody as affected by different speech tones in an article in the journal Musica Asiatica

5 He had access to the laigest collection of Thai instrumental melodies written in Western staff notation. These 
were gathered together in a project under the patronage of Prince Damror) and his daughter Princess 
Ph&dthanaajii in 1930. Senior musicians of the Fine Arts Department were gathered to play the "to be 
preserved" tunes for a group of Western-trained musicians to notate them. Asaresult, more than 400 pieces 
of music were notated. It should be noted that this collection has never been revealed to the public in Thailand; 
the "official11 copy kept in the Fine Art Department was said to have been lost in a fire in 1960. However, a 
copy of this collection, obtained by Morton, has been preserved in the library of UCLA



(1988).6 This is a valuable treatise on Thai vocal music, as this aspect of it had never been 

analysed before. She discovered that the melody of a song is changed to keep the tones of 

the words correct. I have found that this practice seems to be natural for the singers 

involved, but difficult to understand for those who are not fluent in Thai. Tanese has also 

studied other basic concepts of Thai singing such as jyaa, but, unfortunately, the work is 

in Japanese. My thesis, even though doubtless repeating some parts of her Japanese work, 

will have a different approach to Tanese's, since it is undertaken from the point of view of 

a practitioner and an insider; it will also be in English. Moreover, recent information on 

fa in , gained from Suntharawaathin and Prasidthikun will be taken into account and 

discussed.

Myers-Moro's latest publication ThaiMusic and'Musiciansin Contemporary Bangkok 

(1993) is an anthropological approach to Thai music and society. Apart from elements and 

classifications of the music, her book covers the social organisation of Thai musicians, 

musical transmission, religious cosmology and the status of Thai music in society. Apart 

from citing very useful details of the fundamentals of Thai music, Myers-Moro discusses 

some significant concepts which help the reader to gain a better understanding of Thai 

musicians. For example, she explains the term huuarj w/chaa, the concept of "guarding 

knowledge", and differentiates between pnachanz&A pniktivad two types of music 

competition. My thesis will take her work into account, and expand her discussion of these 

concepts and several others.

Silkstone's unpublished thesis is the most theoretical study on Thai music yet available. 

He examines how Thai musicians, in this case fiddle players, learn to improvise. He 

concludes that "practitioners conceptualise formulas, organise them in memory and choose 

between them... on the basis of a grammar of elaboration" (Silkstone 1993:248). Even 

though his study is about the improvisation of instrumental music, it examines a concept 

which is also significant in the creation of Thai vocal melody. His theories on the

6She also wrote a brief article on yym  or wordless vocalisation in Thai singing which appeared in Koizumi 
(1980:181-4)



conceptualisation of the basic instrumental melody and the idiomatic elab orations that ensue 

can be applied to the creation of Thai singing, since both vocal and instrumental parts share 

the same basic structure, although the vocal melody is a composed and not improvised 

melody.

Most analysts including Morton and Silkstone confine their study to pMeegprdbkty 

which is considered by Thai musicians also as the major genre of Thai music. The 

significant song form in the phleeijprdbkdjQ&sgQrf is one with a fixed number of 

rhythmic cycles, a form that gives analysts a clear framework to examine. My work too 

will use pMeegprdbMfA explain the general features of Thai vocal melody, but will also 

attempt to reveal the vocal melodies of other genres such as phleegrlmjoopVL order to 

illustrate a wider view of the sub ject.



Chapter 1 

The Historical Dimension

1.1 Singing during the Pre-Sukhothai, Sukhothai and Ayutthaya periods (up to 1767)

The study of the history of Thai song melodies is made more difficult by the fact that 

they only ever existed in oral form; there are some old lyrics that were written down, but 

the melodies were passed on through the generations by oral transmission from teacher to 

pupil and from old singer to young.

Morton says that "what we know today of Thai music is in actuality only of the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries - the 'classic' or Bangkok period [which] can be 

considered as a culmination of musical evolution that probably started... in the fourteenth 

and fifteenth centuries with the rise of Ayuthaya [Ayutthaya] as the capital" (1976:1). Being 

a strong power with many fierce and successful warlords allowed the Empire of Ayutthaya 

to maintain a high degree of unity for nearly two hundred years (15th- 17th centuries); this 

provided a fertile soil in which cultures flourished.

The history of the people of present-day Thailand can in fact be traced back further than 

this, to a time before the Ayutthaya period, a time when large numbers of peoples with 

separate identities were scattered all over the Indochinese peninsula Historians identify 

Thai people as people who share a common linguistic and cultural identity known as Tai. 

Wyatt says "... the people who brought the core elements of the contemporary Thai identity 

to what is now Thailand did not even arrive in that central portion of the Indochinese 

peninsula until a thousand or so years ago.... Only over many centuries has a 'Thai' 

culture, a civilisation and identity, emerged as the product of interaction between Tai and
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indigenous and immigrant cultures" (1984:1), The indigenous cultures were the Mon and 

Khmer, while the immigrants were Chinese and Indians. Evidence of this interaction can be 

seen by the comparison of the musical instruments used by these races, e.g. the Thai sx>

, dtfuagwilh the Chinese <?/tffffiddle, and the Thai rapboajmith the Indian mnbugndrum7. 

However, no study has specifically revealed how the music of these cultures emerged, or 

even provided concrete evidence of what the sound of their music was. Only a few pieces 

of evidence from archaeological sites such as the ancient temple of Angkor Wat and other 

similar finds show pictures of musical instruments being played, but the melodies being 

played and, particularly, the songs being sung still lie in ancient darkness.

The immediate period before the Ayutthaya is known as the Sukhothai (1240-1438), 

the period that present Thais see as the "real" beginning of their countty's history. It is also 

the period when the Thai people was the most powerful race of mainland Southeast Asia.

The study of music in the Sukhothai period is totally reliant upon stone inscriptions ( st/an 

cm-rygft which were carved during the reign of King Ramkhamhaeng (1279-98). There 

are some words on them which refer to singing: snaglffian and sling kbitb* The term snag 

can be understood as meaning "sound". Montrii Traamdod (1984) thus interpreted snag 

Jyyaa as meaning a sound consisting of melody and rhythm, and snag kbabas referring to 

free melodic vocalisation. By interpreting these two terms in this way, Tramood related 

them to present-day terms: snag Igynnvtith. kaan rbogm e aning "singing", and sling kh4b 

with kaankbabmeaning "reciting". The term Jfynn is no longer in use, but kbnbappears 

inmany works of literature during the later Ayutthaya period with the meaning of "to sing", 

as in the phrases kbabbimaam<m6 kbbbrbog meaning literally "to sing a song", and kbab 

seepbaa, meaning "to sing a seepbaamelody".

In 1352, Siam took Angkor and occupied it until 1357. There were mass deportations 

of Khmer people to Thailand, including artists and high officials. In one year, 1393, ninety

7 This latter comparison was made by Yupho (1987: 39). He also said: "In India this type of drum is played 
held on the lap„ or suspended from straps over the shoulders when played while standing. As for the Thai 
drum, it is put on a stand and played on both heads with the palms of the hand and fingers" (ibid).
8 There are also other terms referring to musical instruments used for royal ceremonies.



thousand Cambodians were transported to the Thai capital at Ayutthaya (see Sam 1988:18). 

In the wars which followed, Thailand ruthlessly annexed and exploited Khmer culture, but 

not without recognising its value: "when the Siamese (Thai) conquered and destroyed the 

Khmers, they were themselves conquered by the beauty of the Khmer arts ... and protected 

and loved and cultivated it" (Zarina 1941:285). Itis highly likely that Thai music at that 

time was influenced by Khmer music. Evidence of this cultural mix can be seen in highly 

respected present-day Thai songs such as "Phrd Thoorj" and "Naar| N&ag", names that 

appear in an ancient Khmer folk tale. Phrd Thoorj is a prince from the land beyond the sea 

(b elieved to be India) and Naarj N&ag is an indigenous Khmer woman. Amratisha (1998) 

believes that this folk tale, which tells of the marriage between Phrd Thoor) and Naarj Ndag, 

represents the marriage of the indigenous Khmer with Indian culture.

The Indians also influenced the Thais directly, through Buddhism. The Pali language 

used in Buddhist chants was also used in literary works such as Mahaachdad Kham Luuarj 

("The great incarnation [of the Buddha]: court version") and other such "high" literary 

works of the court. A poetic form, found in Pali script, known as chan gradually took over 

for the creation of court literature and became extremely popular during the reign of King 

Narai (1656-88). Samhdthakhood Kham Chan, a story of the Buddha, and one of the most 

famous pieces of Thai classical literature used for shadow-puppet theatre, was also written 

in the ^Aizform (Iiawsuworj 1995:32). While court people used the cAizform for their 

literature, commoners made use of the Jfe/zform, an indigenous form of mainland 

Southeast Asia The language used for Jtaazpoetry was therefore of the Thai-Lao family 

of languages, not the Pali. (Further discussion of these poetic forms can be found in 

Chapter 4.)

There is also a long tradition of Hindu chanted texts in Thailand, known as oogkma, 

and performed by a Brahmin. An especially important text is oogkaon chlgmiazn, or the 

"text for cursing water". This is performed once a year, when the army take an oath of 

fealty to the king, which is reinforced by their placing of their weapons in a giant cauldron



filled with water. The Brahmin then lays the curse upon the water saying, amongst other 

things, that the weapons contained within it will turn upon and slay their owners if they 

betray their king and nation. This is not seen as singing, but chanting from a text ( 4m  

oogkmri), but could be seen as an early form of Thai vocalisation.

The original form of the court vocal tradition can perhaps be seen in present-day folk 

songs such as pbleegr^ya, pbleegchdjand even songs known as mo3kimvih.ich are said 

to belong to the people in the northeastern part of Thailand known as khonlm  w; or 

"Laotians". Court and commoner music influenced each other all the time: they shared 

musical instruments, repertoires and vocal technical terms such as "jfa in '' .

It was not until the 17th century that Thai songs were first preserved in written form, 

with both lyrics and melodies being transcribed, and even then only by foreigners. 

Gervaise's 1688 account of Siam includes a transcription of the song "Sout Chai" on two 

five-line staves in duple metre with a romanized Thai text underneath (Miller 1994:138). In 

addition to this, in Simon de la Loub6re's report to King Louis XIV of France (c. 1687), 

there is a song transcribed in Western staff notation recording a nameless piece, not related 

to any surviving piece, and known currently to Thai scholars as "Saaj Samoon" (Loub&re 

1969:113). It is important to know that, even though LoubSre mentioned the use of pyun. 

(wordless vocalisation), both of the songs transcribed contain only a small amount of ppan, 

and thus would currently be classified as pkJeegnvytiW /nov "full text" songs. These two 

songs were also only used for entertainment purposes and performed in isolation. 

According to oral tradition, many other songs from the same period, particularly those used 

in plays, were not "full text" songs but contained a larger amount of examples of

this are the songs "Ch&a Ri" and "06 Pli".

Prince Narisaranuvattiwongsa, also known as Prince Narisara, a gifted royal musician 

and respected scholar, wrote in 1917 that, in the Ayutthaya period: “Thai music was



divided into three distinct types: pbleegrfog pbleegmahSorii%sA phleegpiipbm d . . .  ” 

(1972:80).9 Thus:

pMeep r$2ij unaccompanied songs used for narration in plays
pbleegpiipbm d totally instrumental music, accompanying mimed actions 

in plays, and for ceremonies
pbleeg maboom songs of entertainment accompanied by a mabocrd 

ensemble

So, according to his theories, only pbleegidogand pbleeg/n^ibaa/mRchided singing. 

Pbleeg r6ogoa& be defined as a song without melodic accompaniment and pbleegmaboom  

can be defined as a type of song accompanied by a mabooniememble (in the Ayutthaya 

period, a ./ff/^cW/ensemble included the string instruments, a single blockflute, cymbals 

and drums). Also pbleegrbogsongs were sung as part of plays whilst pbleegm aboorii 

songs were sung as popular entertainments at celebrations and festivals. PbJeegpnpMad 

totally instrumental music, was used in plays, but also as part of ritual ceremonies such as 

funerals and cremations, as well as in a select number of other Buddhist and Hindu 

ceremonies. It seems, according to Prince Narisara, that the /^Amfensemble (which 

consisted of melodic percussion instruments, oboes and drums), had no singer. Instead, an 

independent singer sang the pbleegivogsongs in alternation with the instrumental piipbaad 

music.

1.2The early Rattanakosin period (1782-1851)

It is in this period that Thai historical evidence begins to be found in written form. It is 

a period when Thai music changed and adapted in isolation, before Western culture began 

to exert its great influence.

9 Prince Narisara did not say where his information came from, but presumably itwas general knowledge 
amongst the musicians of his time which had been remembered and passed on orally.
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/3^$*/ensembles began to accompany ptileeg idog.in the reign of King Rama II 

(1809-1824). This was due directly to the rise in popularity of a kind of singing called 

seephaa Proof of piipM ad ensembles being used in seephaa performances can be seen in 

a poem written in this period:

I During the time of thelastking [RamalJ,
i tf/niTiJEHvnm!jvnviErijj Khab seephaa was lonely without the ptiphdad\
R TU3J nn^D'iRW*5KVi'5')^,o Not until the reign of His current Maj esty [Rama II]
S>J inRJJ^u'liJBEJSEJ'i^ Were they made one in this city.

Seephaa developed from an oral storytelling tradition, firstly into a poetry recitation using a 

type of improvised oral poetry known as kloonseephaa^- 1, and finally to a form of song 

recitation which set this poetry to music borrowed from the ph/eeprbepvopertoire. The next 

logical progression was for a paphmidorch estra to b e brought in to illustrate the narrative 

action (maphaad ,̂ while the singer took a break. Traamdod suspects that this was the point 

when the singer started to become part of the /ta^/sr/obnsemble (1991; 15). To begin with, 

the orchestra would join in at the end of the ph/eey/dagsection, and then start the naaphaad 

music. But as time went on itbegan to echo and repeat the whole of the phleeg /^^ection  

before beginning to play the nmphiiadpwft. Thus the singer and orchestra became more and 

more entwined as their respective sections overlapped. However, it never came to the point 

where the orchestra simultaneously accompanied the singer, and this was the case until the 

late 19th century, when the first examples of synchronised vocal accompaniment began to 

appear in performances of phphdadjousic.

Singing in alternation with the orchestra is still the dominantperformance style of Thai 

music, although simultaneous accompaniment is tending to gain more and more popularity. 

Singing in alternation is a challenging task for the singer: without any melodic

10Woijth§ed(1995a:61)
I I Also known as kloontaldadoc "market poetry", this was popular poetry using the language of the common 
people, which made it accessible to a iaige audience. It had eight syllables to the line (thoughthis could vary 
by one or two syllables either way).



accompaniment, the singer requires perfect pitch in order to keep in tune for when the 

ensemble re-enters. This practice also influenced the singing practice used by mahocdi 

ensembles in music competitions, where the singer sings in alternation with the ensemble. 

Usual practice is for the singer to be accompanied by a see saam (three-stringed

fiddle), to help keep him or her in tune. In the music competitions, the soosaam saafvs still 

present, but plays as part of the orchestra.

Another significant feature of Thai music created in the early Rattanakosin period is 

known as the /ifaVform. Songs composed in this form are called phJeegthaw. Phleeg 

thaw  consist of three levels (or chiify of melody known as saam chin, soo/j chinand chiin 

dttaw, each of which share the same Itivgtdgw  "structural notes" (see discussion of this 

term in Chapter 5), but which are progressively shorter in length due to metric contraction. 

Saam chin ("third level") has the longest melody, while soogchin (" second level") is half 

the length of the saam chin, and first level") is half the length of soogchdn

Example 1: An example of the three levels of the same basic structural notes. The sign o
represents weak beats or dug and the sign + represents the strong beats or chiih The
numbers in bold are Mugtdgxs? "structural notes".

saam chin
o + o +

— 5 -65-5 -4-7 65655 — i -7 -i -2i42 -4-2

soogchhn
0 +  0 +

— 5 — 5 — i 24-2

chin (thaw  
o + o +

-555 -222

Most songs in the Ayutthaya period were in the soog chhnSorm with short musical phrases 

and a small amount of pyan . Thai academics believe that these songs were first expanded 

into saam chiinform during performances of ha an A h sttghra waa.



Kaan Jen saghnawaa or sagkra ̂ ^/performances were very popular amongst court 

people in the early Rattanakosin period. They can be seen as poetic games in which each 

poet tries to better his competitors in terms of the brilliance of his spontaneous 

compositions. The poem is read aloud by the poet and then handed over to a musical 

ensemble which sets it to music using an appropriate existing song and then sings it to the 

audience. While this is going on, the rival poets have time to compose their answering 

poems. Traamdod (1991) said that in order to give the poets enough time to compose and 

refine their poems, the sagkra FF7///singers doubled the length of the existing melodies by 

putting more yyan in between the words, resulting in the saam chfflorm . (See more 

information on kaanldnstigkrawamn section4.4.) Later on, these new expanded melodies 

in saam chin  were performed as individual pieces outside of the shgkrawaa framework. 

Later still, in reaction to this lengthening process, there appeared contracted versions of the 

song melodies, so that three versions co-existed: the expanded saam chin, the original soog 

chtinan.6 the contracted chin dha w The resulting combination of all three was a musical 

form known as th iw  The sequence of performance is determined by the length of melody 

- starting with the longest one and finishing with the shortest. The saam chdoversion 

contains the largest amount of yyan  and the chin dilaw  version the smallest.

Actually, the idea of combining different levels into one piece was not new; there had 

been a similar musical form commonly practiced long before, but only as instrumental 

music. This was a musical repertoire known as phleegryytigi''story suites"). Phleeg ryyag 

suites consist of three kinds of melody: phleeg chiiaQ'slow tune"), phleeg soogmiiaj 

(" soogmhajiuaQ") and phleeg tew^'i&A tune"). Phleegtyyag however, is a big enough 

topic for a whole separate analysis, for which there is no space here.

So, returning to the concept of thaw, it is common that the middle version soog chtin 

(level 2) is taken from a traditional piece from the Ayutthaya period (though it «ac?be newly 

composed), and the other two forms are the expansion and reduction of this version. But 

there are also some songs that were originally in the saam chiin (level 3) form and thus



were reduced twice, the first reduction resulting in the soog chiinlevel and the second 

resulting in the chiin diiawQgsdL 1). In addition to this, it should be noted that it is not 

necessary that all three levels be created together nor by the same composer. The saam chdn 

level of the song "Shd Sarjuuan" for example was composed around the 1860s, whilst the 

other two levels were created by two other composers in the 20th century.

1.3 The mid-Rattanakosin period (1851-1932)

This period begins in April 1851, with the crowning of King Mongkut (Rama IV). It 

was during this period that Western influence appeared, growing swiftly in Bangkok, 

particularly amongst the royal courtiers. Every country in Southeast Asia was threatened by 

a Western cultural invasion, and by the early twentieth century many of them had even 

fallen under the political control of Western colonial powers. However, Thailand, almost 

uniquely, successfully evaded direct colonial control.

In order to learn about these cultural invaders and to catch up with the ways of the 

modern world, King Chulalongkorn (Rama V) sent his sons to study in the West in 

countries including England, Germany and Russia. These princes not only brought back 

knowledge from the modern world, but with it, Western aesthetic values and culture.

In 1891 C&wphrajaaTheeweed accompanied King Chulalongkorn to Europe and there 

had the opportunity to see the Western equivalents of the Thai liikhoon/rf^singing plays), 

i.e. operas, and he liked them very much. When he came back to Thailand, he told His 

Highness Prince Narisara about these plays and persuaded the prince that they should 

create similar plays together. Prince Narisara was responsible for the scripts, music and 

production, while C&wphrajaa Theew£ed was in charge of the costume design. All the 

players were actresses already employed by Cawphrajaa Theeweed in his own private 

company. Prince Narisara made use of the ensemble that he had already created in the form



of an old-style /wpMw^nsembie. A theatre was built within Cawphrajaa Theeweed’s 

house and named roog lakhoon dpgdambaa(Jhe DpgdambadYheatre). The musical style, 

the ensemble and the plays themselves were subsequently named dpgdambamSx&cyk  ̂

theatre that they were performed in: phleeg djgdombmfor the style, pilphmddjgdambiin 

for the ensemble and lakhoon dfpdambanior the plays themselves. (See also Phoonprasid 

1995.)

Before this time, Thai plays or JaAhocwhad been accompanied by an ensemble and 

singers, but the actors and actresses just mimed and sometimes danced, while the music did 

not always match what was being acted out. This situation was not helped by the fact that it 

is not Thai tradition to compose new music for a play, instead, existing song melodies were 

put into use. As a consequence of this, the acting often ended long before the music. Songs 

used with djfechimbanplays were, therefore, either shortened or lengthened to fit with the 

action on stage. The significant feature of the lakhoon dygdnmbamtyi^ was that the actors 

and actresses had to themselves sing and that the music and the acting fitted seamlessly 

together. Court singers of this period therefore had to learn how to perform traditional 

dance and the dancers had to learn how to sing.

Singing, dancing and acting simultaneously demands a very high level of skill from the 

performer - in fact the level of difficulty involved led to the lakhoon dfgdambaastyle dying 

out. Today, only the phleegdjpdamboaor dpgdambmtson.gs are still in use, but they are 

highly prized by musicians for their consummate craftsmanship. The decline of the 

dpgda/nbimstyiz allowed two new styles to develop: lukhoonrdogwaA hikhoonpM udThe 

first, lakhoonrbog, or “ singing play”, was similar to the lakhoon dfigdnmban, but required 

less dancing skill. The second, hikhoonphvud or “spe&kingplay”, was similar to a 

traditional Western play, and was introduced into Thai society by King Rama VI, who had 

been educated in Britain since he was a young boy. Neither of these styles won widespread 

popularity, and they were performed mainly for the cognoscenti of the capital city.



1.4 Court singers

It was at the beginning of the 20th century, during the reign of King Rama VI (1910- 

25), the so-called "golden era" of Thai music, that hundreds of musicians and composers 

were employed by the royal department of music, including 2 Phaijaa, 6 Phni 16 Luuag 

13 KhunonA 20 Â KZ7(Amatyakul 1989:217). These ranks or titles would be followed by 

"royal names" ( liiadchadtiantuumil) given by the king, such as Samaansiiar)prac&g or 

Sanphieerjsuuai) amongst others. (See also Myers-Moro 1993:193-7.) The meanings of 

these names reflected the ability of the musician, for example, "graceful at music" or 

"brilliant at playing ranaad thum". However, there were special names for composers 

which implied special ability, such as "Pradidphajrd" {pmdidmz&ns "to create" and phajrb 

means "pleasing to the ears") and "Prasaandurijas&b" (p/asfia/mieans "to harmonise" and 

dm jiixibm eans "musical sound"). There were also some singers who were granted titles 

such as Myyn Kh&b Khamwaan (kbabmeans "to sing" and kham raWmeans "sweet 

words"). Although there were more female than male singers, it should be noted that only 

male musicians were given titles. The reason for this was that female musicians were 

normally employed, atleast technically speaking, bythe royal women, who had no official 

authority.

Royal women did not just employ musicians and singers: most of them were 

themselves either musicians or singers (or sometimes both), but their employees all had to 

befemale.12 These royal women enjoyed singing so much that they became masters of 

singing, for example Chao Chom Sadab13 (a royal consort of King Rama V), Mdm Can 

KunchoonN& Ajudthajaa (awife of C&awphr&jaaTheeweed Worjwiwad), and Mbmiuuag 

Tuuansii Woorawan (a wife of Prince Naradip). Some women court singers already lived in 

court circles: for example, Phajthuun Kldtiwan and Carooncaj Suntharawaathin were

*2 Female court servants were called nmujklmolumitj, and when they got married and left the court they would 
be khiiluimgdaanimeamng "ex-courtservant"
*3Herfull name was Mom Rajawongse Sadab Ladavalya (1891-1983); she was appointed to the rank "Chao 
Chom" by King Chulalongkorn in 1906(Finestone 1989:72)



daughters of famous court musicians, and Caroan Phaadthajakooson was the wife of a 

court musician. However, most court singers were brought into the palace specifically to 

sing and became "informal servants" to royal women; they were then named khihiluuaij 

ryyannoogm .eaning "court servants who live outside the court".

Outsiders, men or women, who wanted to enter the court not only needed to have 

musical talent but also good connections. Most musicians and singers who served royalty 

had once been commoners but had had a good musical background. Some learned music 

from a very young age from a famous teacher, and many were the sons or daughters of 

recognised musicians. An example of this is PrasLdthikun. She learnt singing from her 

father and sang for his band from the age of 7 years old. Phr&jaa Sanbdurijaarj, a court 

musical instructor who was a friend of her father, considered her talented and accepted her 

as a pupil. When there was a need for a child singer in the court of Princess Saisavali 

Bhiromya14, Phr&jaa Sanbdurijaar) introduced Prasldthikunto the princess and she became 

a court singer.

1.5 Court composers

The earliest composer of Thai traditional music that we can trace is Khruu Mii Kh£cg 

(also known as Phr& Pradid Phajrb). He was born at the beginning of the 1800s, in the 

early Rattanakosin period (Chajseetii 1983: 152). Records of earlier composers, of the 

Ayutthaya period, may have b een lost during the great war between Thailand and Burma or 

may merely not have existed. It should be realised that there is no tradition in Thailand of 

giving any great credit or paying any undue attention to composers, and this is true even 

today, when the names of composers are well documented. The audience wants to know 

what piece is being performed and who the musicians are rather than who the composer is.

14 Princess Saisavali was a wife of King Rama V; she was given the title of Krom Phra Suddhasininart by 
KingPrajadhipokin 1926(Finestone 1989:66)



In addition to this, as most composers are also performers, their reputation comes from 

their prowess in performance and not from their compositions, no matter how many songs 

they have composed or how good these compositions are. This was also true in the past. 

Khruu Mii Khi>eg, mentioned above, composed many fine pieces of music which are still 

widely performed today, for example "Thajooj Noog", "Thajooj Khameen" and "KhSeg 

Moon", but the audience of that time still talked only about his excellence as a /^'player 

(ibid: 153). There are no other composers from the Ayutthaya period or even the very early 

Rattanakosin period who are known to us. It should be noted that only the composers of 

entertainment pieces were acknowledged. The composers of sacred pieces such as phleeg 

nhaphiiadsvere not: perhaps their compositions were dedicated anonymously to musical 

gods or spirit teachers.

Furthermore, when a song is documented as being composed by someone, it is not 

clear whether the composer has composed both the instrumental ( thaag khtpyajfr and the 

vocal melodies ( thaagcbo^ or only the former. The book fag Hkhhwcajphleeg thaj 

("Listening to and Understanding Thai Music"), compiled by Montrii Traamood and 

Wichiian Kunlatan (1980), and perhaps the most comprehensive Thai musical treatise yet 

written, gives brief histories of songs, their lyrics and their composers. Much of the 

information in this book was gained through direct connections between the authors and 

composers and included information that had been passed on orally for generations. Most 

songs mentioned in the book have only one composer credited, and only a few songs have 

a credit given for the composition of the vocal melody as well as the instrumental melody. 

Presumably the authors assumed that where it is not stated, a single composer composed 

both paits as is still common practice today.

It was not until 1989, when Chulalongkorn University published the book 

namaantikrom sm hiplnphleeg thajnajtoob soog ido jp ii M g krugnidtaiuikoosm  

(Alphabetical List of Names of Thai Musicians, Song Writers and Composers of the First 

200 Years of the City of Rattanakosin), that information on composers and singers was



illustrated in a clear biographical form. ^  We learn from this that most composers were 

khanphpM ad(phgM adpeopie) whose speciality was melodic percussion instruments. It 

has been said that to compose a song one needs to play the khoog wag jtij and the drums in 

order to fully understand the structure of Thai music. We also learn that of the 43 

composers mentioned in the book, 12 sang occasionally and most of them were able to . 

sing, and that of 45 singers, only 5 composed and the rest did not. (It should be further 

noted that the singers who composed only created the vocal part and not the kh$og melody, 

which had to be then and still has to be now created beforehand.)

Composers who lived during the second half of the 19th century enjoyed royal 

patronage. These royal musicians and composers were employed at Krom Mahoorasdb 

Luuar) (The Royal Entertainment Department). When the king was pleased with their 

performances or compositions, they could be granted noble ranks. For example, in 1853, 

Khruu Mii Khdeg composed the song "Chood Ciin" which pleased King Pinklao16 so much 

that he promoted him to the rank of Phnionly a month after he had been promoted to the 

rank of Luung

Not only court composers composed, it was also popular for princes and even kings to 

contribute their musical compositions to the canon (with some advice from the court 

composers of course). For example, King Rama II (1767-1824) composed a piece called 

"Bulan Looj Lyyan"; King Rama VII (1893-1941) composed the songs "Raatrii Prad&b 

Daaw" and" Khameen La-oo Or)"; Prince Narisara composed" Khameen Sajjdog"; and 

Prince Benbadhanabongse (1882-1909, also known as phni-ogphek} composed "Laaw 

Duuag Dyyan" (seeTraamdod 1980).

Amongst royals, Prince Paribatra (1881 -1944) was the most prolific composer. He 

started off by composing military music for Westem-styie bands when he was in charge of 

the navy (around 1904), and graduated to the composition of traditional Thai pieces under

^  Only included were those who were over sixty years of age or who had died before 1982 when the 
research began.
*6King Pinklao shared the kingship with King Mongkut (Rama IV) during 1851 -68.
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the guidance of his chief musician Caarjwaag Thhua. In 1932, he was sent into exile by the 

revolutionary forces and spent the rest of his life in Bandung, Indonesia17. He is quoted as 

having said that he should thank the revolutionaries for taking away his responsibility to his 

country and allowing him to enjoy a life of listening to, playing and composing music. He 

composed Thai traditional music using the Westem staff notation, the first composer to do 

this, and by the end of his life he had composed more than 70 pieces, if you include all of 

his Western-style compositions, most of which were not performed in public until 

recently.

It is a fact that even great composers need musicians to perform their music in order for 

it to be heard and disseminated. Luuarj Pradid not only composed more than 300 pieces, 

but he taught his students to play them. He became well known because he had so many 

students, enough to popularise his compositions. MontriiTraamood was the most 

respected musician and composer of the Fine Arts Department (Krom Smlapaakoon), and 

he composed more than 200 pieces of traditional music. Although he did not have as many 

students as Luuar) Pradid, he could arrange for the musicians of the department to perform 

his compositions and thus popularise his work. Because Prince Paribatra lived so far away 

from Thai musical society when he composed his music, he had to entrust his musical 

compositions to Khruu Theewaa (Theewaaprasld Ph&adthaj&kooson), his musical advisor, 

to bring back to Thailand. They were kept at Phaadthaj&kooson House, but ironically the 

in-house musicians treated them as sacred objects because of the high rank of their 

composer and so did not perform them for a very long time, leading to the relative 

obscurity of the works.

17The revolutionary group was Khan&r&ad. This happened during the reign of King Rama VII (1925-34) 
when Prince Booriphad, being the minister of Defence, was the most powerful figure after the king.



1.6 The status of Thai music since 1932

Soon after 1932, when the court tradition had declined along with the power of the 

monarchy, and musicians no longer had royal support, every musician was transferred to 

the Fine Arts Department (Krom Sml&paakoon). Musicians who grew up during this new 

era, therefore, were not part of the royal court. Even though there was still a king, he was 

disempowered and not allowed to keep his own private ensemble. Some good musicians 

did indeed enter the Fine Arts Department, but many resisted the transfer and instead 

formed independent professional music groups, for example, the musicians and singers of 

the Dhrij^praniid family in Bangkok which was similar to other groups outside the city. 

These musicians had been, however, the students of the court musicians and composers 

left over from the time of the absolute monarchy.

When General Phibun was in power (1938-44 and 1948-57), his government tried to 

gain the respect of the Westem powers and to build a new national identity through 

nationalism. Witayasakpan writes: "Having experienced contempt as a citizen of a 

'backward' country, Phibun was determined to modernise the country so it would win the 

respect of Western powers. Western culture, therefore, became [the] models [model] for 

Phibun1 s cultural reforms" (Witayasakpan 1992:103-4). The government produced a large 

number of patriotic plays using already existing traditional songs in combination with a 

new style of music influenced by the West, known as phleeij thaj saakon. The term saakon 

means "universal" and was meant to connote modernity, cultural sophistication and 

civilised values. As aresuit, even Khruu Montrii, an arch-traditionalist, had to compose a 

song in the saakomty\& when the government held a competition for a "Song for the 

National Day" in 1940.

Morton documented Thai music during Phibun's period thus:

At this time also the new government established a Department of Fine Arts, 
including a national symphony orchestra that utilizes and performs Western



classical and semi-classical music. Westem-style music has come to 
predominate in the department's outdoor live performances and in television and 
radio. (Morton 1976:16)

In a larger context, Phibun's policies were anti-monarchist, which led to neglect and 

restrictions on all kinds of art related to the monarchy, including traditional music and 

dance drama, although these were nominally preserved as part of a national heritage 

(Witayasakpan 1992:130-1). Every kind of performance had to be approved by the Fine 

Arts Department before being performed. Singers and other performers had to apply for a 

bitestnliipin ("artist card"). The government claimed that in this way they could raise and 

control the quality of performance and save "national face". Also with the excuse of 

creating a national identity, the titles of songs which included the name of a foreign place or 

culture (such as "Laaw" or "Khameen") had to be amended by dropping these "foreign" 

words. Sadly, it was not only court culture that suffered, but folk tradition too had a hard 

time surviving intact. Lower-class folk traditions, such as lakhooncfautfrii Jfkeeand 

puppet theatre were also abandoned, as they were thought to create a bad impression of the 

state of Thai civilisation to Western visitors.

During this period, many traditional musicians and singers were so upset that they gave 

up music. Some left Bangkok for their home towns because the law wasn't as effective 

outside the capital and they could still play music relatively freely; even so it was a difficult 

time. Luuaq Pradid expressed his anger by composing the song "Secnkhamnyq" ("extreme 

thought") to condemn the government. The song is still being sung nowadays, but the 

original lyrics were suppressed by his daughter for reasons of personal safety (the current 

lyrics are taken from the famous piece of literature Khunchilag Khunpheed).

After Phibun's period, Thai music began slowly to grow again. Later governments 

tried to encourage people to listen to Thai music once more. Uthid N^agsaw&d (1923-82), 

one of Luuaq Pradid's students, became the producer and presenter of a TV programme 

called ddgtSa vtM dnbdonrrii d m "Dr Uthid introduces Thai music"), and he was voted



best TV presenter of 1972. The musicians in the programme were his daughter, his son- 

in-law, his students and his friends. The music he presented on the programme was mostly 

of his own or his teacher's composition. He tried to gently modernise Thai music by 

making the musicians sit on chairs instead of on the floor; the singers stood in front of the 

ensemble and were allowed to move their bodies in time to the rhythm instead of sitting still 

in the traditional pose reflecting modesty. These innovations did not enjoy widespread 

popularity amongst singers, who generally found the movements both embarrassing and 

tasteless. However, a large audience was delivered for the TV show, so it seems the 

general public had no problems with this behaviour.

The larger population enjoyed non-court popular music known as phleeg Mug krug 

("songs of the sons of the city") and phleeg Mug thOg ("songs of the sons of the field"), 

both influenced by Western music. The phleeg Mug krugm&fe use of not only Western 

instruments, but also the Western scale; in the early days some voice production techniques 

were preserved together with traditional melodies (taken mainly from couit songs), but it 

has become more and more like Western music, catching up with Western trends, so that 

only the language remains Thai. The phleeg Mug th&gis influenced by the West only inits 

use of instruments; the song melodies are mainly adapted from the Thai folk style {phleeg 

phfpnbm ify.

Thai court music survived quietly for many years, but recently gained great attention 

once more when, in 1975, the present crown princess, Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn, 

began taking part in the activities of the Thai Classical Music Club of Chulalongkorn 

University. These activities include not only the university's ceremonies, but also public 

events such as TV programmes and an annual performance by university students called 

gaan chumnum dontriithaj tidommaspgsaa. The princess is the official patron of this event 

and still attends and plays Thai music with the students every year. Nowadays this kind of 

musical event is popular amongst pupils of traditional music at all levels, including 

secondary and primary schools all over Thailand. These school and university meetings



help to generate new musicians and singers who will go onto make up the Thai musical 

community of the country as a whole.

In the 1970s many banks such as the Bangkok Bank of Commerce took on musicians 

and singers in lowly paid, unskilled positions. They had to rehearse regularly in addition to 

their bank duties, and in return for their tenure, they provided the banks with a music- 

making corps for use at public relations functions and official openings. Job security was 

reliant on the heads of thebanks, who acted as patrons, and if these were replaced, or died, 

the musicians could be laid off. In addition, those musicians without banking qualifications 

were vulnerable at times of economic downturn.18

In 1981, the Thai Farmers Bank organised a court music composition contest in order 

to encourage Thai musicians to produce new songs. The response from musicians was 

positive, everyone was excited, and many composers put their compositions in. The 

winner of this contest was one of Luuarj Pradid's students called CanToowistd, a teacher 

in many schools in Bangkok. Contests of this kind took place for several years and 

temporarily stimulated a new generation of composers and songwriters into action before 

petering out. Like all creative endeavours, the composition of Thai traditional music 

requires the right climate of encouragement and reward in order to flourish. These 

conditions existed in the past, but at the moment the climate cannotbe said to be a fertile 

one for widespread creativity. Musicians will not compose new works if there is little 

likelihood of them being performed in public.

In parallel, during the 1980s the government setup formal court music competitions as 

a new strategy to encourage school and university students and their teachers. The 

government withdrew after a few years, leaving it up to the Bangkok Bank to continue the 

tradition to this day. The bank made a successful job of it, targeting it more specifically at 

school children and inspiring a large and widespread entry. This has succeeded in creating

18 In 1997, for instance, tenbanks were closed down because of the national financial crisis.



a new generation of musicians, who aspire to very high standards of performance, which 

rise year on year.

Since 1990, Thai music has been actively promoted in the school curriculum. Poonpit 

Amatyakul, Bunchhuaj Soowad and other active traditional musicians are currently still 

working hard on this project. A kind of movement has been created which is a milestone in 

the study of Thai music in Thailand, whereby Thai music will be taught to every school 

child.

Thai court music has grown in popularity as the result of all these measures, but this 

has brought its own problems. Professional jobbing musicians and singers, who make 

their living from private parties and funerals, have found themselves being put out of work 

by schoolchildren willing to perform either free of charge or for a very small fee. This is an 

unforeseen consequence of the admirable zealousness amongst teachers and schools to take 

their work out into the community. Other problems may also lie ahead, including the formal 

standardisation of court music, which may cause a change of spirit at the heart of the music 

itself, and this will be discussed more fully in Chapter 6.



Chapter 2 

Foundation of Thai Vocal Music

2.1 Voice production

The style of voice production used in Thai court singing is noticeably different from 

other styles such as phleegphyyn  ̂ /^traditional folk songs), phleeg Mug chi?^(songs 

for “the sons of the field”), phleeg Mug Jtrug{soa.gs for “the sons of the city”), and phleeg 

phob (pop songs). Of the above styles, the voice production used for phleegphpynblUia, 

regardless of the diversity of techniques used in different regional folk styles, is most 

similar to that of the court tradition. The voice projection of these folk styles is done in a 

“held back” way. Suntharawaathin says that court song singers should feel the vibration in 

their chest, while singing, in order to get a more controlled sound. This is different from, 

for instance, phleeg Mug th tig in that the sound of phleeg M ug thug is more “open” (so 

less controlled). The other styles, phleeg Mug Jorug and phleeg phob are said to be singing 

in the sstsaj filnlg  (Western style),19 i. e. the voice is projected more. In addition to this, the 

major feature of Thai court singing which distinguishes it from the other styles is the 

rigidity of the throat and the large amount of nasality.

The question "how can they sing with such a voice?" or something similar to this is 

often asked of me when people listen to Thai court singing. The answer is that the voice 

has to be seen as a kind of musical instrument. Learning how to produce this voice does 

not seem to have been a problem amongst learners of the past. My singing teacher, 

Suntharawaathin, complains that she never had any problem in teaching a student to sing

19 This refers only to the Western pop style, not the classical one.



with a "Thai voice" in the old days, and that the problem has occurred since the 1970s.

This was when Western-style singing began to swamp Thai culture with many kinds of 

voice production that were so different from the classic way that they could not be blended 

or assimilated. It is hard work for a singing teacher nowadays to teach Thai voice 

production to a student since other styles, such as the phleegphebstyiv, have such a strong 

influence in society. I too have encountered similar problems teaching Thai people, and of 

course non-Thais here in the UK and the Netherlands. Thai voice is an alien style of 

singing to most people in the modern world, and the younger the student is when they 

begin training, the easier it is.

Thai court singing makes great use of the throat in the production of the sound; this is 

known in Thai as Mugkhoo, literally meaning "neckball". Prasidthikun said the right way 

to sing Thai court songs is to sing "from the throat” (1992c: 128). Suntharawaathin did not 

use the term luugkhoo, but mentioned the use of “ neck muscles” ( kl&im nypakhod) in 

singing and in producing some technical effects. The term lvugkhooo\so refers to some 

vocal techniques which require a “ flexibility” of the throat to produce: techniques such as 

khm n (akind of vibrato) and /?^'iz//^7(literally meaning "to turn over" the sound). 

Nasalisation, known in Thai as siiugmuisig is another significant feature of this singing. 

The singers use nasality for certain gyan and words (see more discussion in section 2.4). 

The uses of M ugkhoo and siiagmmsigseem to be the most important features talked about 

during performance and tuition. The degree of openness of the mouth while singing is 

another factor discussed, with different singers having different opinions on it. Generally, 

though, preference is for a nearly closed-mouth technique with almost rigid lips, 

particularly when singing

It seems that most singers will sing using the highest register they can manage. The low 

register is used only when the melody is higher than the top of their range so that they have 

to drop down the scale. They will switch into the high register again whenever the melody 

allows. Some singers say that singing in a high register is a feature of Thai court singing.



The reason given by many singers for this is that in the past there were no microphones or 

amplifiers available, and therefore the singers had to sing in aloud and high register in 

order to make their singing heard - particularly when the ensemble joined in  This theory 

appears to be correct, as contemporary singers, who would normally sing in a high 

register, will switch to alower scale when a microphone is being used, e.g. in a recording 

studio. However, when singers who were recorded in the early 1900s20 are listened to, 

most of them sing in a very high register; perhaps this is because they were not making use 

of the microphone in the same way as modem singers do, or perhaps they simply lacked 

microphone technique. Some singers condemn the extreme use of a high register by saying 

that such singing merely "tells the story" but cannot convey the true feeling of the lyrics, 

because the vocal cords are so stretched that the voice cannot be softened. They prefer to 

use the middle range of their voice and to only occasionally use the top of their range.

Additionally, Thai singers make much use of the falsetto voice to sing at the higher end 

of the scale, and not just at the top end of their particular range. The falsetto voice needs to 

be used appropriately: the "absolute" falsetto results in an unpleasant sound known in Thai 

as sitagphiiot "the ghost voice". The preferred sound is half and half between the falsetto 

and the full voice. Singers have to negotiate their way through a piece in order to balance 

the use of the two kinds of sound; such a negotiating technique is called by some singing 

teachers diin suagov "to gain the vocal heights".21

It should be mentioned here that the sound of Thai singing is similar to the sound of the 

piinaj{obo^) and the see saam .s?&/(three - stringed fiddle), and that one of these two 

instruments can be used to accompany and/or to imitate vocal melodies, during a 

performance. (Other instruments such as the soo tiu or the khlO jcan be used, but only if 

the p iiand suusaam saajqsq not available). The sovsaam  has been used to 

accompany singing in ensembles since some time in the Ayutthaya period (14th-

2® The first known recording in Thailand was produced around 1899-1901 (Amatyakul 1997:48).
21 The first person to use this term was reportedly Thuuam Prasidthikun, around 1960s.



18th century) (see Traamood 1991:8). Through performing simultaneously with the vocal 

part and assisting the singers with the vocal melody, the timbre of the instrument might 

have influenced the singing voice to some extent. The ptinajcan. imitate the timbre of 

singing or even human speech so well that it is used to mimic the voice in wmi doo^1, chuj 

chaaj1̂  and stiuadkhikyhddpit24. For the wibi dbog and chujchaajmelodies, thep tim j 

player (or the sou saam iw/jf player in mahoodiensembles) has to observe the vocal line 

closely and imitate it in as much detail as he can. Khorjlaajthoor) (1995) reveals performance 

techniques for the piinaj'm  the imitation of chuj chaajmsiodies, providing full details of 

certain techniques which are used to imitate certain vowels and consonants. The p tin a jis  

also used as the voice itself. For example, in shuadJkhttyhddpH ', the four phi players play 

the instruments in the form of a conversation: making statements, replies and jokes as if 

they were talking. Phr&jaa Sanbdurijaarj (1866-1949), a master of the p iin a j used the 

instrument to give orders to his servants instead of speaking (see Amatyakul 1997).

As to the human voice itself, it is not formally classified. Even in a chorus, there are no 

different parts for different voices, and the songs are invariably sung in unison Division is 

simply made by male and female, with no type of voice being mentioned, although people 

are sometimes noticed for having an exceptionally high register. Some thinkers have 

attempted to divide the Thai voice into groups based on the Western system: s/lag suugor 

high voice, sitagklaagot medium voice and mag dim, low voice; but such ideas of 

distinguishing the voice by range, are not popular amongst the singers. However, singers 

always comment on voice quality, using the term siiag ̂ m eaning "fine voice" to indicate 

a good voice.

The concept of shag ̂ /contains two meanings: 1) to have a very high voice or 2) to 

have a loud or powerful voice. (There are also other expressions which refer to good-

22 Literally meaning" speaking of flowers”, a section of some farewell songs where the names of flowers are 
used as metaphors for emotions.
22 A song used in plays to accompany "getting dressed ". The vocal melody of this song is always imitated by
the p iin a jim e  by line.
2<* An imitation of Buddhist chanting played on four p/i'nuĵ he same number as the monks in the actual 
chant). This is only performed at funerals and is rarefy heard nowadays.



quality voices, such as siiagphrd meaning a voice that is pleasing to the ear, and srnig 

wihui literally meaning "sweet" voice.) Having a good voice is always an advantage, as 

Amatyakul (1992:88) tells us: "When Khruu Thuuam Prasidthikunhad just entered the 

royal palace [Wimaanm£eg Palace] in 1909 she was the youngest singer there, but became 

a lead singer straight away because she had a good voice [ snag d ii\ ." Even in the present 

day, singers who have better voices can get jobs more easily than others with superior 

technique.

However, every singer accepts that merely having a good voice is not enough to make a 

good performance. Suntharawaathin states that there is a minimum requirement of voice 

quality, which, for a female, is the ability to reach the top note of the nm& iddeg(about an 

e'' in Western music). But she also says good singers need to know their own range and 

the limits of their own ability: "Having a high voice is an advantage but won't help you to 

be the best singer unless you sing with your brain" (Suntharawaathin 1987b:60). She also 

praises the ability to produce well every pitch within a singer's own range. Also, having a 

large repertoire is important, as is having the stamina to give extended performances. To 

sum up, there has been an overall trend in Thai singing away from harshness and a high 

register towards a softer tone and more use of the mid range.

2.2 Pitches and intervals

It has been widely accepted amongst scholars of Thai music that its tuning system is an 

equidistant one. The first person to make the observation of equidistance was Alexander 

Ellis in an appendix to his article "Onthe Musical Scales of Various Nations" (1885). Ellis 

came to this conclusion with the assistance of some Thai musicians who came to England 

in 1885. Panya Roongruang records that:



In 1884, Ellis measured the pitches of Thai musical instruments in South 
Kensington Museum in London, but couldn't conclude his study because 
the tuning wax had fallen from some of the instruments. In 1885 [when 
there was an exhibition of Thai musical instruments and some concerts were 
performed at the Royal Albert Hall over a three-month period], Ellis made 
his second attempt at pitch measurement, by using musical instruments 
included in the exhibition, but not the instruments that were being used for 
performing. Therefore the data was still inaccurate and he couldn't reach 
any conclusion Eventually, Ellis managed to come up with a theory, with 
the help of the ambassador, Prince Pridsadaarj [?]. He even tested his theory 
[of a system of seven equidistant notes] on the musicians. (Panya 
Roongruang, quoted by Soow&d 1998:14-5)

It should be noted that this tuning system seems to be only functionally equidistant, not 

physically or acoustically so. We must distinguish functional equidistance and physical or 

acoustic. The former is an emic concept which can only be examined by asking Thai 

musicians and observing their behaviour, while the latter would seem to be discoverable by 

precise measurement. The problem, however, is that at some level of measurement any two 

performed intervals will differ, even by one cent, or a hundredth of a cent (cents are Ellis' 

unit of acoustic measurement, see below). Each culture sets its own limits of what is and is 

not acceptable deviation. Musicians in some cultures may set the boundary of difference 

relatively leniently, so that they truly do notnotice differences of, say, ten cents or less.

Not noticing is different from noticing but ignoring. With all this in mind, let us now 

consider the Thai case.

According to Ellis, the interval between each note of the Thai scale is 171.428 cents; 

this is narrower than the major 2nd of the Western tempered scale (200 cents). The figures 

below show the interval differences between the Thai and the Western scales.25

do re mi fa sol la ti do
| 171.428 | 171.428 | 171.428 | 171.428 | 171.428 | 171.428 | 171.428 |

C D E F  G A B C
| 100 I 100 I 100 I 100 I 100 I 100 I 100 I 100 I 100 I 100 I 100 I 100 I

" T h e  Western sol-fa system is used here to signify Thai notes (indeed. modemThai musicians sometimes 
use this system, but the intervals between these notes are of the Thai tuning system.



In 1930 there was an attempt to preserve Thai music in a written form, and Western 

notation was used for the transcription. Prince Damrong, the initiator of this work, 

gathered together Thai musicians who had a wide knowledge of the traditional musical 

repertoire, in order that they might "tell" the melodies to the transcribers. The song tellers 

or phtiubdogphleeifzzm £ both from the Fine Arts Department and from outside it; the 

transcribers, known as phi)u bimthygphleeî  all worked for the Fine Arts Department as 

performers of Western classical music. The leader of the transcribers was Phra Chen 

Duriyanga, a German-Thai who played a very important role in establishing Western 

classical music in Thailand. Phra Chen Duriyanga stated (without saying how he came to 

this conclusion) that an octave in the Thai tuning system was divided into seven equally 

spaced notes:

The Thai musical scale is equally divided within its octave into seven degrees of 
seven full tones equidistant as regards the different pitches. (Chen Duriyanga 
1961:21)

Despite the difference between the Thai and Western pitch systems, he decided to use 

Western notation to record Thai music, but chose only the natural scale for his notations. 

This made some sense, since Thai instruments are tuned only to seven pitches. But 

modulation to a different pitch level in Thai music (unlike in Western music) keeps to the 

same seven notes; this phenomenon is called metabole by foreign scholars (see Section 

3.4). Due to the transcribers' tendency to hear metabole as modulation to a different "key" 

in the Western sense, some accidentals including sharps, flats and naturals were included in 

some passages. Phra Chen Duriyanga opined:

.. .from this same notation, Thai instruments may be safely played by ignoring the 
accidental signs of sharps, flats and naturals placed above and below the notes, 
but when Western instruments are used, these signs must be strictly observed; 
although this way of rendering Thai music is not quite in harmony with Thai tone 
conception it is nevertheless quite tolerable to Thai ears.... (ibid:22)



The transcriptions were carefully notated and double-checked by the committee. When a 

piece had been notated, it would then be played to the traditional Thai musicians, by those 

with Western training, on Western instruments - for example the piim j^w x would be 

played on the oboe, and the khbog Fra?/<^part would be played on the piano. Although 

the Western notation system could not represent Thai pitches accurately, it served its 

purpose of preservation.26 The results were reportedly acceptable to the traditional Thai 

musicians involved, although it is difficult to imagine their true reaction to the Western 

tunings.

Most of the transcriptions presented here use Western staff notation. Although it cannot 

represent Thai singing with complete accuracy, it is the most functional written system 

available in a work of this kind. The procedure of double-checking was re-enacted by 

myself, taking the parts of both Western and Thai traditional musicians: a musical software 

called Finale was used to enable transcription directly onto the monitor; the software then 

allowed the songs to be listened to in their Western tuning and double-checked by myself 

in the role of a Thai traditional singer. The musicians of 1930 must have been aware of the 

discrepancies that inevitably occur when Thai music is notated using the Western system, 

just as I am aware also. Of course, I have been exposed to far more Western music culture, 

but I don't think that this had any large significance for my responses.

In 1998, BunchOuaj Soow&d anonymously published a research paper entitled 

"khwaam thli sharj dontrii thaj" or "The sound frequency of the notes used in the Thai 

musical scale"27, which examined the traditional tuning system and attempted to create 

standardised note frequencies for the Thai scale. (See Appendix I for the abstract of this 

research.) By doing so, he hoped to make it easier for instruments from different 

ensembles to be combined, and for performers to move from one ensemble to another; he

26 By the end of the project, 495 pieces had been transcribed. Sadly, only two pieces from this collection 
have been revealed to the public: "Phleeg Ryyag Haamrong CMaw" and "PhleeqRyyarj Tham Khwari'. The 
others have been kept as a "secret treasure" by the Fine Arts Department.
27 Soow&d did not identify himself as the researcher in the paper; he dedicated it to His Majesty the King, 
with an acknowledgement written by HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhom.



also hoped that all instrument makers and ensembles would adopt this standardisation. He 

measured the tunings of Thai melodic percussion instruments from different musical 

groups all over Thailand, in hertz, using an electronic pitch measuring device called a Phase 

Meter, Type 2977. Although the frequencies between different groups varied noticeably, he 

concluded that the tuning systems they all used were in the equidistant system, thus 

supporting Ellis. He came to this conclusion by concentrating solely on the randadchtim ldg 

(metal low-pitched xylophone), as every ensemble used it as the basis for their tuning 

procedure. Here is an example of his data:

Table 1: "Data from the Luuarj Pradid School (Luuaq Pradidphajrb Foundation) using a 
raniiadthdm ldgwhich has been used since 1868 during the reign of King Chulalongkorn 
(Rama V)". (Cents figures added by myself.)

Notes
Frequencies obtained by 

measuring notes played on 
the nindad thum lig  

(Hertz)

Inten'ol in  Cencs

fa 666.2 -

mi 605.1 166.S
re 544.2 183.6
do 494.1 167.2
d 446.8 174.2
la 403.0 1 7 8 . 6
sol 364.3 174.8
fa 330.1 170.6
mi 299.0 171.3
re 269.6 179.2
do 244.6 168.4
d 222.2 166.2
la 200.0 182.2
sol 179.2 190.1
fa 162.6 168.3
mi 147.0 174.6
re 131.5 192 9
do unmeasurable -

d unmeasurable -

Soowad (1998: 34)



He suggests a standard frequency of notes used in the Thai scale by using the average of 

pitch A calculated from topmost A pitches on the nindad thum Idgvi all instruments 

measured. (The "A" pitch, or note "la" in Soow&d's research, is defined as the sixth metal 

bar from the left as the musician faces the instrument.) He then combined his findings into 

three groups: major schools of Bangkok, average 409.9 Hz; central Thailand, average 417 

Hz; and the rest of Thailand, average 414.4 Hz. This gave an overall average for the Thai A 

pitch of 413.8 Hz, which he rounded up to 414 Hz.

From this research Soowad projected upwards and downwards, using the equidistant 

theory to give the pitch range of every Thai musical instrument and of the singing voice. 

(See the table of the full range for each musical instrument in Appendix II) This resulted in 

a theoretical range for the female voice of between 154 and 615 Hz with the male voice 

from 63 to 340 Hz. These figures might mislead the incautious reader, they give only the 

range of notes required of male and female singers, not the range of notes that they can 

physically reach. In practice, some male singers are capable of singing as high as a Thai g ', 

which is about 375 Hz, and most female singers are capable of singing a Thai f" , which is 

about 679 Hz. However, it should be remembered that when singers sing at the top end of 

the scale they normally use ddnmag technique where falsetto is combined with the full 

voice. It should be emphasised that Soow&d did not measure any actual vocal pitches; he 

simply assumed that vocalists use the same equidistant scale as instrumentalists.

Thai musicians and singers have accepted for a long time that the equidistant tuning 

system should be the foundation of Thai music; the musicians that Ellis interviewed in 1885 

told him as much. This knowledge has always been imposed on them by the Thai music 

authorities. In a sense, the singers are mirroring an establishment viewpoint, which gives 

them more status as "fitting in" with a monolithic system of tuning. Contemporaty Thai 

court singers such as Suntharawaathin also seem to indicate that they also feel they are 

using an equidistant system through their use of the term thaw, which means "equal", in 

their explanations of the distance between notes. But, although Thai court-music singers



agree in theory that the tuning system is an equidistant one, the intervals they use in their 

singing are not always synchronised with the equidistant system. Morton (1976:217) found 

that the use of vocal pitches or tones is not in the fixed tuning system (that is, the tuning 

system found on the instruments of fixed pitch). In order to find the actual intervals used in 

Thai singing, I selected and examined the melodies of ten songs from different sources, 

and measured the intervals in these performances. The computer software called SoundEdit 

16 was used in accordance with the popular tuning machine, the Korg Acoustic Tuner. 

Basically, the sound was stored in the computer, then played back in order to be measured 

by the Kotg machine.28

There were two reasons why a computer was needed for the analysis. The first reason 

was that the computer could play the same tape with the same frequency every time (unlike 

ordinary cassette players where the frequency of sound can vary). The second reason was 

that SoundEdit 16 could either lengthen notes of short duration or play them continuously 

in loop form without changing their frequency. With either of these two methods, most 

short notes could be played for an adequate length of time for the Korg machine to 

recognise their frequency except notes that are sung with strong nasality. Table 1 is an 

excerpt from a working sheet where pitches were measured and converted into hertz.

28 A Koig Acoustic Tuner and SoundEdit 16 software were used because of their easy availability. Any 
similar machine and software could have been substituted. It is easier to measure Thai court singing than 
Central Javanese or Western classical vocals, for example, which make heavy use of vibrato.



Table 1: "KhfccgKhaaw", the first ten notes by Aphinjaa Chiiw&kaanon

Word or yym Pitch indicated in 
Kotg machine

Frequency (Hz)

00 B +6 253
h£a D +2 296
93 B +4 251
h£ ■ - -
99fl B +6 253
r|09 B+5 252
hd - -
93 B +5 252
h? E+9 339
rpo A #-5 228

When all the sounds are converted into hertz, the intervals can be calculated by using Ellis's 

formula;

C = the number of cents in the interval = (logl x 1200) + log2

where I = the ratio between the two frequencies f2 and fl

For example, the interval between the first two notes in the above table is 

log [(296 + 253) x 1200] + log2 = 271 cents

(I will round off all intervals to the nearest cent, since humans apparently cannot 

discriminate smaller differences.) The above formula is based on the Western interval 

system that divides an octave into 12 semitones, and the interval between each is set as 100 

cents; therefore an octave is 1200 cents.29 For Thai intervals, each of them is the result of 

1200 divided by 7 multiplied by the number of intervals minus 1; e.g. the Thai 4th interval 

is (1200-j-7) x (4-1) = 514. This is illustrated by Figure la below:

29 The formula can also be applied using the Thai equidistant theory as its basis. The interval between Thai 
notes could be set as 100 Cents, and in this case theinterval of an octave would be 700 Cents and of a 
Western semitone would be58.33 Cents. The formula would thus become:

C = (Log Ix  700)i + log2
I discovered this modification during my research but didn't make use of it as the Western formula proved 
adequate to the task. I was later informed that Mongkol Um, a Cambodian musician and scientist, had already 
made the same discovery in the 1980s.



Figure 1 a: A comparison of Thai ideal and Western tempered maj or scale intervals in cents 

Thai
—> 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th octave

cents 171 343 514 686 857 1029 1200

Western
—> M2nd M3rdperf4th perf5th M6th M7th oct. 

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200

This can also be presented as the following chart:
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Figure lb: Thai - Western Major Scales

1 2 0 0 -

1100  -

5 5 0 -

4 5 0  -

3 5 0  -

2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th oct 
INTERVALS

H  Thai Scale 

Major Scale

D.S.

Below is an example of a transcription in Western staff notation, where the pitches in hertz 

have been added for ease of analysis. (See Appendix III for a full transcription.)
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Example 2: "Khfceg Khaaw" [R9], Sihimchdn cboon\, sung by Aphinjaa Chiiwakaanon 

o +
1

3 9  h d  9 9 1 )  r ) 9 9  h £  9 9  h y  1 ) ^ 9

Hz 253 296 251 - 253 252 - 252 339 228 253 222

o +
3

o  -  od o
Hz - 297 - 334 325 248 224 254 178

Although SoundEdit 16 can lengthen note duration, enabling the Korg machine to measure 

the short notes, even some lengthened notes are still unmeasurable, and these are marked 

by hyphens in the lower line of hertz measurements. (As mentioned previously, the 

unmeasurable notes are usually those of a brief duration, including demisemiquavers and 

grace notes, and notes sung with a strong nasal voice.)

Unsurprisingly, a certain variety of frequencies occurs between the same note, sung by 

the same singer. Most singers seem comfortable with a few cents divergence from the 

average for a given pitch. In the style of nibrtog  the singing part is unaccompanied, and 

as long as the melody does not sound obviously out of tune, and the singer can bring the 

melody back in tune at the end of the section where the ensemble joins in, this level of 

singing performance is quite acceptable. Usually the instrumentalists will check the vocal 

melody if they suspect it has gone out of tune, and if it really is, they will discreetly provide 

the singer with a pitch from their instrument. For example the n w iu id ayer can hit a 

significant key softly in order to give the singer the correct pitch, or the ifeM^player can 

join in with the singing part (this has to be done at certain points) and "blend" with the pitch



that the singer is singing before the i& ^ la y e r  "drags" the melody back in tune with the 

ensemble.

A heptatonic tuning system leaves more distance between pitches than a dodecaphonic 

one (171 cents vs 100 cents), so we might expect tolerance of a wider range for each pitch, 

since there is less likelihood of it being confused with a neighbouring pitch. I have used a 

system of averages to calculate the frequencies used in the interval analyses, and all of the 

melodies were transposed into the same pitch-level. Below is a graph of my calculated 

intervals in comparison with the Western major scale and the Thai equidistant scale, 

compiled from ten chosen songs (see Appendix III):



Figure 2: Western major, Thai performed and Thai ideal scales

iJI W estern Major Scale 

3 1  Thai Performed Scale 

(ZlThai Ideal Scale

1 3 0 0

1200

1100
1000

9 0 0

8 0 0
C
E 7 0 0
N
T 6 0 0

S 5 0 0  

4 0 0  

3 0 0  

200 

100 
0

2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th oct 
INTERVALS

The above chart shows that in performance Thai singers make use of a different "scale" 

to the theoretical equidistant Thai scale. It is interesting that the performed scale is closer to 

the Western scale than the Thai. This might, however, be a distortion due to the practice of 

taking average frequencies for notes. Another reason for the apparent closeness to the 

Western scale might be to do with the fact that Thai singing accompanied by non-fixed 

pitch instruments predates its accompaniment by instruments of fixed pitch (equidistant
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scale) by hundreds of years, and when singers use Western-like intervals it might be a 

hangover from this earlier tradition.30

2.3 JjW(WordlessVocalisation)

In Thai court music circles, the appreciation of and ability to perform jya n  are still seen 

as the yardsticks of musical accomplishment. Competitions revolve around swim chin 

compositions which exhibit extreme use of yyaa, and this is seen as the supreme skill by 

which a singer can be judged. There is a sense in which the abstract quality of yynn  can be 

seen to heighten the transmission of pure emotion to an audience, and it may thus be 

compared to passages of wordless ornamentation in Western opera. But the art of Jytuns 

an esoteric practice, full of mystery and beauty for the initiated, but inaccessible and remote 

to much of the Thai populace.

The term yyan  according to a standard Thai dictionary, means "the uttering of a 

word", a "pronouncement" or "speech in a pleasing voice" (Maanidcaroon 1982:1130). In 

Thai music, the term is used to refer to the "wordless vocalisation" which is positioned 

between sung words. The term is also used as a verb, i.e. "toyyan". Tanese (1988:181) 

said "The ̂ yamtself is not a technique but is a fundamental characteristic of Thai classical 

singing". Yyaa consists of many different sounds, mainly based around 9 9  and yy, it 

does not have any linguistic meaning, but does contain aesthetic values.

It is hard to trace the original character and usage of yyan since Thai court singing was 

a completely oral tradition. However, a very early example of its use is documented by 

Loubdre, who notated an example of Thai song (in what would now be called the soogch&a 

form) from the city of Ayutthaya in 1678 (Loub£re 1969:113). His notation showed a vety

30 Evidence for earlier tuning systems is of course absent. But it should be noted that, for example, the khsm  
mouth organ of the Laotian people of Northeast Thailand and Laos uses a basically W estem diatonic tuning, 
as does the mooJaimocal music linked with it. Similarly, the intervals of ancient Chinese music are closer to 
Western than to Thai equidistant intervals. This does not seem likelyto reflect Western influence.



small degree oi yyaa  in use. Present scholars of Thai music now conclude, on the basis of 

the work of LoubSre and Gervaise (see section 1.1) and of the study of "ancient" songs, 

that are thought to have survived out of antiquity, that Thai court songs of the Ayutthaya 

period and earlier were similar to present day "wordful" phleegnjyn tem , in that yyaa  

was used only as ornamentation. (I am using the term "wordful" to describe a song with no 

distinct sections of wordless vocalisation, i. e. a song full of words, where the yyaa  only 

ever appears as part of a line of lyrics and never appears in isolation.)

Not until the end of the 18th century, when shgkta waa performances ("poetic 

contests") became popular amongst court people, did singers expand the sovg cfaia form 

into a double-length version by inserting more yyaa between the lyrics. During these 

contests the poets would write poems to each other, employing singers to utilise old 

melodies to create songs from the newly written poems. Traamood (1991:28) said, "in 

order to give the poets enough time to compose and refine their poems, the shgkrawaa 

singers doubled the length of the existing melodies by putting more yyaa  in between the 

words - resulting in the style known at the present day as phlee/j saom chiw ...". Since that 

time, the forms of phleegsmun chin and pkteegsoog chan, have become more fixed, and 

have given birth to a further variation, the short form known as chha diiaw . Generally 

speaking, the amount of j^^decreases from saam chtkithraMgh soo/j chilato chmdiiaw. 

At the same time different yyaa  sounds have also been created and adapted.

At the beginning of the 20th century, Phr&jaa SanSdurijaarj (1866-1949, also known as 

Cheem Suntharawaathin) was the first person to introduce a theory (hg) of Thai singing, 

taking particular account of the usage and interpretation of words and yyaa . Amatyakul 

(1983) claimed thatPhr&jaa Sanodurijaai) was a "revolutionary" who abandoned the old 

fashions of singing, not only to introduce new elements but to create a whole new style. 

Phr&jaa Sanodurijaaq did not leave any of his new theory in a written form. Nevertheless, 

the results of his adaptations can be seen in the singing styles of his students, singers such 

as Nliaw Dhrij&phan, Thuuarn Prasldthlkun and his daughter Carooncaj Suntharawaathin.



A significant factor which distinguished these singers from their contemporaries was the 

frequent use of the sound had in their yyoa\ this soon became common in Thai singing as 

a whole.

Carooncaj Suntharawaathin, as documented by Amatyakul (1983:63), explained that 

eachyyaa  has a particular usage; e.g. the sound 9 9  that follows the sound must be 

altered into paa. She then illustrates eight significant yyon  sounds: aa [ l aa], has [100],

^F [aa], «?[i00K]and ag [ien]. Prasidthikun, another of

Phrtjaa Sanidurijaarjs students, supported a different usage, and documented seven yyaa  

sounds, some of which also vary from the above: .a? [ 100], 99j\ 100], y y  [00], aaj 

[L00], J1 9 9  [ 100], hyy[B a\ and hyy[viti\ (Prasidthikun 1992: 133-5).

Prasidthikun was also taught singing by many other teachers, including her father Sud 

Canshgsii (no dates), Mdm Somciin (1857-1911), M6m Maalaj (1887-1922) and Mjyn 

KMb Khamwaan(no dates). Apart from mentioning the different sounds, she explains 

how to sing individual yyaa, though not when to use them. She cites terms that refer to 

singing techniques, such as pdb prooj, hooji Jtuiraa etc. - but such terms can hardly be 

understood by anyone other than her students. In fact, the definitions of some terms vary 

from one student of hers to another. This is because Prasidthikun viewed these as advanced 

techniques and taught or sometimes just mentioned them only to "suitable" students 

(interview, Bunchhuay Soow&d, Sept 97). Even recently when these terms were proposed 

to the Ministry of Higher Education committee for adoption in a teaching manual (see 

below), they were merely listed and not explained.

In Yoko Tanese-Ito's 1983 article onThai vocal music, different yyaa  sounds were 

shownin her transcriptions, even though they were not explained in detail. She grouped 

^aasounds into types according to their melodic function: the tonal yyaa\ the yyaa  

proper; the inserted yyaa\ and the "tail melody" (Tanese 1988:114-7). She divided these 

four types into two groups: dependent and independent. Tonal yyaaw z dependent on and 

changeable according to the speech-tones of neighbouring words, whereas the other three



are independent of and unchanged by neighbouring tones. The word "unchanged" is 

potentially misleading: the melody of her independent yyaa  are merely uninfluenced by the 

speech-tones but still vary from one school to another school, one singer to another singer, 

one performance to another performance and one poetic form to another poetic form. 

Besides, for some singers, the "tonal yyaa" notated in Tanese's transcription can be seen 

as "tail melodies" and therefore variable.

In 1992, the Ministry of Higher Education in Thailand gathered musicians and singers 

together in order to set up a national standard for Thai court music in terms of song grading 

and examination marking, both in performance practice and theory. As a result, Thai court 

songs are officially put into categories according to the stage of learning and the level of 

examination at which they are used. A by-product of this meeting was a list of yyaa  

sounds which students have to learn, including some guides to their pronunciation (see 

Appendix VIII). According to this, there are twelve yyaa  sounds used for Thai court 

singing: aa aa/i y  y y  aa/ a, haa, hyy h y hyy aag-aa and aag-aa/

In fact, the above list can be simplified, as only two vowels and three consonants are 

used to create yyaa: the vowels are aa and y y  and the consonants are h g  and j  

Prasidthikun (1992:133) said that the sound aa is the mdasuag (literally “ the mother 

sound”) or saog^tg{t( the first sound”), and is a basic sound that a singer needs to learn 

before any other. The other yyoaare only variations on aaan.6 y y  are favoured in specific 

melodic contexts.

2.4 Speech-tones and yyaa

During my singing lessons with Suntharawaathin and Kidtlwan, both teachers often 

corrected some of my rounds, stating that they were to be sung with a low tone, not a 

mid tone. This is probably why most singers use tone marks, normally used with words,



to indicate speech-tones for semantically meaningless j'FHtfsounds in their singing 

notebooks, and so remind themselves of what they need to do.

Therefore, in my transcriptions of vocal melody, tone marks are used for^?«/7sounds 

too. However, only three tones are needed (instead of five as in speech-tones): mid (no 

mark), low ( ')  and high ('), as in Example 3 below.

Example 3: Showing tone marks used in ̂ paflsounds

o +

o +
3

— h V"........V"
..*--- « —JU=---------------

a-a hy rjaa aa aa hd aarj jjaa

This is to keep the transcriptions as close as possible to the singers' notating of the yyan 

sounds in their notebooks; for example, the above melody can be written as:

1 0 3 . . .  IDD 10>J M B  I B 3 1 3 3  BI VN3  I B3  13 0 1 3 3 . . .  0 M 3

I 3 3  I DD I 3"3 M 3

or

aa ... hda aarjrjaahd-aa hy-rjdahaa da aa... hy rjaa [aa] aa-hd-arj rjaa

Some singers might also use rising tones in their notebook, particularly for the ending 

sound ^«^when the melody goes up, i.e. i aa (<%), and despite the fact that the sound

ends in h fi So, in this thesis, these rising-tone ̂ FHtfwill be transcribed as a mid-tone note 

followed by a high-tone one, e.g. 3?/+ Aysmoe rising-tone ̂ Va/zalways make use of 

multi-notes consisting of mid and high tones as in Example 4 below.



Example 4 : A melody which some siegers might notate as $9li99$9<99/  but which my 
transcription will present as 99/19999 99jb y

o +
29

Sa haa ^a a - a - j______ h£

The falling tone has never been used to represent an ̂ ^rfsound, however, even though 

combinations of notes can sound like falling tones. This is a fruitful issue for future 

investigation and research.

2.5 A grammar of j^azzsounds and their common usages

The production of the sound 991s similar to the British English pronunciation of the 

"er" in "her". As stated earlier, the yyan 99 is used as the main sound in Thai singing. The 

sound <?«?should be sung with the mouth half open and the throat kept still. It can be used 

independently, or in combination with the consonants 4  77and f. I199 j/99 <?<?̂ and ij99j .

The sound 991s used to begin songs (only songs that begin with yyanoi course)31, for 

example, "Kh$cg Khaaw" {siuimc/ni^, "Khtegmoon" ( siu im cM etc. (see Appendix VI). 

It is also used to begin "musical phrases" ( wtig) within a song. Example 5 shows an 

instance of the sound ^presented here as a low tone 9^ that begins the phrase in bar 28 

(the underlined part).

31 Equally, many songs begin with words, for example "Phajaa Sdog" ( siamchart) and "Khteg Padtaanii" 
( soogc/ikrf) as shown in Appendix VI.
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Example 5:" KhSegmoon" [R11], swim chM  sung by Suntharawaathin (lyrics are in bold)

27

%
IT

ijaa- m ph&g yy da haa da haa da

$
hfr phdnyyphii-an ...

In theory, the musical phrases are separated from each other by breathing places, 

although it is not necessary that each phrase be sung in one breath (as in the above example 

where the underlined part is one phrase, but the singer still breathes in the middle of it). It 

should be noted that a musical phrase can either begin with yyiw  and end with a word, or 

contain only yyan (it is veiy rare for one to begin with a word and end with yya  

Suntharawaathin always pointed out to her pupils the correct breathing places which divide 

a song into phrases, but she also mentioned alternative breathing places for the pupils with 

poor breath control. She always warned that breathing in the wrong places can destroy the 

continuity of melody which is the beauty of the song.32 It should be noted that although 

most singers agree that the concept of phrasing is important for singing, some 

conceptualise these musical phrases differently, i. e. with different start and end points. 

Some singers also deliberately do not breathe at a particular point and link two phrases 

together in order to show their control.

The concept of musical phrasing in vocal music is slightly different from instrumental 

music. In the prdbkdjrepertoire, for example, the conceptual unit of instrumental music is 

marked by a rhythmic cycle ( naachiidf which can also be subdivided into two equal

32I have also come across singers whose breathing places are random or inconsistent. Obviously, such 
singers are not aware of the importance of musical phrasing to the end result.



"sentences" (pmjdog), and further subdivided into four phrases ( each phrase ends on 

the cAstfbeat, and the next note after the chdbnote will be the beginning of the next phrase 

(Ex. 6a).

Example 6a: "Tdn Phleer) Chiij", saam chtin, cboon\, ./bfcta^melody (taken from what was 
originally a numerical notation in Chajsaarii 1993:27). (+) marks the most important lOug 
rtgvr structural note, which falls at the end of a rhythmic cycle33
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— J— # ----------------
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------------ m r f j - ......- 1
. . .  1 m J
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 > wtlg 4-
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17

— >

33 This symbol will be used throughout the thesis to mean the same thing
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The beginning of a vocal phrase can either fall on the chi/)beat or start just after the 

cAai^beat, but its end can be past the nominal end point fractionally, as long as it finishes 

before the next cbigbeat (Ex. 6b). Notice that in bars 9 and 13, where the strong melodic 

note ( ltiugtdg) on beat 1 of the instrumental part is C, the vocal part arrives on C a bit later; 

the same is true for the F of bar 17.

Example 6b: T6n Phleer| Chii) [R29], smm ch&n [h6on\ , vocal melody 

(+) o

Wiig\------

11

s f n £ 3

Wiigl.------

13

p *
wtigl

17
(+)

3

- - > <



To return to ̂ F2*/7sounds. The sound <?<?at the beginning of a phrase will be changed 

into ^wwhen it is ornamented by a preceding higher note which is sung as the sound h y  

(This hfr-noa sound can also be used at other points in the melody, as in Example 2.) In 

Example 7, after the words phni sorj/^rwhere the preceding phrase ends, the following 

phrase begins with hy/pa

Example 7: "Kh^egmoon" [R11], Siuim chM  sung by Caroancaj Suntharawaathin 

o +
23

PT

... phr&- soi) lfc-g yy hy qao oa h^aaq

ija- a

o +
27

qaa- m yy

To signal the end of anyyansection - just before the worded part begins - a mid-tone 

<?^sound is employed (a rising-tone variation can also be used, which would have the 

sound 9dj-hfi as discussed earlier). The mid-tone sound sometimes appears in the form of 

^?^when it is sung on the same pitch as the note before (which has to be changed from 

into as in the above example. It should be noted here that the word 99j (whose 

meaning, if any, has been lost through time) is used in poetry to indicate the end of a stanza 

- this is perhaps because poetry in the oral tradition was always intended primarily to be



sung, and so there would be a cross-over. The sound «?^or is often followed by a 

A**gsua/pr tail melody where the sound yy&nA its variations are employed (Ex. 8).

Example 8: "Khdeg Khaaw" [R9], smmchM  bar 5-7

hao a da a-a aa aa- j yy h^y y ^y y-y  lo - q k&b

(A tail melody can also be added to the end of a word in order to create its proper tone; see 

section 3.3.) Apart from being situated before a worded section, the sound jj/is  also used 

to end the "^FHtfonly" sections:

Example9: "Khdegmoon" [Rll]

h^rjaa a da a-a hy qaa- j h^yy
[tail melody]

aa hda a da aahdaa aa- j yy yy h^yy
[— tail melody— ]

The sound pronounced with an almost closed mouth, is an "unclear" sound (see 

Appendix VIII for a guide to pronunciation). It is used for tail melodies, but has other 

purposes as well. In songs where a sad feeling is required, some singers choose to use yy  

(together with certain accepted techniques) to replace some ^sounds in order to convey 

this sadness. (See section 5.8 for a discussion of phleefjchtyoojQ'c songs for sorrowful 

journeys.) The ^FFsound (and its variations) is also used by some singers to create a 

Laotian accent. Examples of this can be seen in the song "Laaw Caroansii" (Ex. 10):



Example 10: "Laaw Caraansn" [AM] ( soogchdg (Jb6on2, cagwd 3), common version 
together with Suntharawaathin's version with a Laotian accent
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common melody a- a

Laotian accent hy- y

h£a aa aa £a a- a- j

h fy  yy yy  yy  hy- y

The sound Aa? is used as a softening device and is pronounced with a slight nasality 

and less forcefulness than the other yynn. Suntharawaathin said that this sound had not 

been used much until the beginning of the 20th century, the period when Phr&jaa 

Sanbdurijaaq (her father) developed Thai singing and passed it on to his pupils (personal 

communication during 1986-87). Before this development the sound only existed in the 

technique known as yyaa siuim sutupx three-sound yyun  where the melody descends as 

in Example 11.

Example 11: Yyaa saam sung

h5o D 39

Phr£jaa Sanbdurijaaq took this sound to use in melodies where "too many" «?«?sounds were 

present in order to create a variation of sounds, as in Example 12.

Example 12: "KhameenSajjdog" [AM], saam ch da, choon2̂  from an orally transmitted 
late 19th century court version, and compared with the common contemporary version

^3 33 33 33

c>3 h 33 33 93

*>3 33 33 h5s 33q qssj (old style)

33 hds 33 h5s 33q qssj (new style)



Students of Phr&jaa Sanddurijaarj therefore learned to put Aa?in their singing, and this style 

has had a big influence on all singers up to the present day. But this sound is usually 

separated by other sounds and almost never appears on successive notes of a melody. 

However, having said that, Suntharawaathin alone does make great use of this sound in her 

singing, thus breaking the norm and making it part of her individual style (e.g., Ex. 13).

Example 13: "Phr&jaa Sdog" [R25] ( saam cMt$ sung by Sunth ara waathin

r6o- n 99 h6 99 hy i]99 haa hda a da

The sound >ta?also appears in a shorter form in a technique known as khriin^'shivering"), 

where a grace note is employed between two notes of the same pitch. The grace note in the 

khriintechnique is always one note higher than the other two (Ex. 14).

Example 14: Khnin

99 22

In a similar technique where the grace note is one pitch lower than the other two, the 

sound 4 the short form of 99, will be employed instead; this technique is known as knubdb 

literally meaning "touching" (Ex. 15).

Example 15: Knubdb
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The sound 9 is also used in t yyua smm sling technique mentioned above (Ex. 11). 

As already mentioned, when two successive notes are sung on the same pitch, the first 

one will be an <?<?̂ sound and the second a g^a The first sound <?«20rwill appear in short 

form i. e. dg-g^d or as jg-g& fd  it is at the end of a phrase. Both the pg-gp^and ^g-gjdj 

sounds can be stretched into 9g-g99-99-^e (in the middle of a phrase) or ag-gte-zz-ddj 

(at the end of a phrase) when the melodic sequence is descending as in Example 16 below.

Example 16: "Bhlan" [AM], snamcbdn cblon 1, cngwdi, Suntharawaathin's version

03 h^ipo 33- q q 6 -3  odd j

The sound <?<?/can either be sung alone, or have the sound ./^attached to it: 

Example 17: ./^contrasted with la j

3- 3- j 3- 3- j hy

Both Prasidthikun and Sunth ara waathin consider these two ̂ mwas different sounds, even 

though their usages within a melody are almost indistinguishable. Both sounds are used at 

the end of musical phrases, but the sound I j/ is brief while the sound <?«̂ with jfrjxanbe 

prolonged.

It should be realised that although the basic grammar of ̂ yyunhas been covered, some 

exceptions may still occur. Also I have not yet analysed some possible tendencies with 

regard to relative pitch. It is a huge subject. Yyun has developed from purely functional 

origins into a complicated and sophisticated art form, embodying the cultural values of the 

cognoscenti of Thailand, Laos and Cambodia. It is seen to have a beauty of its own, 

although this would appear to be true only for the initiated - people not familiar with Thai



court music find the phenomenon both baffling and tedious. This wide-scale unfamiliarity 

probably reflects a cultural and aesthetic shift in Thai sensibilities, brought about by 

exposure to Western music and pop culture.
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Chapter 3 

Lyrics and Speech-tones

3.1 Sources for lyrics

There are two kinds of lyrics ( bddrbojfr employed in Thai songs: one kind is the 

already existing, and the other is the newly written. Both can make use of either newly 

composed melodies or traditional melodies (the latter of which either already have lyrics 

attached to them which are then replaced, or are lyric-less). Both also require a vocal 

melody to which the lyrics can b e set. Already existing lyrics are normally taken from three 

sources of literature: stlgkm  jfrafpoems ( bdd sikgkrawafy, classical plays ( bddlakhoo^ and 

.flê oAf/tfpoems ( bddseephai}). Lyrics taken from bod sigkra waa and those from classical 

drama have already been set to tunes, while .tf^fowpoems are recited on a single melody 

called rkanrnoo^seepkaa^hiQb,, for singers, is not considered a song. Newly written lyrics 

are written for a variety of reasons, as would be expected, including the marking of special 

occasions in Thai society.

Lyrics taken from classical plays, especially the play Inaw, are the most popular choice 

for composers. Sometimes they just take famous lines for a song, or they may take a whole 

episode to create a suite which requires a number of songs (this is called tabipyajfr. Seepha 

poems were originally created for impromptu recitations inspired by popular oral tales. The 

most popular story for seepkaa poems was Khunch&uj Khunphoan The poems were 

remembered and performed over and over for a long time before being written down. This 

allowed bddseephaa to be varied from one reciter (khonkhdb seephafy to another. From 

the beginning of the 18th century seephaa poems were collected and written down on



many occasions, often taking different forms as a reflection of the oral variations. (Note 

that only the lyrics were written down until very recently.) Lyrics from sdgkra Ffv̂ fpoems 

are those composed during srfgA/affv/tfpeif ormances, where the impromptu poem texts 

were sung and then preserved in written form. The Royal Academy of Thailand wrote that:

During the period that sdgkrawaaperformance was popular [around the 18th 
century], every group of musicians (so called worjsilgkcawa$ employed witty 
and sharp-tongued poets for this poetic-game. Apart from the poets, composers 
were also employed in order to compose new pieces of music for the competition.
As a result, many pieces were composed and lyrics written, and many of them are 
still performed in the present day. (R&adchab andidtajasathaan [Royal Academy] 
1997:159)

The stories which inspired bddsiigkra wan were usually based on famous folk tales or 

established dramas, such as AwVand Sag Thoog However, the number of lyrics taken 

from bddsdgkna warns smaller than that from original classical drama or from seephaa 

poems.

Choosing the perfect lyrics for a song is not only a kind of competition amongst 

different singers and music groups, but is also a kind of device which the singers use to 

identify themselves. For example, singers of the Ph&adthaj&kooson school will only use 

certain lines from the seepkaa-poem Khunchtiap Khmphaad* to sing the song 

"Khdcgmoon Baarj Khunphrom" and will never use any other lyrics for this particular 

song.

Turning to newly written lyrics, some are written especially for newly composed 

melodies. If a composer cannot find an appropriate poem from any of the old plays, or if he 

or she wants to express new feelings, a new set of lyrics will be written. Examples of this 

are the songs "Khameen Sajjdog1’ and "Laaw Duuag Dyyan".

Lyrics are also newly written to mark special occasions, such as an anniversary or a 

birthday celebration. This tradition of poetic celebration is very popular in Thai society. For 

instance, every year, groups from established institutions all over Thailand, including

34 The passage that they use begins with the first line: "Kraan&n Phlaaj Chumphon d&j fag khoo jag jhd ...".



schools, universities, banks, electricity boards and other governmental departments, show 

their respect to the King and Queen on their respective birthdays, Decembers and August 

12, by performing goodwill messages on TV in poetic form. Those groups who have no 

musicians or singers will just read their newly written poem aloud; however many such 

institutions have Thai music societies, and these will set their poems to already existing 

melodies and perform them as phJecgrkawmjphniphooii.35 Informal competition exists 

between these musical groups, not only in performance technique, but also in the choice of 

the most appropriate melody for their newly written lyrics. Some groups will try never to 

repeat the same melody twice in successive years in order to show their wide knowledge of 

music, while those without an expert to guide them use the same tune every year and tiy to 

gain glory through their lyrics alone. An example of the latter can be seen in a group of 

ixxigmmmmjrbojphnicuiiliicoomkhl&iWQt: Army Cadets: HRH Princess Sirindhorn wrote 

that when she first joined this group, they only ever performed to the tune "Naatj N&ag" on 

these occasions, and that it was only after Khunjtg Phajthuun Kidtlwan became their 

teacher that they were able to branch out ([Kidtiwan] 1998:6). Absoonsamaag 

Csegsombuun, Kidtiwan's daughter, recalls:

"Naaj [Kidtiwan] would try to find different songs every year from 1981 until 
1993. Only in 1985 did she fail, using the tune "Khroob C&gkrawaan"
["Everything in the Universe"] which she had already used once before. This was 
because she couldn't think of an alternatively titled tune that would fit with the 
message of the new lyrics ...". (ibid: 159)

There is an added kudos to using the most obscure and esoteric melodies possible, 

thereby stealing a march on your rival, who may never have heard the tune before. In 

1993, a group of smlitpinhbp Artists of the Nation) gathered together to celebrate 

the Queen's 60th birthday; Princess Sirindhorn wrote a poem and her musical instructor set 

it to two melodies: "MahaaChaj" meaning "Great Victory" and "MahaaKaan" meaning

35 This term applies only to tributes to royalty; songs aimed at commoners are known as phleeguvajphoon.



"Great Occasion".36 The titles of both songs are auspicious, but "Mahaa Kaan" was only 

known amongst knowledgeable musicians and hadn't been used for phleegthawaaj 

phniphoonhefore, making it an extra special tribute both to the Queen and to the musicians 

themselves.

The Thais call those who choose melodies for these occasions pkuu bancitpA/eegor 

"song selectors". The following criteria influence their selections:

The first thing they consider is whether or not harmony exists between the title of a 

traditional melody and the content of the new lyrics; for example, the tune "Thooranii R6og 

H&aj" meaning "Mother Earth Cries" will, ideally, be selected when the content deals with 

the sadness of the nation, when a national disaster has occurred in reality or merely in the 

fiction of a play. However, it is not necessary for melody titles to be taken too literally, and 

"Thooranii Rdog H&aj" can be recycled for use with lyrics that describe more general kinds 

of grief. Sometimes the title of the melody chosen has a hidden message, such as "N6g 

Khamin" which translates as " Babbler Birds". It has been said that this kind of bird does 

not care where it sleeps, bedding down wherever it happens to be when darkness falls. 

This tune might be put to use to convey new lyrics to a well-known philanderer on his 

birthday, or in a play to reveal the hidden amorous motives of a character. Phuubancb 

pM eepalso choose melodies according to their personal perceptions and memories, 

disregarding the literal meaning of the title, or allowing it to change subtly, so that 

individual choices can seem fresh and even unexpected.

Against this is set the weight of convention. Many traditional melodies have been used 

repeatedly with different lyrics that always convey the same message - selection therefore 

becomes aformality. For example, the melody entitled "Kh$eg Booratheed", meaning 

"Indian Country", which used to be just an ordinary entertainment piece, became solely

36 These were followed by two instrumental pieces called "TrhSannlbskad" and "Ruua", which formed a 
musical conclusion to the suite.



associated with auspicious occasions in the early 20th century after King Rama VI chose it 

for his new set of lyrics extolling the Three Gems of Buddhism37.

Another occasional source of newly written lyrics is the sagkni waa$erformance, an 

improvised poetry competition (see section 4.4 for the history and details of stigkrawaa 

performance). These .s^ire/FfWtfperfcrmances are rarely found nowadays, due to the 

shortage of poets able to compose poems within such a short time. Some educational 

institutions such as Chulalongkom University, however, try to organise them occasionally, 

but it is not easy to find a decent number of able poets to perform. Lyrics written for the 

Sitgkm  ̂ ^performance are sometimes so attractive that singers use them for performances 

outside the sagkrawaimid eventually these new lyrics become associated with the tunes 

they have been set to. However, this does not stop them being taken for use with still other 

tunes, a common practice.

3.2 Classification of lyrics

Classification can be done by subject. Most lyrics used in Thai singing are in a 

storytelling form which includes passages of narration and dialogue parts; only some songs 

in the category "Hymns to beauty" contain purely descriptive passages. This thesis divides 

the lyrics into 11 categories by the subject of the song: General Songs, Love Songs, Songs 

of Sorrow, Hymns to Beauty, Songs of Parting, Songs of Rage, Patriotic Songs, Songs of 

Moral Instruction, Martial Songs, Songs of Praise and Songs of Goodwill. The songs 

classified all come from a book of phleegtM w songs called SaaraantikromSiib dontoithaj 

pJiaagpnawddIs bddrboppkJeep di/m \An Encyclopaedia of Thai Musical Vocabulary: The 

Histoty and Lyrics of Phleetj Thaw"]. This is abroad compilation by the Thai Royal 

Academy (1998), and gives a fair representation of the Thai court oeuvre. The numbers in

37The Three Gems of Buddhism are the Buddha himself, his Dhamma (teaching), and the Sankha (virtuous 
monks).



brackets after each category are the numbers of lyrics of that type found in the book as a 

whole. Obviously, there are overlaps from one subject to another, e.g. sorrowful love 

songs, but the lyrics are classified by their apparent main themes. Here are some typical 

. lyrics from each of the types:

1. General Songs (109 sets of lyrics) are songs with no obvious emotion, merely 

conveying factual accounts of who, where and when.

Example 18: "Khoom K15m LOug", the story of Phr&Rhuag, writer unknown

I beg your pardon, venerable sir, 
prathaan chdodptdod duuaj thood ca wkhaa 
I am looking for the great Phr& Rfluag. 
kbaa man kaapkniruuar/pM upenjaj 
I am a Thai
tuvkhaa niipenkhon thaj
Come from the faraway land of Law6o.
m aaklaj aiagla wdo draanii

2. Love Songs (102 sets of lyrics) are descriptions of love affairs and sexual activities.

2.1 romance:

Example 19: "Klbm Naarii", from the play Jhaw; written by King Rama II

The Prince smiles gently, playfully, 
phnij& m  Jim  pkrim plna wjdwj& g 
Laughs teasingly. 
sabphajoogjnjuuan sir van som 
"You look sad for lack of rest, 
phdg- ca w sa w saldd dd banthom



I'll sing you to sleep.
phitcakldm  as wklom hajm'dthraa
Lie down, let my lullaby caress you:
saajsamoonnoon chbddphii ca klbm
You are true perfection,
cawgaam rigphrigphrvom dagleekhaa
Pale skin, an open face, luminous
nuuan la-oogphdgphdgsoophaa
Like the haloed moon."
dag canthraa sogkiddmddmonthin

2.2 sexual activity

It is common for Thai songs to use metaphorical comparisons, particularly when strong 

emotions or sexual activities are being described. Below is an example of sexual 

intercourse described metaphorically:

Example 20:" Aathid Chig Duuag", traditional lyrics from the mostfamous play 
Khmchdag Khimplwsn, writer unknown

The sun covers the moon, 
phrzi aathid dug duuagphnican den 
The stars hide their faces, 
daa wkraden kla j dpyan daraa dab 
The fireflies in the trees make them appear to rise and fall, 
highoojphidojm aaj wajrapib
Small £te#insects overlay the earth, making the jungle tremble. 
m alssg thhb thoogthria wsathpyan dog

It is no surprise to find that present-day audiences are unable to make this metaphorical 

comparison unless the context is given. This is an occasional problem for all songs, due to 

the manner in which lyrics are taken from their larger texts. Sometimes unambiguous 

descriptions of love-making appear in the lyrics, as below:



Example 21: "Shd Sa-guuan", traditional lyrics from "Khunch&ag Khunpheen", writer 
unknown

He strips off all her clothes, 
waaphlaag thaagplgyag khryyiig khaad 

Drapes them over a screen, and carefully touches her, 
kh wss/2phaad chaaglogpracog cab 
Lifting her and laying her in his lap, 
umnaag waag tag saphdgrdb
He gently places his body on top as if she is of precious solid gold 
koo thoodtbhb m thuuajiog dag thJon thoog

3 Songs of Sorrow (81 sets of lyrics) can be divided into two types: sadness and a 

sorrowful journey (this does not have to mean a long journey, but can be merely a walk 

around a garden).

3.1 sadness

Example 22: nH6g B6d", from the play Inaw, written by King Rama II

[Bhdsabaa] weeps and says: 
kansisgphlaag thaag thuun sanoogpaj 
"Why are you doing this to me? 
kldchtimijyajcfaintiphttichdedlhaa 
You kidnapped me, 
thamkaan haanhdgltignbogmaa 
And put me in this gilded cave. 
sathidji)v khuuhaa thiim thoog 
I was parted from my father and mother, 
nbogniritadmhadturog bidtu/ded 
And that sadness still fills me. 
jagm djkhlaaj waajtha wdedmdnmoog



It is only you that I can rely on, 
hen tbsphvuwanajddajpdgkhroog 
And now you are leaving me here alone." 
ch salad stidndog wdjdiiawdaaj

3.2 sorrowful journeys

Example 23: "06 Laaw", from the play Afannphichaj written by King Rama II

Walking in the jungle
doon thaag maanajklaagmoorakhaa 
The royal boy takes a deep sigh. 
phniraachaa thoodthoon oajjaj 
" I must have earned bad karma 
do waa ween-kam dajtham wdj 
So to become the hermit’s slave." 
ca togpajpenkhaa ca wphraa/n - elm

4 Hymns to Beauty [65 sets of lyrics] are divided into four types:

4.1 nature and wildlife

Example 24: "Khameen Sajjoog", written by Prince Naridsaraa

This song tells of my journey with the King 
banjaajkh waam taam tM Jsadddjaad 
To forest lands, to far Sajjoog. 
jag  sajjoogpraphaadphonason 
A riot of wilderness surrounded us 
im iajlajlaajphan khhikhynptipon 
And at Cha-g6og hill, a river flowed 
th ii chaajchon khaw cha-gdogpen (rdogthaan 
Springing up brightly out of the earth 
mUun phtiphug saa



Flowing with a great noise,
Ja/chda datedchaan 
Overwhelming to behold. 
hen Crakmw
The sound came hiss boom-boom 
manlajcogkhrom khtvm  
And again hiss-hiss-hiss boom-boom. 
man dag cog cog cogkhcom khrom

4.2 objects and buildings

Example 25: "Khameen Phuuarj", traditional lyrics describing a decorative curtain from 
Khunchtiag Khmphssg writer unknown

You have sewn and stitched a huge forest, 
cawpdgpenpdaphanaa wded 
A mountainous landscape, green and cloudy, 
khdob kheedkhawkhlum cha-dm khiia w 
Plants curling in curving arabesques 
rtigkhacMadddadbaj/abadriia w 
Arching gently, heavy with flowers. 
phiigphnia rr ddog dbg/add duuag

What perfect skill and deft fingers 
naanigpiigiiam la-oo oog 
You have, my semi-divine seamstress. 
ndog oojchiiag chalitedhim manud

4.3 gods and kings

Example 26: "Thdep Chaatrii", inspired by the folk tale Phni RddM eecii written by 
Camniian Snthajphan



The god so handsome 
ogthSebthooloa choompad com iaad 
With the ideal of male bodies, 
som m iad chaajloodprasoodsii 
A physique of perfect symmetry, 
sam -aag og sog stiuan thtiuan insii 
A complete pattern of what a man should be. 
chaajchaatrd dti ebbjdukhrdbkhmn 
His genius, skill and bravery 
phnipriichaa saanuiadchakdadklda 
Famed throughout the heavens. 
iyychaa thuua rhabuvag suuag sawan

4.4 human beauty

Example 27: "Coorakhie Haag Jaaw", traditional lyrics from KhunchmigKhunphosn, 
unknown writer

Her small still body sleeps on the low bed
ca wriiagndojnoon nig bon tiiagtdm
The dark skin shining softly in its youthful beauty,
khom kham gaam chalsm cam saj
Delicate eyebrows echoing her fine jaw
khiwkhaag bang goon don lamaj
And flawless hairline.
roojnijriiab nibradaddii

5 Songs of Parting (26 sets of lyrics). These can be split into two: the first kind are songs 

of farewell performed at the end of a concert known in Thai as phieeglaa\ the second kind, 

shown here, can come at any point in a performance.



Example 28: "Thajooj Noog", a general song of parting, traditional lyrics from Khunchdag 
Khunphvsn writer unknown

"I am leaving now, my dear Keew 
p h ti ca laapajkdon I d  w ca w kss w coj 
Please remember my daily task, 
signgkhocjtlm phatham  caw cam ddaj 
Look after Khun Ch&ag, comfort him 
khoo faagkhunduiag duuaj chuuajpJdob car 
And prepare food for him even as I did." 
thdgkhd wplaa haa hdjm jyanpM jag

6 Songs of Rage (22 sets of lyrics) reflect anger and other similarly strong emotions.

Example 29: "Moon Ram D&ab", inspired by the classical story Raachaathwdad written by 
Prince Naridsaraa

Oh! pity poor Samtrj Phr&raam: 
cd woojcd wsamigphninmm
On hearing the king's words, his body burns with angry shame.
fag nib Siigm iikh waam man m dj
No more can he face his fellow ministers;
m aj pom jduaajnda seenaanaj
He longs to leave for Hogsaa city.
ca m i pajhdgsaa m jyan wdakan

1 Patriotic Songs (9 sets of lyrics)

Example 30: "Kanseeg Saw&ad", written by Phinid Chaajshwan

Sacrifice your personal happiness for your country, 
khuvan bbgrdghdg cajhdjkds chdad



Swear with iron intent,
phrdom tag sdddOua/pcdadthanaa mdn
Forget your paramours forever,
salddnfgdogcdagtuua chiiuaninm
For the sake of the Thai race.
phgyapM  wphan tha/tbdua thug tuua ton

Example 31: "T&w Hbe", written by HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn

Brought up to be brave,
tdobja/ha/kkiswklaa
To excel at all knowledge,
r  yyag wichaa thdgsigsan
Carrying the blood of your Thai ancestors,
m iilpydiha/najpaag ban
Never fearing any enemies
m i khoo/ wdnphoogphajrii

8 Songs of Moral Instruction (7 sets of lyrics) show national attitudes towards life and 

morality including cultural mores. Example 32 shows the inferior position of women in 

Thai society in the early 20th century.

Example 32: "Phraam Khaw Bbod", from the play Snkuntalaa, written by King Rama VI

Always remember my advice,
antgphyg cam kham soon
My dearest girl:
bag-oonphuujood saneehaa
You should serve you husband well.
cog fii wpronnibddphadsadaa
Don't cause him any irritation.
/da tham ha/'khogkhddca/
Even if he has other wives, 
thyg m ss thoo m iim iiadyn
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A thousand or ten thousand of them, you must rid yourself of jealousy. 
sdgphan m jyn  tad hyp M J cop daj

9 Martial Songs (7 sets of lyrics) are songs of physical conflict.

Example 33; '’ChaaqPrasaanNgaa", inspired by the life of King Nareesuuan the Great of 
Thailand; these lyrics written by Saraawud Seeniiwoq

His Majesty goads the royal elephant to fight,
phrd sopsag cMgkhackccn boon khd wrdb
Ph&dthakoo [the rival elephant] feints away, then comes again,
phadthakoo loo taldb lbvwheehan
The two elephants cross tusks,
soop chdapptasaan pan sa-paaJan
His Majesty's elephant lifts the other off the ground.
phlaaj sopthan bang thanadpddklaap suuap

10 Songs of Praise (7 sets of lyrics) are songs to supernatural beings or abstract concepts

Example 34: "JoonD&ab", traditional lyrics, writer unknown

I bow at your holy feet.
antp khaa khooprandd bodthardd
The incarnation of the emperor of the wide world,
pkai cunlacoom cdgkcapMdmahaasaan
He who flies on the mighty Khrhd [mythical bird],
kkyyopphrti sop khrOd chajchaan
Has descended from the Kasiian Samhd [the sea of milk],
awataan cdagkasuansamtidmaa

11 Songs of Goodwill (6 sets of lyrics) are songs of blessing.



Example 35: "Khoom Klim Ltiug", from the play laaw; written by King Rama II

Do not fear,
caw/aa waad wdnphriincid 
Defeat will be averted. 
caphajphcvpddcoamtdkoo ha a m aj 
I will bless you with a victory 
aj-jakaa ca clivuajuuajchaj 
So that your enemies will taste defeat. 
bandamMjphajnidbparaa

The titles of many songs give clues to their theme: for example, "Phajaa Sdog" means 

"a mournful nobleman", "Chom Dong" means "admiring the forest", and "F&r&rj Ram 

Thaaw" means "Westerners dancing with their feet". However, there are also some songs 

where the tide and subject are at odds: for example, "Coorakhee Haarj Jaaw" meaning "a 

long-tailed crocodile", where the lyrics tell of a comparison between the scent of flowers 

and fame.38

Generally speaking, all lyrics can be sung by either male or female singers, even 

though some lyrics are taken from lines that belong to a particular gender. Singers are 

considered as storytellers, and one shouldn't take the gender of the character being 

represented too literally. However, there are some lyrics that contain explicitly female 

emotions and desires, and male singers feel embarassed to sing them. The song 

"SMntharaahuu" contains just such emotions:

Example 36: "Shrintharaahuu" from KhunchiiapKhunphccn

I am a woman; this makes it hard to show my true feelings. 
nboppenjtgjdag cip cip ca M jhen 
But you are a man, and a clever one! 
pkobkoopen cbaajlSodprasoodsti

38 The full title is "Coorakhee Haag JaawThaag Sagkrawaa", which addition signifies that it is in the 
s^ kam /astyle  and so is a different song to that previously mentioned.



If I were the man
thaa turn khoopndopnlipenph&uchaaj
And you were the woman,
tuuakboopphoopblaajtbaaphbopm satiii
Tonight I would come to you and make love to you as my heart dictates. 
khiim kham wanna capajnveb M jnam caj

There have been quite a few attempts to find new lyrics to replace these lines, so that male 

singers can sing them without awkwardness, but no one has yet succeeded. Princess 

Sirindhorn admitted that "I once attempted to write new lyrics for the song 

'Shrintharaahuu' but couldn't reach the same standard as the old lyrics, so I gave up" 

(personal communication, February 1992). It is interesting that it is only men who feel 

awkward in such situations: women do not usually have any problem with singing so- 

called "men's songs"!

3.3 Speech tones and their melodic formulae in songs

Thai words are pronounced with five different speech tones:

a mid tone or snap saamanj'common sound") e.g. kaa

alow tone or snagdegi^'first sound") e.g. kaa

a falling tone or snap tkocj' second sound") e.g. lala

a high tone or snagtdl(j third sound") e.g. kaa

a rising tone or snapcadtawaa{"fourtk sound") e-g- kaa

Different tones give different meanings to a word, although not every tone variation for 

any given word will have an actual meaning. It is thus vital for non-Thai speakers to know 

that some low tones and high tones in multi-syllable words, which appear when written 

down, can become mid tones in conversation. Falling and rising tones of multi-syllable



words are not changed. The last syllable of a multi-syllable word will always be kept 

tonally intact, and the middle syllable of all three-syllable words will be pronounced as a 

mid tone, instead of low or high. The first syllable of both two and three-syllable words 

may also be changed from high or low to mid. These are the main changes, but various 

other changes may also occur. Example 37 shows the alteration of tones in multi-syllable 

words, with the altered syllables underlined.

Example 37: Shows the pronunciation of some two and three syllable words according to 
my own observation

Two-syllable words

writing speaking

pracifc pra-cag
kr&c&arj kra-c&an
kr&phyy kra-phyy

l&leeq Ja-leer)
m&praaq ma-praau
phr&jaa phra-iaa
l&hlia la-hlia

m&kruud ma-krhud

Three-syllable words

writing speaking

moor&khaa moo-ra-khaa
plthlaa pi-Oj-iaa

theew&raad thee-wa-r£ad
raadch&kaan raad-cha-kaan
pr&pheenii pra-phee-nii
k&runaa kd-ru-naa / ka-ru-naa
h&ythaj h&-ry-thaj /ha-ry-thai
dhrijaat) dh-n-jaat) / du-ri-jaar]

In addition to this, some single-syllable words can also be changed tonally when 

speaking: e.g. the word ai can be pronounced at, the word can be pronounced Sitg, 

and the word ma/' can be pronounced m tfj Some words are pronounced with different



regional or ethnic accents; for example, the word -zff/smieaning "to come" is pronounced 

m&foy the Mon people and jm&hy people from the provinces Supanburi and 

Kanchanaburi west of Bangkok even when they are speaking standard Thai.39 In 

. performance, therefore, the same word can be sung with different tones by different 

singers, depending on which form the singers choose to follow: the written, spoken or 

regional.

In 1988, Tanese-Ito revealed the relationship between speech tones and the vocal 

melody and found some rules for generating the ornamental details of a song-melody 

according to the segmental tone of each text-syllable. Her discoveries were:

1 Mid-tone syllables are to be sung to the primary pitches of the vocal melody, 
without any additional melodic formula.
2 Low -tone syllables are to be sung to the pitch immediately below the primary 
pitch (according to the pentatonic set), rising to the primary pitch itself.
3 Falling-tone syllables are variously treated:

(i) on primary pitches 1,2 and 5 [of the pentatonic set 1,2,3,5,6] they are to be 
sung by combining the primary pitch in sequence with the pitch immediately 
below (according to the pentatonic set). The voice usually returns to the primary 
pitch.
(ii) on primary pitch 3 and 6 they are to be sung by combining the primary pitch 
with two to three subsidary pitches in several variants. The primary pitch itself 
may occasionally be omitted.

4 High-tone syllables are to be sung to the pitch immediately above the primary 
pitch (according to the pentatonic set), followed by the primary pitch itself. 
Sometimes the primary pitch is sounded first [followed by the pitch above]. At 
times the return to the primary pitch may be omitted.

5 Rising-tone syllables are variously treated:
(i) on primary pitches 1,2 and 5 they are to be sung by combining the primary 
pitch in sequence with the pitch a fourth above. The pitch a second above the 
primary pitch may be inserted between pitches 2 and 5 or 5 and 1, but rarely 
between pitch 1 and 4. The voice then commonly returns to the primary pitch.
(ii) on primary pitch 3 and 6 they are to be sung by combining the primary pitch 
in sequence with the pitch next above (a third above). The voice then commonly 
returns to the primary pitch.

(Tanese 1988:131)

39 Thai court music is the music of the central Thai court and other people and places under its cultural 
influence, including the elites of Cambodia and Laos. There are various other ethnic groups in Thailand with 
distinct languages and musical cultures, most notably the Lao erf North and Northeast Thailand, the Mon of 
Western Thailand, and various so-called "hill tribes' such as the Lahu and the Hmong of North Thailand.
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In my experience, these rules do account for a great deal of Thai vocal melodic practice 

for most singers. But there are various exceptions, which need to be discussed.40 Firstly, 

in actual performances, singers always use extra notes to decorate words, which can bring 

confusion to the above formulae; only professional singers can distinguish these decorative 

notes from the main notes. For example, the mid-tone words, according to Tanese's 

formula, should be sung on one note only, but they are, in reality, often sung with an extra 

decorative note (Ex. 38):

Example 38: "Khfceg P&dtaanii" [R16] sung by Shdcid Dhrij&praaniid, shows the word caa 
which should be sung only on A, but Dtrij&praniid adds C to decorate it.

r)6-o o do- j c a -  n kra-cA a-

Furthermore, falling-tone words are often decorated by a note a fourth above preceding the 

sequence of notes cited byTanese (Ex. 39):

Example 39: Showing the notes used for singing the words cfiJzdznA pjyyagin. the song 
"Khfceg Khaaw", 1st section, bars 3 and 19 respectively.

according to Tanese's formula actual performance

piyy - axj piyy-yy- ag

It may bethatTanese has discussed some of the following issues in her lengthy PhD thesis in Japanese 
(1988), which I have not been able to read. I only had access to her 1978 and 1988 articles.
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Falling-tone words differ also from Tanese's formula in that they are often sung using a 

different melody (Ex. 40):

Example 40: Showing the notes used for singing the word mafivom the song "Khteg 
P&dtaanii", verse 1, bar 10 [from Ex.48, p.92]

according to Tanese's formula actual performance

 • ------- g
m& - aj m& - aj

The performed melody is actually a reduced form of the seldom-used ornamented version 

of "Khteg P&dtaanii", where A is extra to Tanese's formula, and the E she anticipated has 

been omitted (Ex. 41):

Example41:

ornamented melody

*
m a- a - aj

Additionally, some words are sung using melodies that do not adhere to Tanese's 

formulae, because of personal aesthetic preference. This is only likely when the meanings 

of the words are still apparent - usually from the textual context (Ex. 42):

Example 42: The word n&unaiairom the song "Phajaa S6og" sung to two different 
melodies by two different singers:

Somchaaj Th&bphoon's version [R25.2], corresponding with Tanese's formula

n&a- m yy taa

actual performance

m& - aj
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Caroancaj Suntharawaathin's version [R25], not corresponding with Tanese's formula

n& a-m yy taa

There are also cases where singers choose to follow the i^fcta^melody very closely, a 

practice which also causes confusion to Tanese's formulae (Ex. 43).

Example 43: Excerpt from "KhSegP&dtaanii" in two versions

(D =1)

J? 2  >------------- f ------------ ■■- ■■* m w~... . -p------------------------------

1$ * *  f  =

Suntharawaathin's version [R16.2]

JL  --------- m m '—-*

l U J  l ~ h

following the melody

w __ _ » — .—

closely 

^ ^ ? ------

i-naw i

Prasidthikun's [R15], correspondir

i A t - b r ____ J i

E = E  L J
■yy (c&) maa 

ig with Tanese's formula

• ~  1

r

taam

i - naw ryy maa taa - m

It is interesting to notice that Sunthara waathin still finds a way to reflect a rise in pitch on 

the two rising syllables; and the addition of the word aiallows her to sing the mid-tone 

syllables znwmn.6 asmzon level pitches as normal.

Sometimes, words are sung with different primary pitches in order to create regional 

accents. Example 44 shows the words A&yand pJikiwitomxhz song "KhSegmoon 

Baaxjch&arj" being sung differently. The first version is the commonly used melody, while 

the second version is sung only by singers who wish to create a Mon (Moon) accent
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reflecting the piece's title and flavour by using a B -flat (primary pitch 4) to give a hexatonic 

feel to this pentatonic song.41 (T he hexatonic scale is the main scale of the Mon repertoire.)

Example 44: The words /aw/and pJiiawirom the song "Khfcegmoon Baarjch&ai]M, where F =
1

Common version using primary pitch 5 sung by Somchaaj Th&bphoon [R12.2]

j pl&a - w yy khoo phi i

Mon accented version using primary pitch 4 sung by Maniir&d Siiworjsaa [R12]

j plia -  w yy khoo phi i

A possible reason for all these exceptions is that Tanese conducted her study using a 

closed group of Thai singers, all of whom were pupils of Prasidthikun. Prasidthikun, in 

turn, had been part of the legacy of the revolutionary General Phibun's quest for 

exactitude, which led to the creation of formal rules for Thai singing which were not 

supposed to be broken. In reality this was only ever one school of thought ( rJuia/fr, with 

independent groups of singers following their own beliefs and practices (Suntharawaathin 

and her father being prime examples of this). On top of this, when the Thai singers that 

Tanese used, and especially Ampom Sovat amongst them, were asked for their formal 

views on vocal melody and speech-tones, they presumably told her that the tune must 

express the speech -tones and then they felt that they subsequently had to stick to this 

principle when they later came to perform for her analytical scrutiny. This would be true of 

most Thai musicians, and it is interesting that even Suntharawaathin, when asked for her 

formal views, will state that the vocal melody must mirror the speech-tones of the lyrics -

41 The use of a flat here is merely a convention to indicate the tonal centre (see section 2.2)



but in her performance these theories are submerged while instinctive aesthetic feelings 

come to the fore.

There is an ancient style of singing which disregards speech-tones almost altogether 

(see Ex. 45). It may be that echoes of this style still influence contemporary singers, a 

consequence of the oral tradition still dominant in the teaching of Thai singing.

Example 45: Old versus new. Aline from the song "Kh£eg Lbbburii" [AM], soorjchdn 
level.

Old style

J J ' J ' J
td - n ^y n6

New style

- i

j J

J
a6- oj yy If1-ug j6o - j

■4
y

. . . .

M
y

to -  n yy n5j
U J 3

n5o-j yy 10- ug j6o-
J — J
j ds

— J-

hy
= * i
y y y y

Old style (continued)

New style (continued)

r f = | ..~

----- 5 5 5 2 3 Z3 S3:- i — ■
------» -------------------------

w J J  J V - 1 -------------------------

ra- j6- a yy hy yy dii

Despite all of the above, Tanese's formulae do allow analysts to find the basic pitches 

of the melody of a highly ornamented song, provided that the analysts have the knowledge 

to overcome the possible confusions of decorative notes, personally preferred melodies, 

regional accents etc.



3.4 An application of Tanese's formulae: a case study of metabole in Thai singing

The term metabole has been utilised by most scholars of Thai music to refer to 

"modulation11 of a melody. Morton wrote:

... ‘modulation1 is a Western tetm specifically associated with and applied to a 
change of key area or tonality in a harmonic system and... it should not, 
therefore, be used to describe a change of basic pitch level in anon-harmonic, 
linear system. (Morton 1976:128)

He followed Brailoiu (1955) and Tran Van Khe (1962), both of whom were talking about 

Vietnamese music, by using the term metabole (borrowed from the ancient Greek) to 

denote this technique, in which a change of pitch-level occurs. Silkstone (1993:89) says 

of his time in Thailand: "No Thai musicians initiated discussion of the concept of metaboie, 

but they all recognised it when questioned". The term that Thai musicians use for metabole 

is pliianswiq even though they do not always agree whether such a change has occurred. 

After all, as Silkstone (ibid: 91) also says, Thai musicians do not think about metabole in a 

conscious way.

This section aims to give an example of the usefulness of Tanese's formulae in the 

analysis of Thai songs, particularly when metaboie occurs. The song "Khssg P&dtaanii" at 

snap £&&?ievel has been chosen, for the reason that metaboie occurs, and also because this 

song has been sung using many different verses, giving enough data from different words 

with different speech-tones to enable us to use Tanese's formulae to find out the pitch- 

level of the melody at any given point.

"Khesg P&dtaanii" contains only one section ( thpafy with four and a half lines of 

melody in Thai notation, as shown in Example 46.
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Example 46: A commonly used khboi)melody of the song "Kh$eg P&dtaanii" [AM], sx>// 
cbtla

0 + 0 (+) 0 + (+)
2 --------1 - 2 - 7 - i _ 2 ---------------------- 2 - - --------6
o + 0 (+) 0 + (+)

- 2 1 6  - 5 -  4 4 4 - 5 5 5 - 6  - 1 1 1  - 7 - 1  - 3 - -  7 - 6
o + o (+) o + (+)

| - 7 - 2 [ - 7 -  6 I 6 6 - 5 15 5 -  4 | - 7 6 4 | -  3 - 2 | -  3 -
F _ _ .  (

o + 0 (+) 0 + ...............i t )
| + + + 2 | -  3 -  4 | 3 2 3 4 I -  5 -  6 1-  1 '1 U -  7 -  1 I -  3 - 1 - 7 - 6 ]

6 -  6 6 6  -  6 -  6
i l l

The early rhythmic pattern used for this song is called a niuithiibsozgmtiuij] where one cycle 

of the pattern consists of four bars. However, some groups of musicians may use a 

niuuhtib Jtbbtgor "Indian" (or "Javanese") rhythmic pattern in order to give a eel to

the song as implied by its title and melodic style. In the latter case, the /tf//>nnelodyatthe 

end of the song (the last four bars) has to be abandoned since naatbiibkbbvg consists of 

eight bars of melody per rhythmic cycle, and the song with the /Atf Frsection would require 

four and a half cycles, which is unacceptable. (It should be understood that musicians 

never alter the rhythmic pattern to fit with the melody, but do alter the melody to fit the 

rhythmic pattern, as in this case.) It is the Ati#rbiib khbcgvzrsion that I will analyse . This 

version is shown in Western staff notation in Example 47:

Example 47: The jfcAta^melody of lines 1 -4 of Example 46 presented in staff notation 

+ o + o (+) o

K

K

+
A

in
(+)

r [ j  I  1 1 J~3 J J



(+) o + o (+) o

~JLi. , :*-p- W -d — .  -W r i nLie/
+

= y =

0

1 —
(+) o + 0

10

F # = --- H  I -— I
- J - J —J —

- 1 h  J _ J  *  J

(+)
13

o + 0 

~ ^ r r m  = q =

(+) o

-  J~ J — cJfcr l j - i
+

16
A

0 (+> 

i _
i & t J  m  | J

I have made some of the f' and c" notes sharps (#) in the above transcription; this is my 

personal subjective response to transcribing a Thai melody using Western notation and 

obviously reflects my perception that metaboie is occurring; the sharps do not represent an 

actual pitch difference, but are simply indicators of the perceived pitch-level (see section 

2.2). However, I played back the notation (including the following vocal versions of this 

song) on a computer application called Finale to some senior Thai musicians, and they 

agreed that these accidentals are needed. (Finale of course produced Western, not Thai, 

intervals.) As will become apparent, my gut feeling of a need for accidentals was vindicated 

when Tanese's formulae revealed that metaboie was indeed taking place at these points in 

the vocal melody.

A transcription of the vocal melody of the song "Khfe;g P&dtaanii" sung by two 

different singers is shown in Example 48.



Example 48: A transcription of the song "Khfceg P&dtaanii": verses 1 to 4 are sung by 
Thuuam Prasidthikun [R15], and verses 5 to 8 by Stidcld Dtirij&praniid [R16]. The lyrics 
of verses 1 to 4 are taken from the play "Inaw", while the lyrics of verses 5 to 8 were 
written by HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhom. Lyrics are in bold. Tempo ranges 
between 35-48 crotchets/minute.

+ o + o (+) o

$ m
VI

i-naw  hy ryy 

±

hy maa taam

c r c J r ' T p  7 7 &
Y2

syg maa c& - ag man jaa yy

£  i— - p  -p
IL_g f'------ » - g p p---------------

........ 1 = ------- ¥-V3

wag hyca chflu - aj

h

na-ro - g

Y4

ni - i w i maa w& - aj yy

Y5

khr&n sin yy sssg hy stl ri yyhyyyn

Y6$ Z -X -S -*

n&m-kh&ag yy phrom lorn ph£d yy

Y7

ikh&a jaa6-o 6 m nig yy

H IY8

myyan phri-ca - n wa - n phe -  n hyyy
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m
o  ( + )

K. JT~>J u p  j J .T D jY1

hy y y  a a  h £  a a g  g a a  a a - g  g a a  h £ a  a  a a j  dtiuaj yy  khwa&m rig

Y2 gZZEEZE

h y y y  a a  h £  a a g  g a - a  a a - g  g a a h ^ a a a a g  g a a - a - a a j  wiaag cha-

$ £Y3
EEE

a a  hS aa g  g a - a  a a - g  g a a h £ a  a a a  g a a - a - a a j  sog h y  khraa-

V4

4
----------------------£ --------r — F I  i  i— i i 1 ■  i i |— i— 15—̂—r—T—f f n

V5 4 ~ P ' 35
a a  h $  a a g  g £ a -  a a  h y g a a  " 0  J)^9 9 99~j ca-n kra-cA

V6 7?nP------------- -------------
- p ------------- > I —L<— —* JL%-i-------------- [-----------

V - « #  . j U L J_

a a  a a  h £ a a g g £ a - a a  h y g a a  a a g  g 6 a  a  3 a j  kra-phyy

V7 - # ------------- _ —L:--

' f r  r  ^  :
v • - * -------* — £ J U L « »  ------------#^5

a a  a a  h3  a a g  g £ a  -  a a  hy g a a  a a g  g S a  a  d a j  ry-dii s i  -

V8$ m
a a  a a  h£ a a g  gSa -  a a  h y  g a a  a a g  g £ a  a  £ a j  din te - m
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(+) (+)

VI

y y  h y y y  a a  a  d a  a - a a  h y g a a  a a h d  a a g  g d - a a  a  d a j  k h o a-a  -  a

V2

a a  a  d a  a - a a  h y g a a  aaha aag g a - a a a ^ a j p h r d  daa

V3 fj> i,
a a  a  a a  a - a a  h y g a a  a a t e a a g  g d - a a  a  a a j  mi c h i  j m aa

if 11» £  J  L j -  I E l i  C g
V4

a a  a d a  a - a a  h y  g a a  aahs  aag g d - a a  a  a a j  Ida- w ca

V5 ^  jJ 3 j j^ p  s i
aa -  g h y y  a a  a  d a  a - a a  h y  g d - a a  a a g  g d - a a a d a j  saan ia g

$ • - -j* tfr; M w rftV6 m
m aa a a  a  da  a - a a  h y  g d - a a  a a g  g d - a a a d a j  m yyan n im -

V7 JL = 7 1  *r '*-■— k- ^ — 1F f  ■ . - - - - Hn r j l35t ^^  j - t w  ? ^ - i a j = E —
w y y y  a a  a da  a - a a  h y  g d - a a  a a g  gs-aaadaj nunan ndag  eft-

V8

d u u a - a g  a a  a d a  a - a a  h y  g d - a a  a a g  gs-aaadaj kra-U- aj
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m
n i-i yy m&-aj pra- c*-g yy hygaa aaghy gaa hSaahyg^a

m

V3

10

. v;

9 c P—* --- ■--- J J 5 3 J -—  —
hyyy dfluaj hyyhy yy khwaam hy gaa aaghy hSaahygda

f
pa - j man yy hy y yy jaa hygaa 3313 hy g£a h£aahyg3a

V5

10

F # ^
■i ■

■ |T
------- 4 * -

h ^ i
— w — ■

i — J
■ T P ”

■

w&ag yy ci - d yy ca- j hygS-aaaag hy g£-aa h^aahygda

Y6

10
p = l — r j l a =4= p R—=r-■ V ti -

m —J
*• * - r 4 - "

r- -
a

taa thl- i la-j hyg6-aa aag hy g^-aa h^aahygda

w yy ph5- g yy phfcdyy hygaa aag hy g6-aa hSaahygda

Y8

10 cssi
H

a
a — ? ra w V

= a * J
# i —J

#
y .■■■

htin - ag y hy yy cha -  g ta yy hy gaa aag hy g£ -  aa h6 aa hy gda
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13
(+)

V I

(+)

-  p-

13

Y2

da haa da aa-aj jag sogby sa-j h yyy  33 3 da

3 =l4.J>. i j - r .
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In the early parts of the khtognlelody of the song "Khfccg P&dtaanii" (bars 1 -3), it is 

not clear which pitch-level the melody is in. But it is possible to trace the pitch-levels of 

the vocal melody by using Tanese's formulae (Ex. 49a).

Example 49a: Tanese's formulae for singing speech-tones (1988:130)42

Primary pitch 1
A ,

Mid
(o )

Low
D

Falling
(* )

High
( ' )

Rising

— -- — 1
I f  *  1 ■ a ’ j f t v ) — v  m (>■) t

Primary pitch 2

$ ^  n  %|[
m {G>) &  m "  - W : *  ** * ' W

Primary pitch 3

t p t

Primary pitch 5

$
Primary pitch 6

(-Oj) Hg—

According to Tanese, the melodic formulae for each of the mid, low and high tones 

have the same contour for all five primary pitches; however, inpentatonic contexts, the 

same contour can have different intervals (i.e., 2nd versus 3rd). This means it is not 

possible to deduce the actual primary pitch from words with these three tones. In a

42 This chart has to be considered together with the explanation on page 80



pentatoiiic context, the formula for a mid tone is the same regardless of which of the five 

primary pitches it falls on i. e. a single pitch. Low tones make use of a stepwise rise to the 

primary pitch, but this rise is a (Thai) 2nd on pitches 2,3 and 6, but a (Thai) 3rd on pitches 

1 and 5. High and falling tones make use of a 2nd on pitches 1,2 and 5 but a 3rd on 3 and 

6. (For both low and high tones, the primary note may be omitted.) Thus, for example, if a 

text syllable with falling tone is sung as a descending 3rd, then the melody pitch at that 

point must be either 3 or 6. Thus high and low-tone syllables can help sort out where the 

pitch-level is at agivenmoment.

For rising tones, there is again only a two-way contrast; pitches 1,2 and 5 use one 

contour with identical intervals, while 3 and 6 use another also with identical intervals. 

Finally, falling tones show the greatest variety, a 4 or 5-way contrast: only pitches 1 and 5 

share an identical formula, but even then 5 may omit its second note; pitch 2 has the same 

contour but a different interval structure; and pitches 3 and 6 share a contour but differ in 

intervals. Example 49b summarises this information.

Example 49b: Identity and differences of melodic formulae for singing speech-tones

primary pitch mid low falling high rising

1 A B D H J
2 A C E H J
3 A C F I K
5 A B D' H J
6 A C G I K

There are either 11 or 12 different formulae in total.

Thus given several verses, with various speech-tones, sung to a single melody, these 

variations in melodic formulae should help us determine which of the five primary pitches 

is in the singer's mind at a given moment. Given all this, let us now analyse the song 

"Kh£sg P&dtaanii". To begin with, let's look at bars 1-3 of the first two versions:
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o + o (+)
1

Y1 K*

i-naw mmaa
1

Y2

syq maa c& man

The first thing to be noted is that the word /iewWnd other rising-tone words from bars 

1 to 3 make use of the same formula, i.e. a d" followed by a g". We know from Tanese's 

rules that in this melody note D can be either primary pitch 1,2 or 5, meaning that this 

melody can only be in the D,C or G scales.

Secondly, if the melody is in either the D or G scales (where D = primary pitches 1 or 5 

respectively), the second note of the word i^ a n d  other falling-tone words should be a b ', 

notac". This is because, according toTanese, on primary pitches 1,2 and 5, falling-tone 

words are to be sung by "combining the primary pitch in sequence with the pitch 

immediately below ( uccxxxJingto Lhepentiitonicsetj' (my emphasis). Therefore, we may 

conclude that the pitch-level of bars 1 to 3 is C.

Moving on to bars 4 to 6, the transcription shows that the two singers make use of 

different pitch-levels not only in the mwpart, but also in the worded part. This difference 

is clearly seen in bars 5 and 6 where the pitch-level of the yyan^axx sung by Prasidthikun 

is G (or D), while Diirij&praniid's is F. In order to confirm this, we may use Tanese's rules 

to trace the tonal centre of these vocal melodies:
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Prasidthikun
+

A

£

o (+)

-fr-
V3

Dunjapramid

aa h£ aaq qa-a aa-q qaah£a aaa qaa-a-aaj soq hy khraa-

Y7 EZ

hSaaqqSa-aa hyqaa aaq q£-a a aaj ry-dii s& -

Prasidthikun (continued) 
(+) o

7

V3 ¥ ’ i HP
m

Dhrij&praniid (continued) 
7

Y7

14  » *c_Jr
w y yy

It should be noted that the word j<? în Prasidthikun's version is sung with an 

ornamentation (note a') due to her personal aesthetic preference; this may cause confusion 

to non-Thai singers. In other words, an experienced Thai singer would automatically 

perceive the "real" melodic formula of this word to be b' and d" as in Example 50 below:

Example 50:

soq hy khraa - m
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Note b1 in. this melody can b e either primary pitch 3 or 6, meaning that the pitch -level of 

this melody can either be G or D. If a non-Thai singer had taken a' to be a main note 

instead of an ornament, and used Tanese's formulae accordingly, they would have 

calculated incorrectly that the pitch-level could be A, G or D.

For similar aesthetic reasons, Dhrijapraniid ornaments the word her singing with

a c"; the "real" melody of this word should be a g1 and an f  plus a "tail melody" (notes g“ 

and a1) which Tanese includes as part of her formulae. Therefore note a' in this melody can 

be either primary pitch 3 or 6, meaning that the pitch-level of this melody can be either F or 

C. But, as stated previously, the ̂ W?part sung by Dtrij&praniid is clearly in F, so we may 

conclude that the word j»Frhere is sung in the same pitch-level.

It should be noted that the pitch -level of this melody for khfo/jand other instruments, 

for bars 1 to 6, is also in F. This is determined by the pentatonic pitch set they use.

Therefore the melody that Prasidthikun has sung differs not only from that of Ddrij&praniid 

but also from those of the instrumental parts. This practice, though not common, is 

acceptable amongst singers because the vocal and the instrumental parts are not performed 

simultaneously, but alternately, and therefore the "tonal collision" is not obvious.

To sum up, Tanese's formulae, though they can prove difficult to use in certain 

instances, as discussed, are ultimately useful even for non-Thai traditional singers in the 

majority of cases to be able to discover the pitch-level of a vocal melody, and seem 

particularly interesting in the tracking of metaboie within a piece. It should be remembered 

that all of her work in this sphere took place within the pentatonic pitch set, and much new 

work remains to be done by future scholars in the areas of hexatonic and heptatonic pitch 

set melodies.
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Chapter 4 

Poetic Form and Word Positioning

4.1 Kloon

Most traditional Thai songs, both folk and classical, make use of the k/oonpoetic form, 

in which rhyming is the most significant feature. This poetic form had been used amongst 

commoners for centuries before it became part of court literature at the end of the 

Ajudthajaa period; prior to that court literature only made use of the /w ij kmib, khloa$ and 

G&izpoetic forms (Iiawsnwojg 1995:32-3). The present-day forms of kloonoontherefore 

be said to be adaptations of the forms of ktoom$$& in regional songs acquired by the court 

poets. It is true to say that flexibility was an important feature of this genre, i.e. the number 

of syllables in each line and the rhyming positions were variable. The poetic forms of these 

songs gave birth to a new and more popular type, known later as kfoonp& d which had a 

more rigid rhyme pattern and a less flexible number of syllables. This kind of kloon is 

known by many other names, e.g. kloon sdphdab^polite" kloon), kloonseepbaa^kloon 

for s&epkmi), kloonlamnam{klooj£ov songs) etc. Iiawsiiwor) (ibid:33) claims that before 

ifoaffdeveloped and was informally categorised, the commoners' repertoire had been 

known simply as phleegwhich means "songs", examples of which were phlee/jkldm  ddp 

(lullaby songs), phleejj ryyailooat songs) and phleeg stiu khwmi(songs used to call back a 

wandering spirit).

Sigkh^kooson (1983:53-54) divides the k/oonipoedc form into two types: kloonhdp 

and kloonposd The words hdg meaning "six" and pdedo.leaning "eight" refer to the



number of syllables in one phrase or wtig where four rrdjgmoke up one stanza. The form 

of kloon hdpi% illustrated as follows:

Example51: Kloon kdgiotm  (0 = 1 syllable)

00 00 00 00 00 00

00 00 00 00 00 00

The most common type of kloon used in Thai court singing is, however, the kloonpbod, 

and because it is so popular people typically use the terms kloom&A kloonpbod 

interchangeably. Example 52 shows the standard form of kloon pood.

Example 52: Kloonpbodlorm (0=1 syllable)

000 00 000 000 00 000

000 00 000 000 00 000

This complete stanza is known as a bdd, and therefore one bdd contains four wdp The 

first mig is called i^^^C'listening")43, the second /^("accepting"), the third roog 

("supporting") and the fourth i^("passing on"). The &&/can alternately be divided into 

two bibid or lines (with one line consisting of two wdg). In turn, a single wdg can be

divided into three groups, let us call them g 1, g2 and g3, as follows:

Example 53: Division of a wdg

000 00 000 000 00 000
gl g2 g3 gl g2 g3

Kloon^ooXxg is usually presented, when written down, in the ab ove form: two wdg are 

presented in one bdad with the Ff?( ŝeparated into its three groups by gaps (Ex. 54).

43 Some scholars call it saldb which means "swapping"
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Example 54: Khunchikirj Khunphion, traditonal poem used in the song "KMsgmoon Baar) 
Chfem"

ciiwlyym noon soonphum kmthum tarn dbdbajboon chbonmiam thiiriijfaaj 
phiikhiia wmbag ciiwjaag phkjagkhaaj khsonsdaj khoodUow phib nun noon

Dividing a wbg into three groups is the most important rhythmic feature of kloon. When a 

poem is being read aloud, gl and g2 of each wdg should be treated as one unit leaving a 

small gap before g3. For example, a wdg from the poem "Wiwaa Phrd Samhd", would be 

read in the following way:

Example 55: "Wiwaa Phr& Samhd" (The Marriage of the Sea God) by King Rama VI

p  1 1 P 1 v  T p J0 i  /  ✓ /  ' ' t /

[daj jin kham] [sam-niiaij] [suajg sa - nb]
gl g* g3

Traditionally, g3 is the quietest group, and while there is no known reasonfor this practice, 

it may be because the beginning of a wbgigi + g2) usually contains one concept while g3 

is usually the modifier or "conclusion" of the concept. For example:

Example 56: (ibid)

daj jin  kham samniiar/... siiapsanb 
Hearing your voice speak... a pleasing sound

or

Example 57: "Inaw" by King Rama II

cyijphoojmaan bog chom ... sioij bulan 
[She] Opens the curtain to admire... the moonlight

This poetic rhythm has influenced word positioning in court songs, so that gl and g2 are 

put close to each other, whilst g3 is always separated from the other two by jtyan. This 

will be illustrated more fully later.
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While kloon A^always has six syllables per line, strange as it may seem, kloonpkvd 

can contain anything from six to ten syllables per line. When kloon is sung, each multi

syllable word should be, in principle, situated within a single group (g). However, singers 

sometimes split multi-syllabled words over two groups, thus sacrificing the meaning for 

the sake of poetic form. An example of this can be seenin the lyrics taken from the play 

A&fVused for the song "Thajooj Khameen" (Ex. 58):

Example 58; Inawby King Rama II used for the song "Thajooj Khameen", smim chiin, 
thoonl

bulan sopkldd mddrankhu
gl g2 g3

The moon is shining brightly - no stain upon her,

myyan ca chuuan M a jlii- la s pa j  
gl g2 g3

As if she is persuading me to carry - on my journey.

In a singing performance, the gap between g2 and g3 is lengthened; the word Mlmi 

meaning "to move", is thus split noticeably apart, half in g2 and half in g3. As a result, the 

meaning of the word is not immediately realised after g2 is sung because the sound Air'does 

not have any meaning by itself - the audience has to wait until the singer finishes singing 

g3 before the expression is complete. There is a danger that by the time g3 is sung, g2 will 

have been forgotten and the meaning obscured. For some lyrics, the singer might add extra 

words to the wsfein. order to make sense of it, but in this case, because the poem is so 

beautifully written, changing it would seem impossible without ruining its perfection; most 

singers would therefore leave it untouched. Most audiences know this poem very well, so 

singers would not be too concerned on this point.

Apart from the rhythm, another important feature of kloon is the rhyme, which can be 

divided into two types: sampM dnaj'1 inside thyme") and sampMdnoogj.' outside 

rhyme").
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Samphadnajis a rhyme that links words within a wdg. It is optional but makes the 

poem more taut. This kind of rhyme takes two forms: samphad dgsoooiihz repetition of 

consonants, similar to the W estern concept of alliteration) and samphad sani (the rhyming 

of vowels, similar to the Western concept of assonance). Samphadagsooms achieved by 

the use of at least two, but maybe more, words that begin with the same consonant. 

SampMdsarths achieved by the use of at least two, maybe more, words which contain the 

same vowel (this means of the same length also, as vowels of different lengths are 

considered to be different vowels) but usually with different speech-tones. (See Example 

59.)

Example 59: A ffy^from Khvnch&uj Khunphom. (The broken line links the words with 
simphadagsdoirw\tt\.Q the solid line links the words with samphdd sarti)

r — ■> J ------------- 1  1 k — -  r  —

mdam caw wanthoog ndogphiiaa phfi cam naa nyyandog daa/ thughca/?

nidcaacaj cMarjkra-raj maaplvvgplvvn too m  yykhlam Ito  wjap khlaap ji)ukhJab kh ltvj
I — "  t - . _ ..................5L%_____ J - ___J

SiimpMdnoogMvks two separate, consecutive wife within a stanza. It is compulsory 

and its pattern distinguishes kloonp$edfrom other kinds of poetry. It is made by the 

repetition of the same vowels but with different speech tones; the length of the vowel is not 

important. Exceptionally, these vowels can share the same speech tone. Afinal rule is that 

the last syllable of mig 1 must never share the same speech tone with the last syllable of 

w dgl. Example 60a shows a pattern of external rhyme for Jdooopdadin a typical stanza, 

including the rhyme that links two stanzas together. (An arrow links a possible rhyme 

between two syllables, with alternative rhymes indicated by broken lines.)
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Example 60a:

1st stanza

2nd stanza

000 00

L
oo ooo o5 000—*

000 00 008
t

000 00 000^

000 00 008 oot oS o
lo

000 00 4000
*

000 00 
t- I

000

A real example would be:

Example 60b: "Kaakii" by C&wphr&jaa Phr&khlar) used for the song "CoorakhSe Haar) 
Jaaw" ( saam chdh}\ rhyming syllable shown in bold

1st stanza $----------------------------- ^
m tij kreeij og narin pin m i- r £ e d  an rypiu j d d e d  knagkraj maha/sa w a n

on maa-ndb cdbceen sakaapha-nan khmjmaajman mug m il ad hiijmaa mii<r
t }

2nd stanza ^
thaakhoupen phajaakhrud tidom dded wisajphded phog riiaj- chapdgsii <<—

^-------— ---------------------------------------   !T
nawsathan phimaan chim phlii phnibaanunii dbrom siiagsommaa

t __________   f

The other poetic forms that are occasionally used in song are Mab, chan and khloog 

The first originated in China, while the other two come from India. Of the three, khab 

poems are the most frequently used. Originally, the term i^ /^ust meant poetry in general, 

but for Thais it now indicates a specific form. This form is superficially similar to that of 

kluuo, but with a different number of lines per stanza and different rhyming patterns. Of the 

Indian-derived forms, the significant feature of chanis the positioning of two kinds of 

vowels, khtfrii (heavy vowels) and iahi>{iight vowels) to make up a strict pattern. It also 

makes use of archaic words from Pali and Sanskrit, which are difficult to understand and 

thus make it more suitable for reading aloud than for singing. Finally khloogwgain has 

similarities to jfc/oaabut with its own distinctive patterns of syllables ( khami) and rhymes
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( samphhd). Although there are many forms of Mab, chahwid khloog only those few that 

are compatible are chosen for use with Thai songs.

4.2 Word positioning of lyrics in the kloon form for phleegnhathhbprdbkdj

Phleegm'uicMbprdbkd/is a kind of Thai court musical repertoire identified by the 

rhythmic pattern that it uses; this pattern is knownas miathhbprdbMj Narkong (1992:52) 

writes that it is "the standard and popular muhajk  ̂math$\ used to accompany a large 

number of entertainment repertoire [pieces] for both concerts and dance drama". The 

popularity of phleegnhathitbpnbbkd/is so great that it overshadows the other repertoires 

and makes them seem less important. Also being a "standard" repertoire, as mentioned by 

Narkong, musicians almost always refer to phleegnaathabpibbkaj when seeking to 

explain the significant characteristics of Thai music. This might be one of the reasons why 

most academics including Morton, Tanese, Ketukaenchan and Silkstone have chosen to use 

phleegnaathhbpnbbkti/bs the main repertoire for their studies.

The term p/obkd/also refers to a type of folk song from the central part of Thailand 

known as phleegprdbkiijwhich was popular during the 18th century. These old folk 

songs, because they share the same name, are believed to be the original form of the phleeg 

nhathdbpcdbMJitovsL the court tradition. Montri Traamdod is responsible for this 

supposition. He illustrated the similarity between the rhythm of the chorus ( luug khi/ih of 

the folk songs and the rhythmic pattern of the taphdon, the most important rhythmic 

percussion instrument of court tradition. Narkong (ibid:52) is not quite convinced by this; 

he says: "... it is strange that the drum1 s pattern does not really fit or sound like the original 

chorus pattern at all, except that they remain the same length...".

Phleeij niiatMb/¥£>&&/( together with most Thai repertoires) are divided into self- 

contained sections known as thoon. Each thooAs made up of its vocal version followed by
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its instrumental version (or the instrumental version by itself but never just the vocal 

version). The length of a rhobnis measured by the number of «z^ff^(rhythmic cycles)it 

contains. Thai musicians classify phleegnaatMbprdbMpy the number of cdgwd in the 

first thoonoi a song, e.g. pk/eeg s?3g cagmi(two-cycle songs), phleegsaam cagwd 

(three-cycle songs), phleegsiiaujwa(four-cycle songs) or phleegpvvdcagwiUpkgsxX- 

cycle songs). It is important to know that the standard number of rhythmic cycles for 

phleegmmthtibp/vbkajis four, and when asked for an example of word positioning, 

singers always use phleeg sn cagw£(i.ow-zyo\.z songs) as illustrations.

4.2.1 Word positioning of lyrics in the ife/zform at the smim c&fcAevel

A thoon usually makes use of one line of poetry which, as stated previously, can be 

split metrically into two mip. If the thzon consists of two cagwdnSatMbox cagmi 

(rhythmic cycles), there will be one cycle per wdg. This is found in the third choon of the 

song "Coorakhee Haag Jaaw", where the lyrics have the following pattern:

Example 61: "Coorakhee Haag Jaaw" [AM], saamchin, 3rdnbxta

maaadb cdbceen sakaaphanan khraj'maaj-mhn mug-maad hajm aam ii
g 1 g2 g2 gl g2 g3

1st cagwa
0 + 0 +

| | maa | | nob | 1 1 c6b | ceen |
0 + 0 +

|________ j________ |________ |________ | sakaa | phanan |

2nd cagwh
0 +  0 +

| khraj maaj| man [________ |________ |________ | mtig | m3ad
0 + 0 +

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 h&j maa | mii |
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This pattern (Pattern 1) is the most common found in Thai singing, where gl and g2 fit 

into the first two quarters of the cagw£ and g3 occupies the final quarter (the third quarter 

is filled by jfau i). Multi-syllable words are sung close together in order to mimic speech, 

as in the case of mmj-miin and mvg-miuidin the above example. Suntliarawaathin, 

however, stated during private tuition in 1986 that this phenomenon is a modern one and 

that in the old days singers "always sang the syllables on a strong beat", which separated 

them artificially. This is shown in example 5 below:

Example 62: "Coorakhee haar) jaaw" [AM], smmchM  3rd<sfc£aG? old style 

mnmdb cdbceen sakoaphmtw khrajmmjmiin mbgmaad hajm aam ii
gl S2 g3 gl g2 g3

1st cagwa
0 + 0 +

1 | maa | [ n6b | J cdb | j ceen |
0 + o +

J sakaa 1________ I phanan |

2nd ctigmi
o + 0 +

| | khraj maaj| | man | 1 | maad |
0 + 0 H-

1 1 1 1 ....... 1 | haj maa | | mii |

In this way, singers could insert movzjtymi between the chig and chab strokes in order to 

elaborate their singing. Such jya n  is classified by Tanese (1979) as "inserted jy a n ". 

Because of the love of fy m  even today singers sometimes use this "old style" in order to 

be able to insert more jy w i

This practice of inserted jtynn commonly occurs at the saam chin level, where the 

singing is slow and the gap between chig and chdb strokes is relatively long. This 

contrasts with the original soogchiia level, where the singers have to sing faster and the 

rhythmic cycle is shorter by half, leaving little time for jjm /2 . The following figure shows 

the same lyrics sung at sSogchhn level:
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Example 63: Shows the same lyrics as the above example when positioned in so eg ch tin 
level

1st cagwti
0 + 0 + o + o +

| maa | nob | cob | cscn |________ |________ [ sakaa [ phanan |

2nd cagwti
o + o + o + o +

1 khraj maaj| man | mtir] | m&ad |________ |________ | Mj maa | mil |

In Example 63 above, there is no pyan in bars 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 or 8 but there is a short 

section of yyan  in bars 5 and 6 of both cycles. Both the sanm chtin and the so eg chtin 

versions represent Pattern 1 (there are three altogether), where words occupy only the 1st,

2nd and 4th parts of a cycle and yytw  makes up the 3rd part.

Pattern 2 is where one wtig of lyrics is used over two cagwti. The following example 

shows the second Choon of the song " Bdlan", which consists of four ctigwti and uses one 

line (two wtig) of lyrics.

Example64: "Bulan" [Rl], stmmchtig 2nd choon

sogkldd mddmdep phnmjphan ssvg can cab svvg rddsog
gl g2 g3 gl g2 g3

1st cai/wd 

1 ..........  1 ____
0

1
+

1 1
0

1 SOI) 1 1
+

kldd |

1
0

1
+

1 1
o

| mod | |
+

meeg |

2nd ctigwti

.......i
0

1
+

1 1
0

i i i
+

I
0

1
+

1 1
o

1 phraaj | |
+

phan |

3rd cagwti 

1 1
0

1
+

1 1 1 sseri | |
+

chan |

1 1
0

1
+

.1........... ....1
0

1 1 |
+

SSSJQ |



1 1 0

4th cagwd
0  +  0  +

0  + 0  + 
_ l  I I I I r6d I s°il 1

The above transcription illustrates that the last group of syllables of a mig (g3) is 

always situated at the end of a cagwd. It also shows that when a wdg is used for two 

rhythmic cycles, the space between the three groups within the wtfg is roughly doubled 

from Pattern 1. Therefore, it can be said that Pattern 2 is an expanded version of the first 

and is made up of two eagmi.

Singing one wrfg per two cycles can result in yet another system of word positioning, 

Pattern 3. This can be seen in the song "Heeraa l£n n£am" (Ex. 65) where gl is situated in 

the second half of the 1 st cagw*<?(not at the end of the first half as in Pattern 2), but g2 and 

g3 remain in the same place.

Example 65: "Heeraalenn&am" [R5], siuunchiig 1stthoon

k id  tkygnud biidsabaa oogmaan&g bon banlag Hi am phaa naa sigkhoon 
gl g2 g3 gl g2 g3

1st cagwa

1 1
o

I
+

i i
o

1 1 1
+

1
o o +

1 1 kid thyrj | | nud [ I 1 btd-l sabaa |

2nd cagwa
0 + o +

1 1 1 i i 1 1 1 1
0 + 0 +

i i 1 1 I 1 1 dog maa | 1

3rd cagwii
0 + o +

i i 1 I I 1 1 1 1
0 + 0 +

l l bon | | banlar] | 1 1 liiam | phaa |
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4th cagwd
o + o +

I i i i i I p I l _l
I_________I_________I_________I_________I_________I_________| naa | su khaan |

The three main patterns that have been mentioned are the basic systems of placing 

words into pMecgniuitliiibprdbM/ However, when the number of cagwrfcasmotbe 

divided by two, more than one pattern occurs in a tfioon. For example, when a thoan 

consists of three rhythmic cycles, Pattern 1 and Pattern 2 can be combined as follows:

Example 66: "P$" [R24], saamchda, 1st thoan.

khidpaj cajhaaj majwaajsdog mgyan dyyan dab Mb 1 dog m ajlvvhen
gl g2 g3 gl §2 g3

1st cagwa

1 1
0

khid |
+

1 paj 1
o

1 1 caj|
+

haaj |

1 1
0

i
+

1 1
0

1 1 majwaaj |
+

s6og |

2nd cagwa

i i
0

1
+

1 1
0

| my-dyyan| 1
+

dab |

i i
0

1
+

1 [
o

1 I lab |
+

16og |

3rd cagwa

I I
0

............ 1 _ +
J__________ 1

0
I I 1

+

1 ......... 1  .

o
_ L 1 + 1

o
1 1 m&j lee | hen |

The above example makes use of Pattern 1 for the first cagwa and Pattern 2 for the 

second and third cagwrf. It is also possible for this to be reversed and for Pattern 2 to be 

used first, followed by Pattern 1 as in the next example:
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Example 67: "Kh$sgmoon BaarjcMag" [R12], saamcMn, 3rd (hoaa

ca wlyym noon sconphtivm krathtim teirn dAdbajboon chdonmiam dm riijffiaj
gl g2 g3 gl g2 g3

1st aujwii

1 1
0

1
+

1 1
0

i caw lyym |
+

noon |

1 1
0

1
+

1 1
o

1 soon |
+

phum |

2nd cagwa

i i
0

1
+

1 1
0

1 1 1
+

i i
0

1
+

1 1
0

1 | krathtim |
+

tam |

3rd cagwa

i I
o

1
+

d£d | bajboon |
o

| ch6on | n&am |
+

1 l
0

1
+

I 1
0

I | thii raj |
+

faaj |

Another combination of patterns canbe seen in the 3rd dioonoi the song "Saar&thii", where 

there are five rhythmic cycles, sung using two lines (or four wtig)\ Pattern 1 is used for 

each of the first three rhythmic cycles and Pattern 3 is used for the 4th and 5th cycles as 

shown below:

Example 68: "Saar&thu" [R26], smim chin, 3rd thoon

mticn chaaj daj daj'jtiu pen khtiu khroog canvvbnoog cbasycMd sanidsanom
gl g2 g3 gl g2 g3

p tili cajuu stiii nig' mtijrs&nchom m l chtijJam luuagnbog Jtiamoogcaj
gl g2 g3 gl g2 g3

1st cagwa
0 + 0 +

|_________| misnchaajl_________|_____ daj |_________|_____ daj |_____ jtiu |_________J
0 + 0 +

|_________|_________ |_________|_________|_________|_________| pen khtiu [ khroori I
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2 n d  cagwa
o  +  o  +

1 1 ca neeb | | n:tor)| | chasj | chid |
0 + 0 +

1 1 I i 1 1 1 sanld | sanom |

3rd cagwH
0 + o +

i i phli | | cajhu | 1 J. shu | r&g 1
0 + 0 +

i i i | maj resm | I chom |

4th cagwd

I I
0

i i
+

i
0

1 1
+

0 + 0 +
I I | mi ch&j | lorn | I i luuaq | n6or) |

5th cagwa

i i
0

i i
+

i
0

1 I i
+

0 + 0 +
I ....1 1 1 I 1 1 j&amooq | ca3 1

There are examples, though not many, when a thoon consists of six cagwa and one wrfgof 

syllables therefore has to be extended over three cagwsL In this pattern, Pattern 4, each 

group of syllables will be sung at the end of each oayfrarespectively as shown below:

Example 69: "Bulan" [Rl], siuwich&n 1st chooai

kbrtinkhtim sonchayaa raatmkaan cygpoojmaan dog chom svvg-bdlan.
gl g2 g3 gl g2 g3

1st canwd o + o +
I I______ 1 I_____ I_____ I i i i
I_____ I______ I________ I________ I_____ I_____ I fcfr*" I
2nd cagwa o + o +

i i i i i I i i i
I________ |__________ 1________ I________ |_________|________ | son | tha-jaa |
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3rd canwd o + o +
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 i 1 1 | raatrii 1 kaan |

4th aujwd 0 +
1 1

0
I 1

+

i i I 1 1 1 Icyri pasj | m&an |

5th cagwii o
1 1 1

0
1 1 1

+

l l 1 1 1 1 1 6og | chom |

6th eagwii 0
1

+
1 1

0
1 1 1

+

1 1 1 ..- -_ L  _ _ L 1 1 sect) | bhlan |

It should be noted that Pattern 2, 3 or 4 will be used for the 1st cagwil if there is a tM w  

melody at the beginning. Otherwise Pattern 1 will be used.

So, to sum up the rules of word positioning in pMeegprdbkajsmun chiin

A thooji usually makes use of two wijg which is one line of poetry, and 

contains at least two aigm%the longest tkoon for prdbkdj songs contains eight

Lyrics are grouped in the same way as in a poetic text, i. e. a Wife is divided 

into g l , g2 and g3. The system of word positioning, for the purposes of 

analysis, is based on the positions of these three groups within a thvon.

When the number of aq/ffvnn a d&aa is an even number, i. e. 2, 4, 6 or 8, only 

one pattern of word positioning will be employed.



When the number of cagwdm a thcoji is an odd number, i.e. 3 or 5, two 

patterns of word positioning will be employed.

Each cagwd will have some lyrics positioned at its end. It is extremely rare, but 

possible, for a cagwd to contain no words at all.

A wtig in the AtaTpoetic form sung over one cagwd will be positioned 

according to Pattern 1.

A wdg in the i^-azpoetic form sung over two cagwd will be positioned 

according to either Pattern 2 or Pattern 3.

Pattern 3 appears to be used only for songs in the kh& g (Indian or Javanese) 

style.

A wag in the ihtozrpoetic form sung over three cagwa will be positioned 

according to Pattern 4.

Usually, the number of tfv&'will be the same at each level of a song. If the melody is 

reduced by half, from saam chik7to socgchiig the word density will double and less yyan  

will be employed. Consequently, there is hardly any pyan at the chdn tf/aw level because 

most of the space is occupied by words.
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At the soo/j cAMevel, each thoon makes use of two wdg: A  cagwd of pMeegndatMb 

prdbkdjcontains eight bars with a beat failing on every odd bar, and a ckdbbeat 

falling on every even bar. The shortest melody found in phleegndacMbp/vbkaj contains 

two cagwa The lyrics for a melody that contains two cagwdorz positioned in the following 

pattern, Pattern 1:

Example 70: Pattern 1: the song "Kh^eg Boorath£ed" [R8], sccgchdn 1st tbocn (lyrics by 
King Rama VI)

pM dthm - nupMab namphon kdsdsan- pkamogkhon ndojjdj
gl g2 g3 gl g2 g3

0  +  0 +  0 + o +
| phud-[ thaa | nu-| ph^ab ]________ |________ |____ nam | phon |

O + 0 + 0 +  0 +
| kood | san~l pha mor|| khon |________ |________ | n6oj | j&j |

Songs that contain four cagwa, the commonest number for Thai songs, use Pattern 2 as 

follows:

Example 71: Pattern2: the song "WeedsUkam" [R34], socgch&n, 1st thoon (lyrics by King 
Rama VI))

SLtiliipokom nom caj M jsdogsoog chiivaj bantha w tJiugnajldog M jhpyadhaaj
gl g2 g3 gl g2 g3

0 + 0 + 0 + 0 +
________ |________ |_____sin-1 iapakam |________ |________ |____ nam|_____ caj |

o + 0 + 0 + o +
________ I_________|________ |________ |________ | I haj s£ar) | s6og|

0 + 0 +  0 + 0 +
________ |________ | chtiuaj 1 banthaw|________ |________ [ thug [ najldogl

0 + 0 + 0 + 0 +
________ I________ I________ I________I________ I |hajh?yad| h k j I

A variation onPattern2 occurs if there is a Aft&F melody at the beginning of the aigwd 

- ĵ Fi&srwill be used here. A th fw melody at soog chin level covers four bars, half of the
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cagwd\ therefore, the words (gl), which are supposed to be sung here, are displaced to the 

next two bars. In the example below, there is a tM w  melody at the beginning of the first 

cagwdand again at the beginning of the third cagw4 and each time g 1 of the wrfgis 

displaced in this way:
Example 72: Variation on Pattern 2: the song "Kh^sgSaj" [R17], soogchkn, 2nd thoon 
(lyrics taken from the "Ramayana")

tfesnrdaj taam chaaj phanaawan wagMj klajban- na-saalaa
gl g2 g3 gl g2 g3

o
1 1

+
1

0
1

+
1

0
doonj

+
raaj |

o
taam|

-t*
chaaj |

0
1 1

+
1

0
1

+
1

0
1

+
1

0
phanaa-|

+
wan|

0
1 1

+
1

0
1

+
1 waij| h&j | klaj |

+
ban-|

o
1 1

+
1

0
________1

+
1

0
1

+
1

0
na- saa-|

+
laa|

When there is a &fc?Fnnelody at the beginning of the first cagwti but not at the 

beginning of the third, a combination of the variation and Pattern 2 is used:

Example 73: Variation plus Pattem2: the song "NaarjNaag" [R19], soogchiin, thdon 1 
(lyrics taken from "Kaakii")

khonthan khnia hen krug krasad cdegmbad chaajnded dagbanhaan
g1 g2 g3 gi g2 g3

o
1 1

+
1

o
1

+
________1

0
khon |

+
- than |

o
khr&n | hen |

0
1 1

+
1

0
1

+
1

0
1

+
I

0
krurj |

+
ka-s&d|

0
1 1

+ 0
cssgl

+
railed |

0
I

+
i

0
chaaj |

+
need |

0
1 1

+
1

0
1

+
1

0
1

+
i

0
dan 1

+
banhaan|

In rare cases when a thocn consists of three cagwdwith a thaw  melody present at the 

beginning of the first, a combination of the variation on Pattern 2 together with Pattern 1 

will be used (Ex. 74):
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Example 74: Variation of Pattern 2 plus Pattern 1: the song "Kh^egmoon Baarjch&arj"
[R12], soogchdn, 3rd thoon (lyrics taken from "Khunchaarj Khunpheen11)

maalogchddg khun cluing chaagchoon kdodchoon- sugstig samkhan khon
gl g2 g3 gl g2 g3

0
1 1

+
1

0
I

+
| maa i&S i

+
choor] |

0 +
| khunch&atj

o
1 1

+
i

0
_ 1

+
1

0
l

+
I

o
chaaii

+
| cha-oon |

0
| kood|

+
thoon|

0
s®dl

+
S*g|

0
1

+ o 
| samkhan

+
| khon|

When a song contains more than four cagw4 one «s^*retoften contains no lyrics or has 

extra lyrics to fill the customary place at the end - this is especially true of the final cagwd. 

These extra lyrics are known as khamsooj. When a song has six cagwdor more, both 

these features appear as in the example below, where the second cycle is wordless 

(containing vyan) and where two extra words, " cdw oof, are added to the sixth cagwd

Example 75: The song"Khdsgmoon" [RIO], soogchiin, 1st thdon (lyrics taken from 
"Khunchaar) Khunpheen")

Jdwkhwaam fan man pmrnda ktuua wda thuvn-huva sum faj wdjnajmug
g 1 g2 g3 gl g2 g3

0
1

+ 0
1

+
1

0
law |

+
khwaam |

0
fanl

+
maa|

0
1

+ 0
1 + l

0 +
i

o
i

+

0
1

+ 0
1

+
1

0 +
i

0
pram&a |

+
kiuua|

0
1

+ 0
w&a thuun] huua

+
1

0 +
...................i sum|

+
fail

0
1 1

+ 0
1

+
1

0 +
1

0
waj naj I

+
1TLTJI1 |

0
1 1

+ o
1

+
1

0 +
i

o
caw |

+ 
93J 1
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At the chda diiawlevel (one chafrper bar), words are positioned following three patterns.

However, only the first two patterns reflect the rhythm of the Jdaaapoetic form (g 1+g2,

gap, g3). Pattern 1 is used for songs containing two cagwh using 1 whg; as below: 
Example 76; Pattern 1: the song "Khi>cg BoorathSed" [AM], chda diia ff; 1st /&viz(lyrics 
taken from "Khunch&ar) Kirunphecn’’)

sooffm yy kaadphvua M Jtuuansm  
g l "  g2 g3

0 + 0  + 0 + 0  + 0 + 0  +  0 + 0  + 
soot] | myy | kood [ phuua |________ | | Mj tuua [ nssn

The same pattern will also be used for songs with four cas/mkhat use 2 77):

Example 77: Pattern 1: the song "Kh^sgmocn Baagch&ar)" [R12], chsindiiaw, 2nd thoon 
(lyrics taken from "Khunch&ar) Khunpheen")

Caajplaaw khaophii m i khdadpon Siinplug lugcig sipM icon
gl g2 g3 gl g2 g3

0 + 0  + 0 + 0  + 0 + 0  + 0 + 0  +
taaj | pl£aw| khoo] phii_____ |_______ |________ | nii khaad [ pbn

0 + 0  + 0 + 0  + 0 + 0  + 0 + 0  +
■ | san plbg |__ lug | cirj_______ |_______ |________ | si phii | con

Pattern 2 is used for songs with three cagwdxising 1 ff2̂ (Ex. 78):

Example 78: Pattern2: the song "Kh^cgmoon Baar)ch&ar|" [R12], chtin diiaw, 1st thoon (lyrics taken 
from "Khunch^ar| Khunphecn") [ibid.]

rhM m twtgya khjw hin p h ii ctiub caw
gl g2 g3

0 + 0  + 0 + 0  + 0 + 0  + 0 + 0  +
I_________1________ 1 tMa. tyyn | khynhen |_________ |________ |_________|_________|

0 + 0 + 0 + 0  +
phii chub c&w
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Pattern 3 is used for songs with four r/z^Fv/using 4 ws^Ex. 79):

Example 79: Pattern 3: the song "Ngiiaw Ramtyg" [R20], chiindiiaw, 1st rhuaa{lyrics by 
Khojgs&g Khamsiri)

khuupkniog sad£ddamrog saweedtacMd 
gl g2 g3

cots9i2 phnichon phansaa kwaaroojpii

sitisawhd phipM dphSam cholaamsu 
gl g2 g3

smpM phaj jdam ii maphSwpham
g1 g2 g3 gl g2 g3

0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + o + 0 + o + o +
khoa phr£ or) saded damror) S a w S e d  t a c M d siri saw&d phiph&dphsm chaloom ---- ir.—

SU

0 + 0 + 0 + O + o + 0 + o + 0 +
caraea phr&... phan saa kw&a rboj pii sanphaphaj j&a mii maa phsw phaan

Pattern 3 is also used for songs with two caywausing 2 wdp(Ex. 80):

Example 80: Pattern3: the song "Kh$cg Booratheed" [AM], chdndiiaw, 1st /&£az(lyrics 
taken from "Khunchaarj Khunphesn'1)

suo/jmpp koudphuua M jtu m n iw  
gl ”  S2 g3

khunphccn jim jdog soqpsakid 
gl g2 g3

o + o +
soof] m y y  1 phuua hajtuua nssn khun phsen ] jjjn jjpg |s6og sakid

It is interesting to note that Pattern 3 is not considered ideal by singers, as the words are too 

crowded together, making the performer feel clumsy and the audience uncomfortable.

4.3 Application of word positioning of lyrics in the Jdcwkorm to the other poetic forms

The other poetic forms such as ktiab, chaaonA khloogare only used at the soopchda 

level; moreover only some types of these forms are ever used in songs.These forms have 

different word groupings from each other (and of course from klooî . Prasidthikun 

(1992c: 125) says that "when singing lyrics that are in the Mob, khloogoM charfiotms, we
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must take the word positionings used for Jbfoaainto consideration". For example, a type of 

khabpoQtic form known as Mab chabag .sr&A^contains sixteen syllables as shown in the 

following lyrics:

jaam jen tdncam s/un man sag-kM d khab-khaan

bantJissg nirsng klaagpJavg

0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

These lyrics have been taken from the play NgdPdawsA set to the tune "Naarj N&ag". The 

whole line is treated as two wdg of kloon but with two extra groups of syllables present: 

btwthasg and cdrasg. These extra groups are put in between g2 and g3 of the second wdg 

replacing the pp&nq&xx, that would be used in a song in the kbnnform, as follows:

jm unjen ten cam samtaan sag-kM d khdb-kftaan
gl g2 g3 gl g2

ban-thaag ni-raag klaagplavg 
(extra group) g3

In song form they appear thus:

1
0 +

1 1
0

1
+

1...
0

jaam|
+ 

jen |
0

ten |
+

ram |
0 + o + 0 + o +

1 1 1..... 1 1 1 1 sam | raan|
0 + 0 + 0 + 0 +

1 ! 1 *«i-L khiid | 1 1 kteb| khaan|
0 + 0 + 0 4" 0 +

1 | banthooij 1 r&rooql 1 klaar|| 1 plser)!

When lyrics are in the ofe&zpoetic form known as waanlmichan where the numb er of 

syllables is the same as in the kdab chabag szbAdgiovm. (16), the words will be grouped in
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a song in the same manner (even though the word grouping is different when the poem is 

read).

Example 81: "Mahaa Roog" [R18], lyrics written by Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhom

sogkhum kh^ed-khan- cha-mofithon 
gl g2 g3

pnuidtkug tkamgon biitkaa 
(extra group) g3

dilb rdon pkdonpron 
gl g2

0
1.. ....... .J..

+
1

o +
..... J .......  1..

0
...ml...

+
khum |

0
kh£ed|

+
khan |

o
1 1

+
1

o +
I I

O +
1

0
tha-mon|

+
thon |

0
1 1

+
dab|

0 + 
r6on| |

O
1

+
1

0
phbon |

+
pron|

o
| pr&ad|

+
thug |

o +
| thamqon|

0
1

+
bii-|

0
thaa |

+
1

Below is an example of khJoogszi] where the stanza is divided into four lines with each 

line divided into two main wdg, as follows:

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 [0 0] 
0 0 
0 0 [0 0] 
0 0 0 0

The first wdgoi each line contains five syllables (sometimes including two-syllable units) 

which are treated as one unit rhythmically, when read aloud.

Example 82: Lyrics from the poem "Sindosreelaa"44 by King Rama VI

ckandajcSwnbm chfya cka&nnaag
nvvb kb kkuvkanpklaag skfdn
pkvudii seedchii tiiag cbbkkuu kannrn
cdn santignbojkhank w£n santigndn ryysaam

When these lines are sung to the tune "F6r&g Ram Th&aw", the rhythm of the poem will be 

changed to follow the word positioning of k/o?/ms follows:

44 This was inspired by the Western fairy-story "Cinderella".
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dim  daj 

nssb kd
gl

ph&udii
gl

tdasantig
gl

ciw nitm  chjtys 
g2

khuukan phlmuj 
«?seed dm  t&uj 

g2
ndojkhand w£n 

g2

chaanmmg
g3

sdtdn
g3

aibkhtiu tiki m u
(extra group) g3 

sanHgJuin ryysaaw
(extra group) g3

Example 83: Transcription of the lyrics sung to "F6r&rj Ram Thaaw'1 [R4] by Carsancaj 
Suntharawaathin

1st chdon
0 + 0 + 0 + o +

1 1 1 I than | daj |
o + o + 0 + o +

1 | caw ntim | chyya| i chssn | naarj |
0 + 0 + 0 + o +

1 1 | nseb | kd | 1 khuu kan | phlaajg|
0 + 0 + 0 + 0 +

1 1 I 1 1 sd | ten |
0 + 0 + 0 + 0 +

1 1 | nuob | kd | 1 khtlukan | phlaarj |
0 + 0 + 0 + 0 +

1 1 1.. ...... .....1 1 1 sd | t£n |

2nd dioaa
o + 0 + 0 + 0 +

i i I I 1 1 phUu | dH |
0 + o + 0 + 0 +

i i 1 1 1 I s£ed-thii | taari |
0

L_______ 1
+ o

1 1
+

1
o

1
+ o

I
+

0 + 0 + 0 + 0 +
1 1 1 1 1 cab | kktiu kan | naa |

0 + 0 + 0 + 0 +
1 1 1 1 1 1 ten | sa-ntg |

0 + 0 + 0 + 0 +
1 1 1 1 ndoj khana | w6n|

0
1 1

+ 0
1 1

+
1

0
1

+ 0
I

+

o + 0 + 0 + 0 +
1 1 1 1 i sa-ntig | n&n tyy 1 saain |
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4.4 Word replacement (with special reference to hmm lea stigkrawak)

As mentioned previously, it is common for Thai traditional singers to encounter new 

sets of lyrics which they have to graft onto already existing melodies. This is why singers 

who want to enter the Fine Aits Department (or to be promoted) have to pass a test that 

covers this ability. In the early days, these tests were not formalised, so that they were 

sprung on applicants with no prior warning, giving them a nasty shock. Shdaa 

Khnawwicld, a former singer with the department, recalled her experiences in a book 

published to commemorate Prasidthikun:

When I applied for a test in order to be tranferred from c/vlaf/xt [class 3] to chtto 
/&?<?[class 2, the next class up, class 1 being the highest], I was unexpectedly 
asked to sing the tune "ThSeb Banthom" with a new set of lyrics. Such a terrible 
surprise made me nervous enough almost not to be able to sing, but eventually 
after a struggle, my performance proved just good enough to pass the test.
([Prasidthikun] 1992a:53)

This ability to adapt is required especially of Fine Arts Department singers, due to the fact 

that they so often have to sing the songs for a new play (or a rearrangement of an old play) 

where new sets of lyrics have been written, or old sets amended. Traditionally, already 

existing melodies will be selected, stripped of their "traditional11 lyrics and put to use, rather 

than using newly composed music. It should be noted that traditional melodies have 

different "original" lyrics depending on the singer, their school of music and their teachers, 

with no single version being universally accepted as the standard one by everyone.

An interesting area which illustrates the skills of word replacement is known as hum  

l£nsztghywaa, literally, "the playing of s&gkrawaa" (the word Si'igkmwaah.aving no known 

meaning even for Thais). Kaanl£n sdgkrawua or sagkra erform anc es canbe seen as

poetic games in which each poet tries to better the others in terms of the brilliance of his 

spontaneous compositions. A famous story will be chosen, with each poet representing one 

character in that story. The newly composed poems do not have to follow the original
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story. In fact, the poets are allowed to distort the story in order to mock others, or to create 

topical jokes using current news stories, particularly those involving politics. Each poem is 

read aloud by the poet and then handed over to a musical ensemble, which sets it to the 

music of an appropriate existing melody and then sings it to the audience. While this is 

going on, the rival poets have time to compose their answering poems. These performances 

are as challenging for the singers as for the poets, because they are singing "new" songs, 

never before performed, with very little time to prepare. Sagkna warns perhaps the most 

difficult performance form for Thai singers - and one that doesn't suit perfectionists. Some 

singers do not like singing in Siigkra ̂ performances because they need time to think 

about new lyrics before positioning them in a melody to their complete satisfaction.

The original form of sagkiawaayms, a song game known as pMeegrpya ("boat 

songs") where men and women exchanged impromptu verses sung as a courting dialogue.

This ritual originally took place in the flooded rice fields during the rainy season, when 

agricultural work gave way to relative leisure, and was still known to be taking place at the 

beginning of the 19th century. As the name implies, the participants sat in boats. A man 

rowed his boat seeking the boat of a woman who took his fancy, then started a courting 

song; the song could not continue unless the woman sang in response. Taking part in 

phleegryya required a quick wit, a rich sense of humour, a good strong singing voice, and 

a gift for versification. Pbleegryya was a commoners’ entertainment, whereas stigkrawaa 

appears to have been the preserve of wealthy aristocrats who could afford to employ poets, 

singers and musicians. They were similar in that they both took the form of a dialogue, 

made use of a single melody (a different melody in each case) and were originally 

performed in boats ( stigkmFfv//rimitaringpjileegiyym ti this respect). S$gkmwaa6iffered 

from phlceijryyain that, firstly, all the players agreed to play beforehand, and the theme 

of the story was fixed beforehand as well. Secondly, there was no exclusive or sexual 

tension between two players since it was a group activity, where a woman could agree to 

represent a male character for the duration of the game and vice versa. Thirdly, the poets
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did not sing their own songs, but employed a singer accompanied by cymbals and drums to 

sing for them. Finally, there was a set pattern for the game of sagkrawm which involved 

an initiation phase, the allocation of characters to the poets, the telling of the main story 

through the poems and the formal farewell to each other. In defence of the cruder phleeg 

rgya, it has been opined that although the poetic form of stlgkrawmrffvs much more refined 

than that of its country cousin, it was "less spontaneous [and] the singers merely sang the 

words called to them by the versifiers” (ibid: 140), instead of making up their own.

Sitgkrawaa performance was a major entertainment during the flood season in the 

Ajudthajaaperiod (1351-1767).45 Therefore, when King Rama I established Bangkok 

(1782) as the new capital city, a canal known as the kMovgmtihiuw&ig'was dug so that 

sdgkrawaa could still be performed traditionally in boats. Each boat would contain a poet, 

a singer and a group of musicians. Stlgkrawyp erforrnances were so popular amongst the 

court that a large pond was built within the palace compound during the reign of King 

Rama II (1809-24). Again during the reign of King Rama IV, two large ponds were 

constructed within S&prathum Palace for the performance of sagkniwaa.

In the beginning, only the tune known as "Phr&hoor)" was used in sigkmwaa 

performances to sing the story. It was only at the end of the performance, when the poets 

were bidding farewell, that other tunes could be sung. "Phr&hooi]" contained a lot of yp&n, 

and each line of each verse was repeated; this made it a long piece. The repetition gave the 

first poet enough time to complete the rest of the poem, and for his competitors to compose 

their replies. In the meaningful or "wordful" passages the melody had to be altered to 

reflect the speech tones; the semantically empty ̂ p a s s a g e s  left the melody unchanged. 

Arunwded (1995:49) said that the poets and the audience must have grown tired of listening 

to the same song again and again throughout the performance, which was why, later on, 

other songs were used in s^gktawm, with the song "Phr&hooij" being preserved for the

4^The earliest document that mentions performances on water is an old law from the reign of King 
Boromatrailokanat (1448-63) prohibiting commoners from playing music in boats in the vicinity of the royal 
palace (Tram&od 1991:9).
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initiation only, to pay homage to all human and spirit teachers. It was not until the reign of 

King Rama V (1868-1910) that Siigkra^performances began to take place on land, with 

boat performances gradually declining (see Arunweed 1995:25-9).

In the present form, the singing commands more attention than in the past. This is 

mainly because the singers now sit in a separate unit from the poets, although each 

character in the story still has its own singer. The singers need to know the nationality of 

the characters they are representing, whether they are Laotian, Burmese, Cambodian,

Javanese or Thai, as this influences their choice of music. For example, if a Javanese story 

is used, all the characters will be Javanese and Javanese-style music will be used 

throughout. Sometimes several different "foreign" styles of music appear within one story.

On top of all this, questions of status are important: different pieces of music must be used 

for royalty, servants or beggars. For instance, fast lively hearty music represents peasants, 

whilst slow, stately music represents a king, queen or aristocrat. On occasion, however, it 

is the name of a piece of music which dictates its use, as in the piece11 Khameen L&j 

Khwaaj" or "chasing the buffaloes" - a job which no member of the upper classes would 

be caught doing! In any case, choice of tunes is the responsibility of each singer.

In February 1995, a group of poets known as "Samoosoon Sajaam Wannasin" (The 

Poetry Society of Siam) was invited to perform a kiuinl£n siigkni mtaat Chulalongkom 

University, together with a famous musical group known as" Woq Ddrijhpraniid" directed 

by Sudcld Dhrij&praniid. The ensuing performance was videotaped, and I managed to 

obtain a copy, later talking to some of the singers who had taken part. The poems written in 

the ji^rtojfa^performance were in the klw nptedlorm, more specifically known as kloon 

s3gkrawm\ klx>n si&kzawm&iiiots from other kinds of kloonpd&diXL that each poem 

begins with the word Siigkiaffv///and ends with the word «5ty The story they performed was 

an episode from the play Inaw, a love story about a Javanese prince. Therefore, most of the 

melodies that the singers chose were in the Javanese style, as commonly indicated by the 

word kh& g e. g. "KMsg Ramphyrj". The introduction was the exception as the story
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hadn't begun and so non-Javanese songs could be chosen. The performance lasted only 

two hours, which was very short compared to the sttgkniwaa$erformances of the old days 

which normally lasted for whole nights. Consequently, the poets didn't have much time to 

write their poems, and the singers had only approximately two minutes to choose and 

prepare for each song. In one instance, the singer Duuaijneed Dhrij&phan had only half a 

minute to prepare because the poet had finished her line so late; this caused her to make 

mistakes in the word positioning in her chosen melody "Khieg Huuan'1. It is interesting to 

note the resulting mis-positionings. The lyrics were as in Example 84.

Example 84: Lyrics written by MRL OoracMd Soorjthooij; sung to the melody "Khecg 
Huuan" [in RV1] selected and performed by Duuarjneed Dtrij&phan

sAgkra waa bbdsabaa oorachad sem  khyyag khdd snjdtiaa maakbbodkbPn
WiiaompMd saa-i) ryyiuj di)coon Itew khidpon hoojhaa tbeewaalaj
nib ddogmiij ciaginaw cvom cawchiiu run Jdwnptiu so;dam nawcamdiij
majwiiapen doogmdajlqg ddcgmdajfaj Jomhiiajcaj jagm ajsw  m ajsonaaj

Words in the first wdgoi the poem should be positioned thus:

Example 85:
0 + 0  + 0 + 0 +

[ s&gkrawaa I bhdsabaa I I I oo I ra-cMdl

But, because the singer had very little time to prepare, she made a mistake and positioned

these words so:

Example 86:
o + o + o + o +

1........1........ s&g krawaa bhdsabaa oorach&d

Once she had already sung the word sdgkrawaa) the singer realised her mistake and tried to 

amend it by struggling to squeeze the word bbdsabaamto a later bar. This mistake perhaps 

occurred because in the twelve songs sung previously, the word sdgkrawaawas sung 

following Pattern 2 of the szogchdnlevel, i.e. with yagon. a c&^beat and kmiraaonxhe
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following c£dbbeat, causing an expectation to be setup. However, Dilrij&phan's version 

of "Kh$cg Huuan" always follows Pattern 1.

In general, in order to sing a new set of lyrics, the singer, first of all, must have a 

secure grasp of the melody. It seems obvious that singers should choose to sing melodies 

that they know very well. However, they sometimes pay too much attention to trying to 

achieve harmony between the title of a prospective melody and the theme of a poem and 

end up in disaster as in the above case.

Before starting to sing, singers have to divide each wtgoi a poem into g 1, g2 and g3, 

as discussed earlier; this division doesn't have to follow the rhythm of the poem, but rather 

must keep the message intact. It is common for poets to write too many words for a wfa 

and this makes them hard to divide correctly.

While singing, the singers have to refer to the original melody throughout the 

performance, i.e. recalling word positioning, or whether the melody should be for words 

or yyan. When it is an^ra/7part, they can sing the original version of the melody exactly, 

but when it is a worded part, they usually have to change the melody in order to keep the 

tones intact. The "new" melody of the newly written word is normally based on the original 

melody of the original word, i.e. both use the same primary pitch. Examples of this can be 

seen in Examples 87 and 88 below where D is primary pitch 2 (C = 1). The singer used 

primary pitch 2 because it is the primary pitch that he learnt from his teacher, as shown 

here:

Example 87: Siigkrnra^lyrics by Phrirjphan Sirjh&seenii; sung to the melody "Saam Saw"
[in RV1] selected and performed by Naroij Seerjhaan

sh ri jaakra waa
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Example 88: The melody of the song "Saam Saw" that Narog Sceghaan used as his base 
version, with lyrics from Kkunch&ujKhunphevn

%
c&w ra - ag n6 - oj ^y noon n i-g Jy yy

It seems, from my own performance experiences, that primary pitches can be deduced 

from the original melody and converted to a new melody (preserving speech-tones) 

"instinctively" by singers, as in Example 87 above. Here, Seeghaan deduced from his base 

version that d" was the primary pitch of this section of melody, and used it to create the 

Siigkmra^version. Singers, myself included, have no need to resort consciously to 

formulae, such as Tanese proposed, because throughout our long training as singers, the 

mechanism needed for this skill has become so deeply internalised that we no longer have 

to think about it in formal terms. In this sense, it is similar to the way in which native 

speakers are able to adapt their own language to each and every social situation or 

eventuality.

The melody that Sceghaan sang was accepted by everybody as a decent attempt, but he 

still felt that he had played safe in his performance (in conversation with Dhrij&praniid after 

the performance). I have never met a singer who is satisfied with their own singing 

performance in kmml£nSiigkrawaa; they always say "I could have done better than that, if 

only I had had a little more time". Dtirij&praniid said that "the safest way to sing in 

i^iyj/^'/wperformances is to stick closely to the melody you have chosen", and that 

"being too adventurous can end in trouble" (personal interview 1997). However, she also 

added that if she were using the same version of the "Saam S&w" melody, she would have 

sung it differently to Seeghaan, and she gave this example:

= £
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Example 89: Given by Dilrij&praniid to show an alternative melody to Example 87; using 
primary pitch 1 for the word sdgkmwua

if o *  r p  t
s&g kra waa sti ri jaa

She offered no specific reason for changing the first primary pitch to c", but it reflects the 

flexibility available to confident singers. The ability to change the primary pitch of an old 

melody for the purposes of word replacement is the hallmark of a master singer with great 

talent coupled to many years of experience. It reveals deep knowledge not only of the Thai 

repertoire of melodies, but also of the various poetic forms needed and a quickness of 

mind, all of which combine to bestow that elusive "instinct" which is the property of the 

master.

Let us look at one more example of a master singer altering a primary pitch. As 

mentioned, siigkmwarns not the only form in which singers have to adapt new lyrics to old 

tunes. This happens in more general competitions also. In Bangkok in 1950,

Suntharawaathin won a competition organised by the Department of Public Relations, 

when, daringly, she altered the primary pitch of the traditional melody "Phajaa Sbog" 

which had been given as the set melody. The traditional lyrics begin "6o wan daj mi d&j 

ph6b..." and the new lyrics began with "lyyab hen phr& waj...". Example 90 shows the 

traditional version together with an example of what would be typically expected, and 

Suntharawaathin's version.



Example 90: "Phajaa Sdog", smtncMa 1st cagwd
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6-  o wa-  n 99 h£d 9 99

Typical adaptation 
1

p ”— F r  “ ------------

Suntharawaathin's ad station

L  l H  L .  I

ly y - ab 99 h^9 9 99

X -------------------- J-=^=— —

ly y -  ab

Traditional version

da- j 99 hy rjyy hyy y j y  y -  y mi -  yy dft-j

Typical adaptation

*

he -n  99 hy rjyy hyy y y y  y - y phr* -  yy hy yy

Suntharawaathin's ad station

he - n hy rjyy hyy y y y  y - y phr* -  yy hy yy

Traditional version
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Chapter 5 

Some Significant Features of 
Thai Vocal Melody

5.1 The vocal melody and the jfrfcfcsgnneiody

When contemporary Thai composers are asked how they compose a vocal melody, 

their immediate answer is: "you need to understand the tJimujkhdoi^i^^^melody] fully" 

or "it is always created from the thmigkhdo$. (There are in fact many songs that are not 

based on a .i&to^melody, but they are not usually mentioned, perhaps because they are 

rarely of recent composition.) According to the history of Thai music, as already 

mentioned, pre- 19th century songs made use of other musical repertoires than piiphm d 

music. As the kbdoipms exclusively used as part of the ptipJiitetfenszmbte, the vocal 

melody and the khdoij.melody could not possibly have had any relationship with each other 

at this time. Thus it should be remembered that creating a vocal melody from a khdog 

melody is a 19th and 20th century tradition.

The term tJimuji&fci^iiterally refers to the melody and its variations as actually played 

on the khdoij w o jj/ ^ ‘(the large gong circle). In reality, musicians often use this expression 

in a broader sense, not just referring to the actual melody played on the instrument, but also 

referring to a "deeper" meaning, an idea of an essential melody which is the essence of a 

piece even though it may not take physical form in a performance. That is why the term 

thmujklioo/jin. its broader sense is interchangeable with two other terms, iiyyuphleeij 

meaning "song's essence" and tJiwwoagltymsamng "principalmelody".

Recently, Thai academics have invented the term tlitiHwoogsthinidrfiii, literally meaning 

"the essence of a melody", but it is not yet as commonly used as the traditional terms.
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Therefore, I would like to encapsulate the three terms, thang erring to the basic

structure of a song), thamnoogldgd&A nvyaphleeg, in a single English expression; "the 

basic structure". So when in future I refer to "the basic structure" of a song I am not going 

to be referring to the actual jfafcta^melody but to the idea that underpins both this melody 

audits variations, i.e ., to the "deep", conceptual structure of the song.

5.2 The non-improvisational character of vocal melody

In performance, the instrumental musicians convert the i^^^melody into a simpler 

melody in their heads and then recreate a new melody from it, remaining responsive to the 

various other instrumental melodies. The whole process of this performance practice is 

complicated and is commonly known amongst instrumentalists as kaanplvvtfaimnoogot 

"the translation of the melody" with the instrumentalists seen as "translators". Silkstone 

(1993) explained this process by using the term "conceptualisation" for the simplification of 

the .M£?#melody, and "realisation" for the conversion of this simplification into a new 

melody. He also said that the musicians conceptualise the same basic melody differently on 

different days and that they choose different melodies to fit into their current 

conceptualisation (ibid: 12). This melodic conversion of the i^^Tmelody, when it is 

spontaneously practiced during a performance, can be seen as improvisation.

The process of arriving at the vocal melody, though sharing some traits with the 

instrumental, cannot be said to be improvisation. It is referred to by the term thamthaag 

ixtig- literally "to create the way of singing", The vocal melody is pre-composed, either by 

the composer or sometimes by the singer. This means that the singer does not have to 

"translate" the ^ ^ m e lo d y  in performance, because the melody is already translated.

Once a vocal melody is composed, it is hardly ever formally changed. Aacaan Caroancaj
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said that each "phrase" of the singing is quite fixed, unlike the instrumental part where the 

melody canbe varied inmany ways (personalletter, 3 March 1995).

In reality, of course, noticeable differences appear in repeated public performances of 

the same song, or in sdgkm^///performances. Differences arise from several factors, each 

of which will be discussed in more detail later (speech-tones have already been partly 

discussed of course);

1) Speech tones: notes from the basic melody can be considered not to have 

changed, but they are ornamented differently as the tones of the text change. Most 

singers wouldn’t consider this an actual "change" in the melody, unless the tones 

are intentionally distorted in order to give musical accent or other artistic effect.

2) The effect of changes in the number of syllables contained in a text, which 

cause ̂ yawto be shortened or lengthened - this is not considered as a "real" 

change either.

3) Alterations in expressiveness and shifted emphases within a single melody and 

text, even though the speech tones have not changed; this is seen as change by 

some singers.

Singers do occasionally intentionally make an alteration during the performance to give the 

audience a surprise - but only to a few J fa n  parts, never to words, and there is much less 

change than to the instrumental parts. Even though alterations can be striking and normally 

draw a lot of attention, most singers will just concentrate on the perfection of vocal 

techniques and the conveyance of the emotional feelings of the words and jy tw  Therefore, 

a vocalist, unlike an instrumentalist, is not a "translator" but a "conveyor".



5.3 A general perspective on vocal melody

The vocal melody ( tktuujrioj) is sometimes very close to the Js±6o/j and other 

instrumental melodies, as in the song "KhameenSajjoog" shown in Example 91. The 

similarity of the vocal melody to the other melodic parts lies in the sequence of notes even 

though some note durations are different.

Example 91: "KhameenSajjdog" [AM], ctujwii\> wkg\.^

0 + 0 +
khooij

soo tftfand cakhee

j /  2  > v  m - •

• J  dw m

;: - ^ =

nmdudeeg

^  J :
^  . . .

:-h =
^ 4 ?  7 . p . -

vocal

$  2  >------ w—■—

U  * - M J m

i n 5 S “

d l— '

[• p~
t f jy — d^— «■ —

m

At first I suspected that there might be some differences in the vocal melodies of the 

two different repertoires, phleerjdiimn99aLhamaooij and phJee/j bagk-hdb dum# as is true 

for most of the instrumental melodies. Phleeijdamnzonduuruioo/}7, meaning "songs of 

ranging melody", is a type of song for which each melodic instrumentalist is expected to

46 The melodies of the /didogand mndadtteg which are usually played with both hands in octaves or other 
intervals, have been simplified and each has been presented here as a single melody.
47 Also known as phJeerjchaagphvyn '̂songs with foundation melodies").
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provide a "translation11 of the i&to^melody into an individual instrumental melody for the 

ensemble performance. This means in effect that these melodies will be noticeably different 

from the .M£>#melody. The instrumental melodies of pkleeg bagkhiib "restricted

path songs"), however, have the opposite character in that every instrumentalist has to play 

amelody very similar to the kh tegmelody. Silkstone (1993:17-8) says: "In a Fixed 

Melody phleerj [Silkstone* s term for phJeeg bagkhtfb tkmirj[... the [instrumental] melodies 

diverge only in details of ornamentation and tessitura, allowing the performer little scope 

for variation". This led me to the hypothesis that the vocal melodies of phleegdamnaen 

diiimn^/psiight be different from their isfcfc^melodies, and that the vocal melodies of 

phleeg fcujkhdb thmujip, g. "Khameen Sajjoog" in Ex. 91) might be similar to their khdop 

melodies. As a matter of fact, although the vocal melodies of phleeg damndon diamnoapa^Q 

different from their own isfcfcymelodies as expected, very few vocal melodies of phleeg 

biiffk&db diaagam similar to their J&Aaymelodies. That the vocal melodies of phleeg 

bagkhiib tbaap are not necessarily similar to their i^^m elod ies can be seen in the song 

"Kh$sg Khaaw", shown in Appendix III. Therefore, vocally, these two types can be 

treated as one, for the purposes of analysis.

As Example 91 illustrated, in Thai court music a few vocal melodies are almost the 

same as their jfaS'^^melodies; however, in the vast majority of cases, only a few notes are 

shared. The process of creating this second, divergent kind of vocal melody is similar to 

thatfollowed when instrumentalists convert a khbop.melody into an instrumental melody. 

Silkstone (1993) stated that when musicians do this, they do not think of the Jdrdagmelody 

in all its details: the ^^i^melody will be simplified before it is reconstructed into an 

instrumental melody. The simplified version can be understood to be the closest 

representation of the basic structure of a song, and for some musicians can even be said to 

be this basic structure. Example 92 shows a khbopmelody and some simplified versions 

(any of which can be treated as representing the basic structure). It should also be noted 

that although the basic structure can be shown as a separate melodic line for ease of
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analysis, the composer does not physically separate it out, but works from the 

melody, with an awareness of the basic structure always at the back of his mind, as an 

abstract concept.

Example 92: Typical khdoi)melody and possible simplifications

(a) The actual kb6oi)melody 
+ o + o +

m u P t

i «; m
r r F

u

h
£ -----------------1i */

--------1—<
¥

w i

T

9-

(b) Melodic line deduced from the khtoijvbiom.

in im m m im m m
(c) A simplified melody 

+ 0 + 0 +

i * *  p" i 1
H — -1— l J —*—J —• --------------- *—J -------J -------LP ------- 1

(d) Another simplified melody
+ 0 + 0 +

t  1J J 1J J  1̂ ^

It should be realised that simplification into the basic structure can be a highly subjective 

process, varying from composer to composer, even though consensus appears to exist 

much of the time. (Example 93 gives further possible basic structures derived from the 

same khtoi)melody.)
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Example 93: Two more simplifications of the kAtogmzloxSy in Example 92a

(a)
+ 0 + 0 +

j- IJ J ■ 1J  ̂ IJ J -U
w

or

(b)
+ 0 + 0 +

^   ̂ "* \ J ■ ^ J ^  J.
Creating a vocal melody shares the same process of mental simplification and 

conversion, but the vocal melody has its own [kmE^C'way") or, in this context, melodic 

characteristics( [hang roo/J. Tanese (1988:131) noted that "Instrumental and vocal versions 

of a melody share the same structurally important pitches... but vocal versions make use of 

their own melodic formulas.. . While the instrumental melodies ( [hangkhiyyaj)i are the 

result of using .fotftechnique, which is "filling-in" the melody to create a high density of 

equal notes, the vocal melody is closer to the basic structure, less dense and contains a 

variety of note values. It is generally accepted that the melody of Thai vocal music is similar 

to the [Jiang warn solo version of fiddles and wind instruments. Soow&d further claimed 

that the instrumentalists borrowed this melodic style from the vocal (interview August 

1997). Example 94 illustrates the differences between the ranaad^pmelody, where keb 

technique is employed, and the vocal melody, in comparison with the khtegand basic 

structures; here the basic structure is the one shown in Example 93b above.
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Example 94: (K = khdoif, B = basic structure; R = nmdadbeg', V = vocal) [AM]

+ o +
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Since the basic structure can be conceptualized in different ways, the vocal melody of 

the same khdogmelody can also be derived from Example 93(a) appearing as:
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+ o +

The basic structure is normally conceptualised as being in simple metre where the notes 

fall on the ckigand <afc#beats, but sometimes on the beat halfway between chiganA chtlb. 

However, only those notes of the vocal melody that fall on the chigand ofetfbeats regularly 

correspond with those of the basic structure, and therefore to the i^jw^melody also; the 

half-beat notes show less correspondence to either. The corresponding notes that fall on 

these "important places” are known in Thai as Mugtdgxx "structural notes", a concept 

described in the next section.

In 1929, Montrii Traamdod rearranged the song "Khameen Ew Baai]", a Cambodian - 

style song, into a /tfwWorm and taught it to the musicians in his band. He recalled:

It was a coincidence that the King [Rama VII] had also already expanded the 
song "Khameen Ew Baarj" into a afr/Vform and called it "Khameen La-oo Or)". 
[Discovering this,] I therefore asked my musicians to forget my version. Later, 
however, when I arranged another song, "Khoom Sorj Khryyaq", which was 
also in the Cambodian style, I used the melodies [both vocal and instrumental] 
of the abandoned version as an outline [ khroo$ for this new arrangement.
(Traamdod 1980:239)

This shows that it is not necessary for composers to create a new melody exclusively from 

the i^fcto^melody, but they can create a new arrangement either from scratch or even from 

somewhere else, as in the case of Traamdod s creation of the song "Khoom Sorj Khryyaq". 

However, it is necessary for every composer to keep the final MugMg of each cagwdin 

the new arrangement the same as in the khtogmzlody.
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5.4 Ltiugtdg

The term Mugtdgrefers to notes that, in theory, belong to the c&s^beats.48 However, 

the concept of Itiugtdg can also be applied to the other "main" notes of the melody, notes 

that characterise the melody, so that notes falling on the c&^beats, on the half-beats and, 

to some extent, on "any" beat can all be included. This totally depends on the creative 

perceptions of the composer and his purpose in composing the vocal melody: if he wants to 

create a "simple" vocalmelody, many corresponding notes will be employed and can be 

seen as luugtdg but if he wants to create a "complex" vocal melody, very few notes will 

correspond with the jfofcta^melody.

In the complex case, there will be a hierarchy of note importance that composers are 

normally aware of (also discussed in Morton 1976: Chapter 4). Silkstone investigated the 

hierarchy of note importance (he uses the term "pitch" to refer to notes in the Thai scale) 

and confirmed that the last note of the cycle is the most important. From his research into 

Thai fiddle music, he extrapolated a general rule which can also be applied to vocal music 

and its relationship to the i^^^melody. He says:

There is a hierarchy of structural pitches within the micro-structure of a cycle of 
Thai Basic Melody. This will manifest itself in greater melodic variability on the 
beat at each smaller division of the Cycle: i. e. the pitch on cMb#4 varies least; 
the pitch on ch&b#2 varies more; the pitches onch&b#l or #3, chirj, half-beats, 
and etc. vary progressively more and more. (Silkstone 1993:175)

For general application, this in effect means that the last note of a aujwdwill be the most 

"important", i. e. the most likely to correspond to the #i^ttnelody. The notes which fall 

on the half-cycle will be the next most important, then the quarter, and so on. Thus in 

many vocal melodies it is only the last note of the cycle which corresponds with the khtog 

melody, as in Example 95. The brackets show the significant cafe^beat, although the Itivg

Silkstone (1993) uses the term suagtdgitx Itiig td g  but it is not as commonly used.
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thgin the vocal melody has been "translocated" (see next section for further discussion of 

this common practice).

Example 95: "Soom Soi] Seer)" [R28], soo/jchiin, choon\, ca/jwdl. 

khho/j
o + o (+)

vocal
o + o (+)

i ̂  8 cJfeTcLJr i ccj ■ ii /f-Eflif lte
aah3 aa hy gaa h3a 3 aai) rj -̂» a da- j hy soo- m hy s5g yy hy yy

In addition to this, the correspondence of lOugChg'va. the vocal melody with those in 

the i^taa^melody varies more and more from sawn chiinto s6orjcfiiimo chiinduaw. It 

should be realised that the length of time between the chi//anA chadbeats doubles from 

chiin duawxo soo/j chiin, and doubles again from soo/j chiirfio saam chiin That is why the 

vocal melody of a saam chiinpiece has abetter chance to develop and so to correspond with 

the Itiugtdgoi the khdo/pnz\o&y, while the condensed vocal melody of a chiin duawpiece 

has less time and less chance.

5.4.1 Translocation of luugtdg

During the consideration of lOvgthg a significant characteristic of Thai singing is 

revealed: this practice will be termed the "translocation" of notes. As already mentioned, 

this is seen in the vocal of Example 95 above where the notes on both of the cAdAbeats
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have been "postponed". Analysts must be aware when they are looking for the ltivgtdgin a 

vocal melody that many of these notes do not fall on the beats where they really belong and 

that they might have been translocated, sometimes to before the beat, more often to after the 

beat. Such practice occurs not only in the vocal melody, but also in the melodies of some 

instruments such as the ££/i)/an6 the pii[ and in most instrumental lines when they play 

tJmag wmw. style solos. Since this practice is not exclusively used in singing, it is hard to 

say whether translocation originated in singing and subsequently influenced the 

instrumental melodies or vice versa. However, it should be noticed that it only occurs with 

the more "vocal" instruments, and not with percussion instruments.49

The practice of translocating M vgtdgseems to originate in the worded part of a song. 

Everywhere that worded parts are employed, but the speech tone of the last word will not 

allow the vocal melody to end exactly on the ofc&beat, some extra^jjpwwili be added to 

adjust the melody, so that it can finish on ldugtdgi$QQ Example 96). Such in are 

termed by Tanese (1988) "tail melodies".

Example 96: "TdnPhleeg Chir)" [R29], skim  chin tioonl, aigwtfl

o (+)
JkA&ff 1 653  6 5 3 2  5 3 2  1 32 1 6

vocal    2 - - 2 3  -21-12 - - 1 2  - 1 6 -

khom kh6on yy hyy yy yy

(The underlined notes represent the notes the words are sung on.)

This translocation of notes has become so fashionable that even where the melody 

allows the word to end on the luugtdg the singer often deliberately adds a tail-melody as 

if a translocation was still necessary to reflea the speech tone. Example 97 shows two 

alternative ways of singing the last words "udom d£ed" in the song "CoorakhSe Haaij 

Jaaw": one without translocation (vocal 1) and the other with (vocal 2).

49 According to David W. Hughes (personal communication, Oct 99), such translocation is common in vocal 
melodies in many cultures, and often in vocally-oriented instruments.
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Example 97: "CoorakheeHaarj Jaaw" [AM], thoon\ , ca/w tfl, pm/dogfl (whenrepeated)50

o (+)
Jchdtoff +5 + 6 +5 + 3 33 + 2 2 2 + 1

vocal 1     - - 2 2   1_
u-dom d6ed

vocal 2 --------  -------  - - 2 2  - 1 . - -  2 3-2 1
u-dom d£ed yyh^y^y

Furthermore, this trend also occurs in the ̂ pa/zpart (see Example 98).

Example 98: "TdnPhleeijChirj" [AM], thoon\ , canwsfl, piajdog\

o +
+ 5 + 6  +5 + 3 33 + 2 2 2 + 1

vocal --------  -----3 - - 5 3  - 232 3 - - 2 1

It is important to note that translocation never happens to notes that fall on the cMy 

beats or half-beats: it exclusively happens to those on the ofc&beats. Also, as already 

noted, translocation is not always the postponement of the luugtdg'- the luugCdgz^ also 

fall "prematurely", before the lastbeat. This strategy is called Mgcagwifot "stealing the 

rhythm" (Ex. 99).

Example 99: "Kaaraweeg LGg" [AM], chandiiaw, thoon\, cagwdl

o + o + o + o (+) 
khjorj - 5 5 5  - 5 5 5  - 6 - 5  - 4 - 3

vocal - - - 5 - j 5 4 - 5 - 2 3 3  ̂- -
seen hy wi-tdg hyy 6g yy raw

It is also common that ltiug tdgoa&te postponed dramatically, so that they end up quite far 

from the position where they belong. Example 100a shows a way to sing the song "N6g 

Khamin" where the the most important ltiogtdgw ^ positioned at the same place as in the

50 Pnijik>g\% a term borrowed from Thai grammar; in music it means a unit the length of one cMij-chdth&&., 
which is also a quarter of a cdffmtaf a p& Jrd/m eiody



JdJoj/melody. Example 100b shows the commonly sung version of this song with the 

Itfug tog greatly postp oned.

Example 100a: "N6g Khamin" [AM], saam chiin, thccni, catjwh 1

o + o (+)
khdox? + 6  + 5 5 5 +  1 1 1 + 2 2 2 + 3  + 1 +2 +3 + 5 +6  + 5 +3 + 2

vocal 1  2 3 -2123  '5 -65 52 - 3 5 3 21232 2
lyyar) —  bon yy

o + o
khjog + + +1 + 2 2 2  + + + 3 + 2 2 2  + + +1 + 2 2 2  + 1 + 2

vocal   '

Example 100b: "N6g Khamin" [R21.2], saam chin, thccni, cagwii 1

o + o
Johcc// +6 + 5 5 5 + 1  11 + 2 22  + 3 + 1 + 2  +3 + 5 +6  + 5

vocal 1  2 3 -2123   ‘5 ----------
Ijyaij

0 + 0
jkfaoofj + + +1 + 2 2 2  + + + 3 + 2 2 2  + + +1 + 2 2 2  + 1 + 2

vocal - 2  - 3 ----------- -3  5 3 -21232 2 -----------  1
on yy — > aoj

5.4.2 The abandonment of the most important luvgtog

There are a very few cases where the last luvgtdgui the cycle is abandoned altogether, 

as in the chm c fiia levels of the songs "Khbeg BoorathSed" and "Khbsgmoon 

Baarjkhunphrom" shown in Example 101. Most singers give the excuse that the tempo is 

too fast for bringing the melody back to pitch 3 in the former and pitch 2 in the latter. They

+ 2 +  2

(+) 
+ 3 + 2

i 5 65 5 
h^ — 6

+ 2 + 2
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claim that if they were to use a tail melody, they wouldn't be able to begin the next melody 

on time.

Example 101: Two cases in chiin di/aw where the most important iuugtdgvs, abandoned 

"Kh^eg Booratheed" [AM], cbdndiiaw, thooiil, caffwd 1

o + o +  o +  o (+) o +  o +  o +  o (+)
khteff + 6 6 6  + 6 6 6  + 5 5 5  + ? 3 3 - 5 - 1  - 1 2 3  - 5 - 3  - 3 2 1

v o c a l -------6__ z l - 6  - - - 3  - 5 J .  - 5 - 6  i 6 5 3 - 5 1 2  - 2 - 1
s6o- rj myy kiod phu-ua h&j tuua ne-en

"Kh&jgmoon Baagkhunphrom" [R14], chandiiaw, thoonb, caijWiQ,

o +  o +  o +  o (+) o +  o + o + o (+)
khdog  5 - - 4 5  - - 6 5  4 2 4 2  - 1 1 1  - 2 - 4  - 5 - 4  - 2 - 1
v o c a l  6 J L - 5  -65- 4_ 5 4,- -   1 - 2 - 4  - 2 4  4__ ^  - 1

99 - j mii h3 99 som jaa chan d&- aj maa

In some cases, where speed does not prohibit translocation, the composer will still 

abandon the lvugtdg  as in the song "Kh£sg Khaaw" ( sooych&d} sung by Caraencaj 

Suntharawaathin (Example 102). For this melody, most singers would use a "tail melody" 

in order to finish on the ltiugtdg: By doing this, however, more space will be taken up 

before the next melody begins. Suntharawaathin prefers to leave the Jtiugtdgxm pitch 1, 

rather than resolving to 4, for the following aesthetic reason:

The next melody in my /&sw [̂version] is intended to give a Javanese flavour, 
as the lyrics convey. By leaving the word "a-san" to be completed on this note 
[pitch 1], the Javanese accent can be conveyed better. (Suntharawaathin, 
personal letter, 1997)

Example 102: "Kh£sg Khaaw" [AM], soogchM thoonl, aujwaZ

o + o + o + o (+)
khdog  -----------  7 6 5 i - 7 - 6  7 65 i - 7 - 6  7 6 5 6  5 4 3 4

v o c a l   -------  -61. 6 ____ 5__^ - i  - 2 i - 6  - 1 - 5  5 5 -  1
stiadaaj s&g worj a-san



5.5 Thaifmelody

Apart from ltiugcog there is another practice which makes use o f" significant notes"; 

this is called the thimmelody.51 The term /&/>iiteraily means "equal", and refers to a 

section which joins two separate parts of a song and which always "stands on one note"

(Jvyn bon suarj diiaa), i. e. makes main use of one significant note and keeps returning to 

that note, especially at the end when it must finish on that note (this last note is known as 

the JOugtdgofxhs chart). (See Ex. 103.) Sumrongthong (1997:83) classified chdmnelody 

as a "special melodic sentence" which musicians must learn to improvise. 72w>melody 

can be situated at the beginning or at any other point in the song, except the very end. 

Chajseerii said that flk/wmelodies are used as a "bridge" between sections:"... after a 

chaw, we know that something is going to happen, and this is why it can never be at the 

end" (personal communication, August 1996).

Example 103: The khdog cMwmz\oty for the three different levels ( child), based on D. 

chiin cfiui w
o + o +

m w~w~w m

s5o/j chiin
+ o

$ h Y

saam chiin

r~nin nm m '—m

5* This word /Atffrwith a falling tone is different from the earlier mentioned terra /AaVwith arising tone.



The singer can choose to ignore a tJiamnelody that is situated at the very beginning of 

a song, as in "Coorakhle Haar) Jaaw" and "KMegmoon Baarjch&aq", but the 

instrumentalists have to play it when they repeat the section in sequence. For any other 

sections ( chood) of the song, the singer can only nofsing the fhiinby prior arrangement 

with the musicians, who then tack it on to the previous instrumental section (this is only 

possible for a /Atomelody which comes at the beginning of a choca\ if the chtiwialls in the 

middle, it must be sung under all circumstances).

While the instrumental parts of the £fr//»melody can be improvised into many different 

versions (according to the style of the instruments), the vocal flfr/wmelody seems to be 

fixed and conventional. The above khto/jzAs?*melody at the saam chiin level is usually 

sung as:

Example 104: Vocal (Mw.melody on a D note ( saam child)

0  + 0  +

39 h30 99 h£ 991] 1]99 d3 99 d9 h99 33 hd 991] 1)93

The same Afefmnelody when played on the monad ttegznn. vary substantially:

Example 105: Two different versions of the m odadfrgAfafrnnelody on D
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It should be noted also that the main note of a vocal chamnelody will always be the 

first note (as in Example 106 where D is the first and main note), and always falls thereafter 

on either the chigor c^^beats. Generally speaking, the first note of the c/rrfwvocal melody 

fails on the cA^beat at the saam ofafalevel, and on the cJirfbbeat at the soo/j cAiin\zvz\ (Ex.

104, 106).

Example 106: Showing the soo/j the above thanmelody,

o + o  +

a a  h a a  a a  h a  a a q  rjaa

5.6 Ldbsung

Turning to a different kind of convention: when singers are accompanied by different 

kinds of ensembles, they find themselves having to sing the same songs in different 

"keys", i. e. pitch-levels (one meaning of the word thaag, see next section). For example, 

songs that are performed by a piiphaadmilaj khcegznsemb 1 e will be a fJuiayhighev than 

when they are performed by a khiyyagsaajor a mtibooriiznsembiz. There will, therefore, 

always be some parts of the melody of any given song that will be too high or too low for a 

singer to reach. When this occurs, singers will drop down or rise up an octave to suit their 

own vocal range, before returning to the main scale or staying in the changed scale 

according to need. This rearrangement does not change the sequence of notes, but is the 

equivalent in Western terms of transposing down from a middle C to a low C, for example.

The Thai term for this is ldb snag or "avoiding a pitch". Example 107 is an ascending 

melody which is too high for some singers, and therefore has to be transposed:
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Example 107:

7 ? 2  «-■------- 0 - m - F | P = l
»  •

f I

ft

1 ^ 3  7 ........ * = l r - J i—1

hy  rjaa 5 a  h5 a a  a a  a a  h 5 a  a  a a  a - a a

Most singers are capable of solving this kind of problem, but there are cases where singers 

are ill-prepared and end up making a "poor escape" as illustrated in the following example:

Example 108:

hy r jaa  a a  h5  a a  a a a a  h 5 a  a  5 a  a - a a

What is bad in the above example is that the escape is attempted on the wrong note. The 

notes making up the above phrase are divided into two: the first group ends on the ofa^beat 

(note G), and the second begins on the following A note. These groups of notes should not 

be split internally. What the singer could have done is to breathe after the G and then begin 

with an A an octave lower (Ex. 109).

Example 109: 

+

i
hy rjaa  5 a  h 5  5a  aa a a  h 5 a  a  5 a  a - a a

Although the above strategy is acceptable, the singer has sacrificed the continuity of the 

phrase. Most singers would try to keep the phrase in one piece by rearranging the melody 

by adding link notes to smooth the descent (Ex. 110).
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Example 110;

+ o +

if l t i -  Pr P 7 h , r  - | ^
hy jQ33 d a  h d  aarj rjda d a  a a  h d a  a d a  a - a a

These transpositions and rearrangements can be applied to any vocal melodic phrase where 

an “escape" is required, and are used at the singer's discretion,

5.7 Thing

Thing literally translated as "way" or "path", is an umbrella term covering several 

different meanings. One meaning, "pitch-level", corresponds to the Western concept of 

"key". When it means this, itcanbe divided into seven "levels" which can belinked to the 

Western solfege system thus:

thingphting-oo bon (Do = 1)

thing krtiuadot noop (Re = 1)

thing ktnngtwnb (Mi = 1)

thing chnwnn (Fa=l )

thingphiing-Dotting (Sol = 1)

thnngnnj (La -  1)

thing ktnngot moon (T i= l)

Musicians sometimes use the word iz/iz^instead of thing so that the terms would be sting 

phiing-oo bon, sling chnwnn etc.52

Another meaning is to do with musical characteristics; to quote Myers-Moro:

52See Silkstone (1993:89-90, 417) for a further explanation of pitch-level
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It refers to both the variation or rendition (of a composition) stylistically and 
characteristically of a particular instrument, and the versions of standard songs 
associated with individual teachers or schools. (1993:107)

The term thaagffa# meaning "the way of singing", refers to the character of vocal music. 

The term t& uigkhifyag refers to the character of instrumental music, and can be 

customised furtherto refer to individual instrumental parts; e.g. tli&irjnwmid£egr<zt<zvs to 

the melodic character of the r t w r n d art. Z&te^can also refer to individual styles - 

Thuuam Prasidthikun's style, for example, could be referred to as thmujkbrvutbtiuam 

("The style of teacher Thuuam"). Stylistic schools use the term thaagto identify 

themselves, together with the term bamov house; for example, thaagbiuw 

pMndfchajiikoosoms used to signify the Phaadthaj&kooson House style. Often, an 

individual's style and the stylistic school are interchangeable as the individual represents the 

whole school, as in the case of Phstadthaj&koosonHouse and Khunjiq Phajthuun who was 

the leader of that house. This section will be concerned only with the term thaagas it refers 

to stylistic schools and individual styles.

As mentioned in Section 5.3, different composers conceptualise the khboij melody in 

different ways resulting in varying basic structures and thus varying vocal melodies. An 

example of the many rJiaagof a song can be seen in "Kh^sgmoon Baarjkhunphrom", 

composed by Prince Booriph&d in 1910 (both instrumental and vocal parts). Soon 

afterwards, Phrajaa Sanodurijaarj reinterpreted the same kfrbo/jmeiody in a new vocal thrng 

which was so different from the original that it is hard to recognise that they are versions of 

the same song. My personal notes record an instance of this confusion:

At a funeral ceremony for Khunju] Phajthuun, when I had finished singing the 
Prince Booriph&d ttimujoi the song "Khfcegmoon Baatjkhunphrom", my fellow 
singer M6g remarked to me that she had never heard this atew^before and that if 
she hadn't known the title of the song she would have mistaken it for a 
completely different song as the melody was so different from the version she 
knew ... (noted in Bangkok 1997)
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Below are excerpts from transcriptions of this very song "Khdsgmoon Baagkhunphrom" 

illustrating the differences between the two versions by comparison to the Jdi6o/jmz\o&y.

Example 111: "KhdegmoonBaagkhunphrom", ca/jwrfl (K = i^^m elody ; VI = Prince 
Booriph&d's version [R14]; V2 = Phr&jaa Sanddurijaags version [R13])

(+) o

K

9
JL

VI

pho-n  hy gaa 5a ha da a- a a aa hda a da

Y2

la - j

A
•  g  •

r  ----------- i r -----------------------j t ~ p r ---------------------- r ~
p  -

P h ]
■\S-1 7 *  ~ ~ J - ? 1

t )
i i

h?yy da aa hda a da

11

11

VI

1 1
gaa-

$
j h^ d&- j fag

V2

a-a aa hd aa h^ gaa hda a aag



13

VI $ F d

yy hy qyy y y tyaaq  qaa

• P* - -— -F  -m-

aa haa 3a
13

m

sY2

q3a aa h3 aa q3a haa 3a

15

K i
15

VI

j yyya- a-

JEIV2

17

a- a

(-0

aa h3a a 3a aa - j ca-

K

VI

m

17

Y2

la -h li-  a aa h3a a 3a
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Both t&aaij differ noticeably not only from each other, but also from the jfc^^melody.

It seems that the more the vocal melody deviates from the kh£>if.melody, the better that 

t&iwifi's regarded to be. This deviation is, of course, limited by the positions of the lihfg 

/z^which both versions share. The above example shows that both versions share Itiugtdg 

C in bar 13 and b flat in bar 17 (translocated in V2). The rest of the melody is markedly 

different between the two t&naff

Furthermore, it is often the case that composers from different schools use different 

sets of lyrics for a composition in order to distinguish themselves from each other.

Composers become dissatisfied with the standard rhmupi a song and set out to replace the 

traditional lyrics being used with another set of lyrics from a different, but still traditional, 

source. This changing of the lyrics entails a changing of the vocal line. In theory, this 

practice could be infinite, but in actuality a few versions gain popularity and become 

standards in their own right. This is why schools of music can still be identified with 

specific versions or thnogoi a song, and the number of th&igoi a song in general currency 

tends only to vary from two to six at any one time. Ergo, it is still possible to identify the 

school from which a singer comes, when he or she sings in a sigkniFrawperformance, 

because they will have a well-known thmupi a song in mind, which they will use when 

asked to utilise the newly written lyrics.

The lyrics used in the two versions in Example 111 above, have both been taken from 

the same story ( Khundi&u} Khuaphs^ , but from different episodes telling different tales 

of different warlords. Prince Booriphad chose the poem that tells the story of Phlaaj 

Chumphonand his ritual confrontation with his enemy Phr&Waj on the battlefield, where 

they both recite their lineage before battle is joined. Phr&jaa Sanddurijaaq subsequently 

chose the poem telling the story of Phlaaj Ngaam, another main character in the story, and 

his farewell to his wife, an episode that reveals the vulnerable sadness beneath the tough 

facade of the warlord, and which contrasts with the bluster of the lyrics chosen by Prince 

Booriph&d.
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Each version makes use of different amounts of lyrics at the saam c&rfsrlevel: Prince 

Booriph&d's version makes use of one and a half lines for £h$an\ and 2, an unusual 

practice, while Phr&jaa Sanbdurijaag's version follows the convention (Ex. 112).

Example 112: Lyrics used for the song "Khbsgmoon Baagkhunphrom", saam cMn for 
both versions

1) Prince Booriph&d's version

(1) khraamin phlaaj chumphon dhjfag koojdgjdd

cygtdob w$a rawphuuixpm  ndthirbd (2) naam sommud chyystunifj mddtraa 

thinthaan biianmgyag raw m i jbujag thaanii hogsaa

(jjm vsgtajd Idmboj magtrajaa pe&bidoan maandaa kb Jag raw

aacaan rawryy chyysbmded ryyagphrhwded m ajm ii khrajdiithaw

2) Phrajaa Sanbdurijaag's version

(1) phlaajgaam khwaamaa~laj cajla-hiia fagmiia majklim  mimtaaddj

(2) pM inii lyyaibtt csihbuag-jaj phncdpaj baogphdo M jkhaandag

(3 )thygkraraj dajkhda phaodkajmM  pSgkan m iM jkhraj maa kiia wkhoog

tM aM ag wiia bidaa majpraag-doag fbygcsUaag fankhaa m ajkhaapaj

Consequently, the word positioning in thaanS. and 2 of the two versions is different:

Phr&jaa Sanbdurijaag's version contains less words and therefore more ̂ Jf2&?(Ex. 113).

Example 113: Word positioning in the two versions of the song "Khbegmoon 
Baagkhunphrom", saamchdg thaaiH\ B = Prince BooripMd's version, presented in bold,
S = Phr&jaa Sanbdurijaag's version

B o + o +
_    naam sommtid

l u i i i z i x z i i i  ; i  ;.i: ; u iz z z iz z u
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B o (+)
\ chyy t samii] |_______ J

i i  j p f c n  g

B +

T I iy y a 'I  S S T

thin thaan

c£hhuar)  jaj

traa

i   i r i (+)
raw nu

b6og phoo

j**” I MI I
o __________ _______

J th aai | nil

i   i r   i  i   i   I"

(+)
......V.......saaA s a

I I I I | haj kiioo j nbojy j

In a wider context, there are certain jyw i -section melodies that are sung by the 

Phaadthaj&kooson School, of which Prince Booriphad was a member, that are not sung by 

the San6durijaarj School. An example of this can be seen in the ending melody of the sawn 

cJnialevel of the song "KhSegmoon Baarjkhunphrom" where the overall vocal melodies of 

both £fe»^seemto agree with each other (see Example 114). But bar 30 of Example 114
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shows the different approaches of the two schools, each intent on differentiating itself from 

the other, and refusing to share the same vocal melody for long.

Example 114: Vocal melody sung only by the Ph&adthaj&kooson School (P), and that used 
by singers of other schools (O); differences indicated in bold

28

28
^9 oo hdoohyrjdo hoo oo - j hy yy-yy y hy yy

----------------------------------------------

r ?
S l - m -  r r P ^ ig-------- 4 -------- m------------ r ~

y ■

do oo hd oo hy qdo hoo oo - j y yy hy yy

31

rid
31

(+)

a ; ^  7  . •
■ J fl

thi ru-d yy

nam yy taa - 6k - a - aj hy yy

Many vocal melodies used by the Phaadthaj&kooson School differ noticeably from 

those used by others, and it is these differences that make this particular school distinctive 

in Thai musical society. Example 115 shows another vocal melody that is sung exclusively 

by Ph&adthaj&kooson singers:
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Examplell5: "Biilan" [AM], snnmchhn yynnas sung by Ph&adthaj&kooson School (P) 
and by other schools (O)

i .  J

33 hy f)33 33 h5 31) 1)5-33 3 53 h 5 s  3 9  53 33 -  j

W  u  / h i
33 ty  1)33 33 h5 31] 1 )5 -3 3  3  5 3  1 ) 3 - 3 3  3  5 3  3 - 3 3  -  j

As well as schools, as mentioned earlier, the word chnngcan also be used to identify 

individual singers, distinguishing even singers of the same school. For example, Shdcid 

Dtirij5praniid and Carssncaj Suntharawaathin are from the same school, that of Phr6jaa 

Sanodurijaar), and most of their singing makes use of the same main melodies, but they still 

have their own Chung This is made clear when other singers identify the singing melodies 

of these two singers as chnng khruu si)dcid (the style of teacher S5dcid) and thnngkhruu 

cnra?ncn/ihe style of teacher Carssncaj). Individuality is subtle and may seem 

indiscernible to outsiders, but it is very clear to fellow singers. It is interesting to examine 

how a mid-tone word is sung differently by Dhrij5praniid and by Suntharawaathin. Both 

singers always sing it using two notes, but Suntharawaathin will treat the first note as an 

ornamentation by using a grace note for it, while Dtirij&praniid will always lengthen the 

note.

Example 116: "Kh5eg P5dtaanii", seogchdn, the word " end \ lyrics by Princess Maha 
Chakri Sirindhom

Sunth araw aathin

c -a  -  n
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Dtirij&praniid

1
^ - 4 ....

c -  a - n

The idea of individual thaagcan. also be illuminated by the use of the term shd stiuag 

which refers to the "shape" of the melody, a reference to the duration of notes. The first 

person to start using this term was Carooncaj Suntharawaathin during her teaching. She 

always paid very close attention to the details of the melody - whether the note should be as 

short as a grace note or a little bit longer in particular melodies. She always said that the stid 

sOunnoi a melody not only differentiates advanced singers from beginners, but also reveals 

the style of the individual singer. Example 117 shows three variations on a melody that 

make use of different sad si)uanas explained by Suntharawaathin, and a fourth variant 

from another chnng

Example 117: Contrast in sndsOunn. three by Suntharawaathin, one by Prasidthikun

a) ordinary sddsOung used when "modest" singing is required; also used amongst 
beginners

_j e i------------ • ------- E1Zf — j = j — i r w ~

1
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b) advanced si
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id si) ung
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le stand
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00
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—m m---------1------21 — £_ *
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do

c) another adv*

00

meed sii
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do 0- 00
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d) version characteristically used by Prasidthikun, but never by Suntharawaathin

90 99 hd  9 9  &9 9 - 9 9

Unsurprisingly, when singers become successful and gain lots of pupils, they Adapt 

their own style until it becomes distinctive. This can be seen in the case of Thuuam 

Prasidthikun, a talented pupil of Phr&jaa Sanbdurijaaq, who became an authority on Thai 

singing after decades of great success in performing and teaching for the Fine Arts 

Department. Her singing style became different from that of other students from the same 

school, which may have been the result of her own adaptations plus influences gained from 

mixing with singers from different schools. This difference can be seen in her positioning 

of some words in the song "Ciin See" that vary from the practices of Carooncaj 

Suntharawaathin, a fellow pupil of Phr&jaa Sanddurijaaq (Ex. 118).

Example 118: "Ciin See" [R2], [boon2; T = Thuuam Prasidthikun, C = Car99ncaj 
Sunth araw aathin

(+) o + o (+) o

T w

yy hy stid cha-l&ad yy —an

I *
m

99

O (+)

Siipl ¥ i n

an ma-

ntid yy sild cha-l&ad yy
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5.8 Melodic flexibility and manipulation in phleepthajooj

Phleeg thajooj vs> a kind of song originally used only in plays. It is used to 

accompany a particular action characterised as a "sorrowful journey", i.e. when a character 

walks and cries at the sametime. In the play "NgdP&a", themainfemale character,

Lamh&b, goes out to look for her overdue husband in the forest:

She searches before the cave by the stream
No, he is not there
She is getting worried and frightened
Shouting loudly with a shaky voice
No matter how loud she shouts, no answer comes
Her pricked ears receive no reply
She keeps walking and searching
Her pitiful heart is almost broken

The above lyrics are set to the phleegthajoojKLtiody known as "Thajooj". Phleegthajooj 

canusuallybe recognised by having this word "thajooj" in the title; examples include 

"Thajooj Naj", "Thajooj Juuan", and "Thajooj Khameen". But this is not always the case, 

and there are many other examples, such as "06 Laaw", "Khameen Raadchaburii", and 

"Kh6eg Ldbburii".

Most ph/eez/thajoojusQd in plays are at the soogchMflevel. Interestingly, when the 

songs are expanded to saam cAMevel, the sorrowful feelings are only preserved in the 

lyrics and vocal part; the instrumental part53 is full of excitement created by being played at 

a very fast tempo and adding in joyful JuugJdo/uugPhhcfaxelQdiQS (complementary and 

contradictory melodies played by two groups of instruments).

Phleog thajoojmelodies are divided into two types: the nyyaphleerf* and the jo  on.

These are played alternately, the rule being that the melody must begin and end with a npya 

section. Njjyams ans "meat", and is defined as a melody that is fixed in length, or number

53 Remember that the instrumental and the vocal parts are not performed at the same time, but rather in 
alternation.
5  ̂This is a different concept from njyuphleeg the same word, that refers to the basic structure of a song.
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of bars, but not in its sequence of notes (i. e. an instrumentalist or a vocalist can create a 

new melodic line). However, the truly significant feature of phleegthajoojis the joon 

melody, where the number of rhythmic cycles is variable. The term joon, literally "to 

swing", refers to the character of this type of melody, which oscillates unequally around 

one note. This is a similar concept to that used in the thaw sections of phleegprdbkdj 

where the melody is also built around one note, but which results in different melodic 

characteristics. Moreover, the vocal melodies of the /i?£>zrsection of each song are different, 

whereas the Afr?*rsection will be broadly the same in each song.

As for the instrumental part, the composers (really, arrangers) can create several 

versions of the joonparts of the composition by extending them for as long as they want.

They usually arrange the melodies into different foreign styles, or different versions of the 

same foreign style. An example of this is the song "Kh&?g Ldbburii", from which several 

versions have been created. However, it is not common for composers to rearrange the 

vocal part, regardless of any changes to the lyrics.

A significant feature of the vocal melody of phleegthajoojs that the singers manipulate 

the yi?<2/7meiody by changing the note durations or adding ornaments. Suntharawaathin 

calls this technique kmmJoojoagwaov "the flying rhythm"55. When the note value is 

changed, the length of the melody is changed too. As a result, the vocal line does not 

correspond any more to the drum pattern, but "flies above it", and it will sound like afree- 

rhythm melody. However, it is important in all songs which are accompanied by drums for 

the melody (vocal or instrumental) to ultimately dovetail with the rhythmic pattern.

Therefore, the singers have to "land" before the joonpart ends. This practice of kaanlooj 

cagwdis exclusively used by students of Suntharawaathin; other singers stick to the rhythm 

more precisely. Suntharawaathin says that singing with the kaan Joojcagwd technique can 

better convey the sad feelings of the song.

55 This can be alternatively translated as "the floating rhythm"; both translations are equally valid, but "flying" 
gives the sense of forward motion.
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A /b<2ffsection always ends with a £5v?*fmelody. Most singers will sing the thaw  

melody two or three times per joon , but some singers like Suntharawaathin prefer to sing it 

only once. In teaching, Suntharawaathin will tell the students to ignore the drum in the 

beginning of the /<?<2/rsection and to concentrate just on the notes in the free-rhythm style 

talked about already. When the melody approaches its end, the students then start to listen 

to the drum, to find out which part of the cycle the drum pattern is in at that moment, and 

so adjust their singing to fit. Therefore, in order to sing using the Joojcagwdtechmopz, 

singers have to know the drum pattern for this genre - the niiathab thajooj- and its 

variations well enough to respond and return to it seamlessly.

It is a Thai tradition that songs are categorised by the type of naatMWjtiythmic pattern) 

by which they are accompanied. NdatMb thajooj v$ also known as the naatMb soognuiajor 

sdogmdaĵ wosctx. There are three different kinds of drums used for different kinds of 

ensembles: kloogkhvvg, a pair of "Indian" drums, for the wogpiiphdadm&ijnuuamot 

"soft stick percussion ensemble"; Jc/oog soognda a single cylindrical drum, for the wog 

piipM ad seephaaot "[hard stick] percussion ensemble for y^Asamusic"; and thoon 

tammanaa, a set of two drums (one goblet-shaped, the other a circular frame-drum), for 

the wogkhrjyagsaajoc "string ensemble" and for the wogmahoooiot "full orchestra".56 

Of course the drum strokes of different kinds of drums result in differing sounds; the 

sounds that can be created from a thoon ra/nmanaa are thdg tig chan.d cdg while the 

sounds of a Jdoogsoognaa are phtig pti, tbbetc. The fact that Thai musicians think of 

drum strokes in terms of words is exploited by teachers, so that they can impart new 

rhythms to their students vocally. The words representing the different strokes vary from 

school to school. It is important in performance that the same nSiathdbwill vary according 

to which drums are used (and thus, of course, which ensemble), as shown in Example 

119.

56 See Yupho (1987) for further information.
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Example 119: The basic drum pattern for nluUhdb thapof1

For klzoijkhtygibrums 58 (two drummers, each playing one of the pair of drums)

Sihim chin.
o + o (+)

I -thft - ti | - c6 - eft | - c6 - eft | - c6 - eft | - ti - ti | -thatitha | - ti - ti | -thatitha |

soofjehin
o + o (+)

| ti - c6 eft | ti ti - ti | - - c6 eft | ti ti - thft |

cbiindm w
o + o (+)

| ti - c6 eft | ti ti - thft |

For tboonnunmiimi£i<tevm% 59 (one drummer, playing both drums) 

smim chin
o + o (+)

| - -thft ti | c&c6 | - eft - c6 | - eft - c6 | - ti ~ ti | -thatitha | - ti - ti | -thatitha |

soo/jchiin
o + o (+)

| ti - eft c6 | ti ti - ti | - - eft c6 | ti ti - thft |

chinchiaw 
o + o (+)

| ti - eft c6 | ti ti - thft |

For the klcci/sdo/j known as sPgnsty drum 60 (one drummer, one drum)

siuun chin
0 + 0 (+)

|  ph |  ph |  p f t |  tub | -------- | -------p f t | ------ tOb | ------ ph |

soorjehin
o + o (+)

|  tOb |  prig | -----prig |  prig |
or

|  pft | -tub -tirj |  pft | - tub-ph [

chindiiuw

These data are taken from Narkong's thesis (1992:55-6), but with different romanisation and presentation.
58 thft is used throughout this example to represent the sound th&m; ti represents tig.
59 c6 = c6g
60 ph = phiig
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o + o (+)
|  tub | -ph -ph |

The above are only the basic patterns for each drum: there are normally many variations 

during performance, partly dependent on individual style (see Narkong 1992).

Examples of kaanloojcagwd ("the flying rhythm")

As mentioned previously, kaanlooj caijw&s a metaphoric explanation for the process 

whereby singers free themselves from a fixed rhythm and go into free rhythm, while the 

drummer still keeps the /A^d^pattern to a strict tempo. KaanJoojcarjwd allows singers to 

express the sad feelings of the genre through allowing them to go with their emotions, 

giving them full and free vent, as they seem to forget the rhythmic rules that underpin the 

pMeejjthajoofhdl they are singing. There is a manipulation of the time-scale within the 

yi?c?/fsection that a passage of melody inhabits. Singers achieve this by seeming to float 

indefinitely above the drumbeat, while the drum rhythm itself makes the audience more 

aware of the disregard of order that is occurring. This is of course partly an illusion, as the 

unwritten rules of singing pMeegtliajoQfiX&te that apiece should not be excessively long. 

The skill lies in the balancing of one passage with another - stretching notes here and 

compressing them there, always seemingly unaware, but always acutely aware of the 

rhythmic cycle which must be re-entered sooner or later.

The example of kaanloojcagwd shown below is taken from a performance of one of 

Suntharawaathin's pupils, Aphinjaa Chiiw&kaanon, singingthe song "Thajooj Naj" during 

a rehearsal for a general competition in 1991. The ensemble that accompanied her was a 

pi/pk^adseepkaa, which uses the kloog soo/ĵ V/drum. This is contrasted with the same 

song sung by Suntharawaathin in 1987 for my personal instruction, in order to illustrate the 

song sung without kamloojcagwd. Normally, performance with and without kaanJooj 

aujwa{p{ the same song) will result in different numbers of rhythmic cycles in the joon 

section; but in this example, coincidentally, both singers made use of the same number of



cycles, four. This allows us to do a parallel comparison of both melodies. The yb<?zrsection 

starts on the cA/ f̂beat of bar 13 and its ending is marked by the cfoi^beat of bar 28.

Example 120. "Thajooj Naj", sunm chAn. the top staff is a teaching version without Jauin 
/ay ’ca^wrfpresented by Caroancaj Suntharawaathin (28 crochets/minute) [R31]; the bottom 
staff is an actual performance by Aphinjaa Chiiw&kaanon (24 crochets/minute) [R32]. The 
plus sign with brackets, (+), marks the end of the rhythmic cycle.

13

$ ± :
w m

(1) 90_____ 9 - 9 9  h£ 9911 1)09 -
13

$
tyyy

m
(1) _̂ 9____ 9-99  h6 99n 1199 - i ty y y

(+)IO
i —■-̂ 4 — S3-nl3 ED g
B§E?jp ---- 9 :■ V i jLi—-pw-z---z-m33=33
(2) hy rj99 

16
hy f)9 9  9 9  h £  91] l ] - ^ 9 9 39

* */ K *; 9  - . _.. t t r r i  r r i i
y j f c - L ' f

t u  [ ~ X r 1
3 — j  *  j  j — * -

(2)hy 1]99 9 9  h ^

(+)

1]99 9 9  9  9 3  9 9  h 3  9 9 -1 ]  q 3 o

[7 p a r—r ........  ■ l
■fn -------- H ■ * * —■fr+1' r  -------- -------

.  . m / w 7 •

(3) 99_ h99 h^9 9 39 9-99

99 h^9 9 99 (3) do - h33 h^9 9 39
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22 — m m
(4 ) hy g9 -9 as h9 3i] gaa

(+)

a - *
(5) aa h£a 3 3  ha son

m i
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99 99 - (4 ) hy g99 - 99

25A

t)

25
ggg-L. 99 h^9 33h5on 1199 -

£
h6 99 - g gaa - (5) 99 h^9 33 ha 3 n

28
(+)

i| j  ji^ j  "[jy
28

ss - cn hy yy wi tdg yy

i<|J. 11
Q99_^ J se - cn hy yy wi tdg yy

For ease of analysis, the above example has been divided into five passages numbered 

in brackets (also, passages 1, 3 and 5 are underlined for additional ease of viewing). The 

first passage shows the beginning of the JtaaaJoojca/pvti, where the singer starts to ignore 

the time-controlling drum and chi.if, there is not much difference at this stage. The kaanlooj 

a u fw i is more apparent in passage 2, where Chiiw&kaanon not only totally ignores the
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percussionists, but also adds ornament notes, moving on to "float" over the drum beats in 

passage 3. When analysed, her notes are falling on off-beats and quarter-beats, but she is 

not attempting to achieve this consciously; instead she is concentrating on the siidsi)vmior 

duration of notes without using the drum rhythm to time herself, thus freeing the notes to 

become shorter or longer as necessary according to her internal feel for the performance. 

This allows the sadness of the song to flow out through the singer to the audience. The 

free-rhythmcanbestbe seen retranscribed without bar lines, as in Example 121 below:

Example 121:

Passage2

without kaaaloojcaijwd

H i l l
hy rjaa oo

with ham loojcaiprd

hy 1)99 99 ha 991] rja-9 9 aa

6  ' . - m
b

hy rjao 99 hy qaa 99 9 99 99 ha 991) i]99 haa aa haa a aa

Passage 3

without katm Joojcrnjwd

aa haa haa a aa a aa 

with kmmloojca/prd

$
aa haa haa a aa 39 99
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Passage 4 of Example 120 shows the moment when Chnwakaanon starts to "begin her 

approach for landing ", i. e. when she starts to listen to the drum once more in order to place 

herself within the rhythmic structure and takes note of the point in the rhythmic cycle that 

she occupies, adjusting and manipulating the vocal melody accordingly. She also has to 

calculate enough time to allow herself to finish passage 4, before the //fr/>rmelody begins, 

signalling the beginning of passage 5 and the end of the jooi7section. Consequently, 

passage 5 allows Chiiw&kaanon to "touch down" from her "flight" by singing the tJidw 

melody. She sings it only once, according to Suntharawaathin's advice that "once is 

enough, twice is already too much". In Example 120, Suntharawaathin herself sings the 

flfc/FFmelody twice, but only because she wants to illustrate an "undesirable" version (to 

her school, although not to some others). In an actual performance of the song "06 Laaw" 

in 1990, Suntharawaathin used ktuw Joojcagwito&A sang the rAr/Vmelody only once, 

according to her own prescription (Example 122).

Example 122: "06 Laaw" [R23], saamcbiin sung by Caraancaj Suntharawaathin

o (+) o
16

tho-o-o-d thoo - n hy ca-j aa

+ o (+)

h6aaah6aahy ipa a 6 aaah 6 aa j* - j yy 6a

o + o
22

-------
—«?----- t ------

m = ^ ----- « -----d I—J , m------------- : t
------- • LL_jJ— # ■ «

h6a aa h6a aa 6a - j ( tMw) yy hfry w  hV
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25A
(+)

m £9)
JZ . 6o - y yy hy yy y  hy yy w i-a w ee-

Other singers who never use kaun l?oj carjwti like Shdcid Dtirij6praniid, repeat the 

chk w section at the end of the jocn^dsx two or three times. Their belief is that "the cMw 

here is used to imitate a crying voice, and that it is more appropriate to repeat it in order to 

illustrate the true sorrow of the soul" (personal interview Diirij&praniid, August 1997). 

Most singers would choose a middle path, somewhere between the approaches of 

Suntharawaathin and Dtirij&praniid. Below is an example of a /<?<2z7section from the song 

"06 Laaw" in this compromise style; it is sung only partly using kaualooj cagwd(\n. bars 

20 and 21), and the /&?wmelody is repeated twice.

Example 123: "06 Laaw" [R22], satuncMu sung by Prachid Khamprasaad; the tkdw  
melody is underlined

o (+) o

K

tho-o- od th-oo- n

K
 —

j i - j  yy tyyyca - j h^yy aai) h y  i p a  h 6 a  a 6 a

J JS l
6a h6 a a h 6 a  a a  a a  h 6 a  aahaarj
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K

25

4

(+)

m mm
K

28 _____

<1^

j hfr (U  aa h$a aa hS aan naa 

(+) o

i
h£_(2) aa h3a aa ha aan naai M do - y yy hy oy yy hy yy

As has been just stated, kamloojcagw’ths not to everybody's taste. It is one approach 

amongst many, and some master singers, even though they could attempt to "borrow" the 

technique, choose not to, instead sticking to their own beliefs and means of interpretation. 

Realistically, however, the ability to use this technique depends upon the proximity of any 

singer to Suntharawaathin and her teaching. Kaanlzojctujmh.s very personal to 

Suntharawaathin and her school; in fact, she can be said to be its inventor. Knowledge of 

this approach to phJee/jthiijoojh.as inevitably seeped out and influenced other singers and 

other schools informally. However, kaanloojaujwAs a tricky technique to master and 

becomes very difficult indeed to figure out without direct tuition from a learned teacher. I 

was taught the technique directly by Suntharawaathin, which is why I am able to talk about 

it with some degree of understanding. Outside of Suntharawaathin's circle of pupils, it 

remains something of a mystery, subject to guesswork and imitation, while being jealously 

guarded by its prime exponent. This reminds us that Thai court singing is not a static, 

fiercely conservative genre. It is possible for respected artists to make significant 

innovations, subject to the constraints imposed by the rhythmic pattern, which have already 

been mentioned.
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The Teaching of Thai singing
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13 u n y « n ft nw'■m fj n
Ml M K. %* M ,i aa&j IfliftflMTHinalu

ivm'lvi
a n fiu ui m i lJu § n q rrvhu a ̂  
aruŵ waua o'lvitjl uT a nu
tiawih^nlwij i^waiia^ 
iwutingnwehn'h muvib  ̂
^n^HtTna^fl^nnJuiiluuuLaa

We call all those who come to study "pupil children".
Who has ever noticed
That this is a custom close to Thai hearts
To name our pupils as our children?
All parents of this world, rich or poor,
Love their children beyond compare,
Value them higher than silver and gold,
And so we teachers love our pupil children.

(M.L.PinMaalaakun 1903-95)

Every year Suntharawaathin1 s pupils, including myself when I lived in Thailand, gath er 

together to celebrate her birthday. After lunch, they will play music and sing songs, then 

the teacher will join in and sing the above poem to the melody known as" Khoom Klom 

Lhug", meaning "a Khmer singing a lullaby to their child11. The melody is simple, but the 

text is full of emotion for pupils, particularly when it is sung for them by their own teacher.

6.1 The relationship between students and teacher

The term "pupil children" or A?*#7'Ogives an insight into the relationship between 

teachers and students. The term /^m eaning  "offspring" is used for both male and female 

babies, while sd(As "a person who receives the knowledge" or a student. Another term 

used for students is .tf/j^/z&tfliteraliy meaning "professional learners", but it is used chiefly 

in modem educational institutions and doesn't have the intimate implications of the
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traditional term. If a teacher uses the term ntfgrilanto identify a pupil, the teacher is hinting 

that that pupil is merely someone who has come to learn and that they are not accepting him 

or her as a "real" pupil. Unsurprisingly, every pupil identifies themselves as being a ltiug 

sidoi the teacher. I have never heard any pupils identify themselves as ntig rihw in Thai 

musical society.

The Thais name their teachers khruuwhich is derived from the Sanskrit word guru.

The Sanskrit word itself originally meant "heavy", which is appropriate for Thailand, since 

Thais always consider teachers as those who bear a heavy load. Another term used for 

teachers is iiaaum, but it is more commonly used for university professors (including 

professors of music) who have formal qualifications. Myers-Moro (1993:110) noticed that 

iUicmidsx'&yz a "higher prestige than khrud. Some music teachers who haven't got any 

qualifications but teach at universities are unhappy to be called khruua&d prefer their pupils 

to call them marnn But for many Thais the term khruuhos a deeper meaning than the 

knowledge-giver which the tftfcvatf/represents. iC6n/0refers to those who also love and 

care for their pupils, are supportive when pupils are in trouble and happy when they are 

successful. Perhaps it could be said that Mic&imre respected while khruu are loved.

A teacher is said to be a second father or mother to the student. Prasidthikun's pupils 

call her "khun met ’, which means "mother". Students come from many walks of life: 

Suntharawaathin1 s students are people from various professions. They include a school 

teacher teaching Thai language (Jomdooj Pherjphoqsaa), a university lecturer in Pali and 

Sanskrit (Praph6d Asawawirunhakaan), a banker (Canthraa Sugkh&wirija), a doctor 

(Yyaphorj C^thr^thamrorj), a school teacher teaching Thai traditional singing (Aphinjaa 

Chiiw&kaanon) etc. These people are bound together like brothers and sisters with 

Suntharawaathin as their mother, although they do not call her such.

The students of Khunjirj Phajthuun Kidtlwan - many of them from the Army Academy 

- treated her as if she was their real mother: they took her out for day trips, and when she
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was ill, they brought her food and flowers and kept her company; and when she died, they 

mourned.

Myers-Moro divided students into two kinds: formal and informal.

Formal students were those who lived in the teacher's household, performing 
chores in return for daily lessons and opportunity to practice long hours... .
Informal students came only occasionally to study or to "ask for" songs. (Myers- 
Moro 1993: 111)

There are no terms to distinguish between formal and informal students, but it is clear to the 

teacher and the students themselves. The relationship between the teacher and his or her 

formal pupils and amongst the pupils themselves was that of people in the same family. 

Thais define these people as those who "live under the same roof {jtiutdjchaajkhaadiaaw 

kad) and "eat rice from the same pan" (kinkhiiawmoodiiawkafy.

Even though some of these "musical houses" still exist and still accommodate 

musicians and singers, e.g. Phaadthaj&kooson House and Kamnan Samraan House61, in 

other places this tradition struggles to keep going.62 Most musicians and singers come to a 

teacher's house to learn and practice during the day but no longer stay the night. On top of 

this, musical houses are no longer the only places from which to gather knowledge: formal 

educational institutions, such as The Dramatic Arts College, have also taken over these 

traditional tasks. Thus, formal students are no longer only those who live with the teacher. 

However, even those who are taught in other contexts still have to be loyal disciples who 

conscientiously learn, perform and preserve their teacher's style.

The new definition of an informal student is one who, although learning new songs 

from a teacher, still sings in his or her old style simultaneously. (So, in effect, a student 

can have a formal relationship with one teacher, whilst having informal relationships with 

several others at the same time.) One of Myers - Moro's informants said that".. .the first

61These two examples are also known by the other names Wadkanlajaa House and AjudthajaaNew House 
respectively.
62 Chritopher Blasdelgave a fuller list of Thai musical houses in his 1999 paper to the 39th ICTM 
(International Council of Traditional Music) conference, which would be of interest if published.
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teacher always goes the deepest, touches the student the most" (ibid: 114-5). Informal 

students can make the transition to formal if they spend a long enough time with the teacher 

and the other pupils, not only learning and performing music but sharing their life with 

them.

Thais use the term kbroob, literally "to cover", but which can also be translated as "to 

influence" or "to mould", in order to explain the process of passing on Thai singing. An 

example of influential teaching can be seen in the case of the already mentioned Aphinjaa 

Chiiw&kaanon, a singer who spent many years after graduating from university living with 

her teacher Suntharawaathin, absorbing the very spirit of the teacher, not only imitating her 

singing style, but also emulating her in all aspects of her life, even down to the way she 

dressed and which ornaments she collected. Despite concern in some quarters that her 

singing is "too much like" that of her teacher, Chiiw&kaanon enjoys a reputation as one of 

the top singers currently performing, proving that an old-style relationship with a teacher, 

although it has some dangers, is still effective in creating a new generation of potential 

master singers.

6.2 Traditional teaching methods

In the old days, most successful singers started singing when they were very young, 

learning from their parents or relatives. Those with no close connection with a musical 

family found it difficult to get a teacher and often struggled to excel. Suntharawaathin learnt 

singing from her father, Phr&jaaSanodurijaarj63 (one of the most famous court musicians 

ever), simultaneously with learning to talk She wrote thus about learning to sing:

63 This is a title given to Chem Suntharawaathin by King Rama VI. Phr&jaa refers to "the fourth rank of 
conferred title for government Civil Service officials" (McFarland 1989:567). Sanodurijaar) means "melodious 
music".
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My mother told me that when I was only a few days old [i. e. in 1915], my father 
fed me with a drop of pure gold every day for three days. Years later, when my 
speaking was clear enough, he started teaching me to sing "T6n Phleerj Chlr)", as 
it had to be the first song every beginner learnt. The first line was 1 kmikupdgpdd 
sa/rfdkzza', but on the first day I learnt how to sing just the word 1 ktmku' : ' k m 1 
followed by ppm  and then 1 k d . The sound of the ppm  must be the same as the 
trilling sound of the fiddle. In order to exercise the throat until it was under 
control, I had to practice every morning and evening. Once I could sing that 
word, he taught me the next one and so on until the song was complete. 
(Suntharawaathin 1995:88-9)

This was common practice amongst the children of famous musicians. The song "Tdn 

Phleei] Chirj" was used as an initiation piece for every beginner at that period, including 

Prasidthikun and Dhrijapraniid. However, Kidtiwan informed me in conversation in 1997 

that she was in fact started off with the song "Thajet?", her father perhaps being important 

enough as a musician to have his own ideas about apprenticeship. Feeding a baby with a 

drop of gold was widely believed to ensure that the baby would grow up to be golden

voiced. Thus, according to a Thai saying, singers with good voices were migrtog siing 

thoog - "golden-voiced singers". Whether or not the pure gold had any effect on their 

voices, some of these children did in fact grow up to gain great distinction as famous 

singers with fine voices! The fiddle reference is interesting in light of Prasidthikun1 s 

recollection in her book that she was taught by Phrajaa Sanbdurijaarj to memorise sounds 

by listening to him playing them on the p ka t/Jh a i oboe) (Prasidthikun] 1992a: 103). One 

thing is certain, that learning bit by bit with regular practice - or to borrow Myers-Moro's 

words, the "slow cooking" of the old leisurely world - led to evident success. There were 

no fixed periods for lessons; singing teaching took place anywhere and at anytime in a 

holistic, life-embracing way. Meal times, gardening periods, even massage sessions were 

all opportunities for debate, correction and practice. The downside of this was of course 

harsh discipline and physical punishment for the slow or lazy child.

In these past days, singers exercised their voices by singing under water. Prasidthikun 

recalled her own childhood experience:
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My house was by the river. I exercised my voice in the river. My father made me 
go under the water and sing. You could sing anything, not necessarily a song, 
yelling or just singing the sound 39, but it had to be at the top of your voice. My 
father would keep me under the water by pushing my head down until I was out 
of breath. When I recovered from exhaustion, my father would make me repeat it 
again, and I had to do this everyday.... Singing under water not only gives you 
strength but allows you to hear your own voice more clearly. As a result, you'll 
be able to hit and maintain a pitch, and never be out of tune.... (ibid:74)

When an opportunity came, the child would b e sent to stay with a famous teacher to 

gain more knowledge. Prasidthikun's father was a common (non-court) musician and also 

a fine singer. He started teaching her when she was only 7 years old. One day, when 

Phr&jaa San5durijaag visited the house, her father asked her to sing for the visitor. She 

wrote in her diary:

My father said to him [Phr&jaa San6durijaag] that I was a foolish girl, never 
wanted to study, but enjoyed singing very much. Then he called me to sing for 
his highly regarded friend. He [Phr6jaa San6durijaarj] said I had a good voice and 
was brave, and then offered to train me, saying that this knowledge [singing] 
would be good for my future. I followed him to his house in the Baarj S&j K&j 
district. He taught me only in the mornings and evenings. During the daytime, he 
had to go to the Suuan Buua Palace to teach the ladies-in-waiting... . One day 
[after a year] my mother visited me, and I wanted to follow her home. I hadn't 
learnt much at that time. Also I had an easy and comfortable life with my teacher. 
What a foolish girl I was! (ibid: 102)

Because Prasidthikun already had some knowledge of singing, Phrajaa Sanbdirjaag 

chose to re-teach her songs that she already knew before teaching her new songs. She 

recalled:

When I finished learning some significant techniques on the songs I knew already, 
he then taught me new songs. The first song he taught me was "Saar&thii" and then 
"Khameen Piikhesw", "Khdegmoon", "Thajooj Naj11, "Thajooj Noog" and so on.
(ibid: 104)

The correcting of already-learnt songs was a process of getting to know each other for both 

teacher and student. The student had a framework of knowledge against which to measure 

her new learning, and a ready-made comparison which allowed her to see the significance
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of her new teacher's thaag (style) and techniques. The teacher was able to measure his new 

student's ability and knowledge, while having a structure on which to build for the future.

It is interesting that I had much the same experience myself when I transferred from my 

first teacher, Suntharawaathin, to become an informal pupil of Kldtlwan. She made me 

sing a song that I knew in order to assess me; immediately she spotted the evidence of my 

previous teacher, identified her correctly, and set out to gently provide me with alternative 

techniques and interpretations of the piece. She then proceeded, over the succeeding 

weeks, to teach me songs that were unknown to me.

6.3 The concepts of huuag wichaa or "guarding knowledge" and khruuph^M gcam  or 

'' stealing knowledge"

Huuag wichams a fascinating concept. The term huuagitself, according to Haas' Thai- 

English Student 's Dictionary means "to refuse to share or give away; to guard, keep back, 

care for zealously; or to keep from falling into others' hands". The term wichaitmeans 

"knowledge". Myers-Moro interprets huuag wichaa as "guarding knowledge" and says:

Sometimes guarding is not overtly the choice of the teacher himself, but of the 
deities... . This strict guarding has saved the most sacred repertoire from falling 
into the hands of students who are likely to abuse tradition by passing the 
repertoire onto others indiscriminately or who might be harmed by the 
supernatural power associated with some songs. (Myers-Moro 1993:118)

Such a statement presents huuag wichaa as a concept where the restriction of 

knowledge is under the control of musical deities. It is true that Thai musicians guard very 

much against the improper passing on of certain repertoires, particularly phleegnmphimd 

This term comes from ^/meaning "face" or "front" and phmdm  e aning "orchestra". It is 

impossible to explain the significance of the actual words, but this term became associated 

with theatrical melodies some time in the 18th century (there are no records of dates, only
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oral conjecture). PMeegniiaphiiachivts wordless interludes which accompanied the action 

on stage. Sometimes demons and supernatural beings were involved, and these pieces 

gradually came to be associated with these deities. Later still, they came to be used in waj 

khruu^hsmAge to teachers") ceremonies, which enhanced their supernatural reputation.

PMeegmfaphdadww& b e taught step by step, in strict order, with certain pieces only 

allowed to be taught after others have already been mastered. One of the pieces that inspires 

most awe and respect is "Og Phr&Phir&ab" - described by Myers-Moro as "the most 

supematurally powerful and dangerous song in the entire musical repertoire". It requires 

not only very advanced musical skills, but also spiritual maturity and high social standing 

on the part of the "knowledge receiver" {pM unib tMujthood). Traditionally the ph&unib 

tMajthSod, apart from having a good knowledge of the prerequisite preceding pieces, must 

also have been a monk.64 This latter was supposed to spiritually protect the receiver against 

any supernatural side-effects which may occur from learning such a sacred piece. Thai 

musicians are very superstitious people, and the initiation as a monk, even if it is only for a 

few weeks, represents the superiority and triumph of Buddhism over the old religion of 

Hinduism with its demons and gods, the old religion having inspired the sacred deities to 

which these phJeegnaapMadare dedicated.

Another explanation for this close tie with religion is that in the old days, when the 

temple was the centre of all kinds of education, only people who had been ordained as 

monks were allowed to be educated. Therefore, forThai society in general, only he who 

had been ordained as a monk was considered a khon stigor "ripe person", ready to work in 

any profession. Thus for musicians also, only a person such as this was equipped to bear 

the responsibility of performing and preserving the piece "Og Phr&Phir&ab" and other 

pieces from the pJPeegnaapMackQ^ttoire with respect and due care. As a consequence of 

this, women were prohibited from learning the most sacred pMeegnaapMadgi ec e s since it

64 In Thai society, traditionally, most men were ordained as monks, usually around the age of 20, before they 
returned to secular life. This need only to have been for a short period. It gave a unique insight and spiritual 
grounding to the populace, engendering respect and admiration for those who chose to spend their whole lives 
as monks. The practice still continues today, though much reduced.
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was impossible for them to be ordained as monks. Some time in the unrecorded recent 

past, the rules became loosened, with an age limit now standing alongside mandatory 

ordination as the qualifications for eligibility. Those who have never been monks have to 

be over thirty-five years of age, which allows women to now learn even the most guarded 

and respected of pieces, although such women still remain few in number.

This restricted repertoire had nothing to do with singers, as all of the pieces were 

instrumental. It is only recently that lyrics and vocal melodies have been created for some 

of the ph/eegn/wphaadissociated merely with action scenes. The "high" pieces, related to 

deities, such as the aforementioned "Og Phr&Phirilab" and others such as "Phraam KMw" 

and "Samoa Phraam", still do not have vocalised versions. Even the less sacred pieces that 

have been given vocal parts are still treated with the utmost respect and are only taught 

according to the traditional protocols and cautions.

Huuag rtfchams not confined to the sacred sphere. There is a long tradition, related to 

the practice of pupils living in the houses of their teachers, of master singers jealously 

guarding the musical knowledge acquired in a lifetime, and refusing to pass it on to any but 

the most trusted of their apprentices - sometimes not even to them until literally the last 

days of the master's life. Occasionally the master would wait too long, as evidenced by 

"ghost" songs, such as "Niiarapaatii", "Chomphuunud" and "Jookhii Joon Keew", which 

are no more than names written in Ajhdthajaa-period inventories. This secular huuag 

f^afefercontinues to the present day. It has been said that Luuag Pradidphajr6 (1881 -1954) 

did not reveal his best version of the randad £egso\c of the song "Kraaw Naj", learnt in a 

dream, to any pupil. The only student that he was prepared to teach this tune to was Bunjog 

K^edkhog, but K£edkhog did not have enough ngoakamnon (thank-you money) to pay 

for the lesson. In the end, the unheard tune went back to its musical deity forever!65 

Montrii Traamdod wrote about Thuuam Prasidthikun:

65 Ngoa kim ao/m as only requested by a teacher for the most prestigious pieces. The teacher traditionally 
passed the money on to a temple in order to make merit and to thank the forefathers of his school.
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I asked Khruu Thiiuam to sing for me the song "Thajooj Dliaw" but she 
refused. I think she was afraid that I would memorise the song! Worse than 
that, she refused to remind me of the lyrics of the song "Phr&can Khryrj Siig" 
which I myself had written and taught to her. ([Prasidthikun] 1992a: 3 9)

This kind of huuag wichaa is a totally human jealousy, with nothing to do with the 

supernatural or respect for deities. The refusal to pass on knowledge comes from a high 

degree of competition amongst musicians and singers, even those who work for the same 

institutions. Where musical knowledge equals prestige, no singer wants to give his or her 

rivals any advantage. At this level, huuag wichm can simply be viewed as the result of 

petty rivalry.

Probably as a consequence of huuag wichaa, there grew up the corresponding practice 

of khruuphtiglhg cam which can be translated as "memory and theft are the best teachers" 

but which canbe simplified as "stealing knowledge". If musicians and singers could not 

extend their repertoire by fair means they had to use foul. Khruuphtig £aw7refers to the 

practice whereby musicians and singers would attend performances by their rivals or 

superiors and try to memorise any songs or techniques which were new to them. They 

would then incorporate the stolen musical goods into their own repertoire, trying to pass 

them off as their own. Wichiian Kuniatan provides examples of the extreme lengths that 

musicians go to, even now, to avoid becoming victims of predatory "thieves", otherwise 

known as other musicians:

Some musicians practice their music in fruit gardens where no one can hear 
them; some fiddle players put a piece of cloth into the sound box in order to 
mute the sound for the same reason; some play the tunes very fast so that 
nobody can possibly remember and so steal the melody; some masters of p iina j 
practice their instruments sitting in trees and put the end of the pithajinxo a jar 
so that the sound cannot be heard clearly... .  ([Kuniatan] 1983b:36)

Huuag wichaaasid khruuphhghigcatn^CiYL exist despite the advent of universities with 

their Thai music departments, and are indeed rife within their walls. Khruuphaglife cam 

canbe seen as a way of disseminating and widening knowledge of traditional music so that
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it is not lost. Musicians and singers can also enrich their own practice by studying and 

copying the techniques of others, and in fact they all do so, whether they are willing to 

admit it or not. In this way whole schools can acquire characteristics from others, and 

stealing knowledge can be regarded as just one more way of learning.66

6.4 Songs for beginners

As mentioned previously, "T6n Phieerj Chir)" was expected to be the first song learnt 

by most singers bom at the beginning of the 20th century, and in their cases it really was 

the first. When the Dramatic Arts College, the premier music college of Thailand, was 

established in Bangkok in 1942, this song was put into the curriculum and has been used 

as an initiation piece ever since. However, the college students were and are unlikely to be 

complete beginners; by the time they sit the entrance test to the college they will have had 

some years experience of singing. So "Ton Phleer) Chirj" can be said to be their initiation 

into higher learning, although confusingly, some might have already learnt it as their first 

childhood piece. Thuuam Prasidthikun, one of the pioneering teachers of the school, wrote 

in an article published on her cremation that her friends and ex-pupils often teased her for 

her never-ending use of the song "T6n Phleer) Chir)" for beginners: "Khruu Thuuam1 s 

pupils year after year sing only the song 1 km iku ', nothing else" ([Prasidthikun]

1992b: 118; kaakms the first word of the lyrics, and so became used as a nickname for this 

piece by the pupils).

"TdnPhleer) Chiq" is the first song of the "T&b T6n Phleer) Chir)" suite, which consists 

of "T6n Phleer) Chirj", "Coorakhee Haarj Jaaw", "Tuuar) Phr& Th&ad" and "N6g 

Khamin".67 In a situation where time prohibits pupils from learning the whole suite, they

66 David W. Hughes has noted that Japanese folk musicians also often "steal art" {gei o nvsumO) from others, 
but there, in Japan, it is a proudly admitted and accepted technique (Hughes 1985:Sect2.5.2)
67 It is common to use the title of the first piece as the tide of the suite
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have to at least finish "T6n Phleerj Chir]" (Soow^d, personal interview 1997). The song is 

at the SHiun chtinlevel, with its characteristic large use of yyan making it hard to learn. 

Why use such a difficult song to teach beginners? Prasidthikun opined:

Children that have never learned a song are completely ignorant, and any song 
can be hard for them anyway. Therefore we might as well teach them a difficult 
song with a lot of yyan  and once they have learned the difficulties of yyun, 
they can learn anything. This is what we mean by tdnJambdxgcilsubiuijmyya 
plaajm yy\' hard at the beginning, easy at the end"], (ibid: 122)

Disregarding the high degree of yyan Prasidthikun said "the song is not too difficult 

because the melody is simple and not too long when compared to the smim cAsfomelody of 

other songs" (ibid: 122). Here is the melody of "T6n Phleerj Chirj" that I learnt from 

Suntharawaathin in the music department at Chulalongkorn University, where it was also 

policy to teach it to beginners as their first song:

Example 124: "TdnPhleeq Chirj", saamchdn 
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The vocal melody shown here contains metabole shifting between siing cbnwnn^c = 1) and 

sungphiing-oobon{Q= 1): cbooizl = sungcbnwan -> sungphiing-oobon -> sung 

chnwan [boon! -  siingpbung- 0 0  bon -> sung chnwan. The melody from bars 9-16 of 

choonl is the same as that in bars 13-20 of cbooni, and this, according to Prasidthikun, 

makes the song easy to remember. Tboon\ contains three cycles68 of nhnchiibprobhiy 

while thoonl contains only two cycles, a moderate amount by Thai standards.

While "Tdn Phleeq Chiq" is seen as the ideal song for beginners, it is not by any means 

the only song used for this purpose in the past. Kidtiwan told me in conversation that she 

had been taught the song "Thajce" as a beginner by her step-mother, Mdm Caraan(1876- 

1955). This song is considerably more advanced than "Ton Phleeq Chiq", and appears as a 

solo piece for many different instruments. The melody is hard to remember, and this has 

made it very rare as an ensemble performance piece. I asked Kidtiwan if she could teach me

68 The above notation shows the vocal melody of tteh/A as beine two and a half cycles, with the first cycle 
containing only half a cycle. This is because the first half cycle of this section is a /banmelody, which, as 
mentioned earlier, is normally omitted in the vocal melody.
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this song and at first, she said "Why would you want to learn a song that no khon khiyyag 

[instrumentalist] can accompany!". In the event, she did teach me the vocal melody and 

said: "Good luck, I hope you find some people who know the instrumental part well 

enough to accompany you". Below is the vocal melody of "Thajee" which I learnt from 

her

Example 125: Transcription of the song "Thajee" [R30], smm cMn from tapes recorded 
during my lessons with Khunjiq Phajthuun Kidtiwan
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Although the beginnings (first 14 bars) of each cboumrt the same, it is a lengthy song with 

(Mx>n\ containing four cycles of naachtkbprdbkdjanA choonl containing six cycles; this is 

part of the difficulty in memorising the melody, particularly for beginners. Also, the Mug 

tdgoi the first ca/jwikA each choondo not correspond with those in the ./bta^melody. On 

top of this, the vocal melody of cduunl is significantly shorter than its jbtoc^melody, an 

unusual occurrence in a phlee/jnaachdbprdbkdj'. (See Appendix VII for a transcription of 

the kkduz/meiody of this song.) These non-correspondences cause extra difficulties for a 

beginner, when they try, as they are taught to do, to compare the vocal melody and the 

i^cfc^melody, in order to understand the relationship between the two. All of these factors 

have probably contributed to making "Thajee" obsolete as a tool for teaching those in the 

early stages of learning Thai court singing.
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6.5 Modem teaching

In the past, in the pre-formal education era, "T6n Phleeq Chiq" was the popular choice 

for use with absolute beginners and "Thajec" was the unpopular choice; now, in primary 

schools where today1 s true beginners are found, the first of these has sunk to a low level of 

popularity for use with the schoolchildren while the second has disappeared altogether from 

early learning schemes and has become an esoteric piece even for professional singers. 

School teachers now choose songs which contain much less jy tin , such as "Khceg 

Boorath£ed" ( sooijcfitinonly), and wordy and popular songs such as "Laaw Duuaq Dyyan" 

instead. Amongst these teachers, the song "T6nPhleeq Chiq" is put at the "intermediate" 

level, if it is taught at all; however, in the small number of schools where Thai music is still 

seen as a serious subject, this "ideal" song is still employed from the beginning.

So, in mainstream schools, a more modem approach has evolved. As well as teaching 

the less demanding songs already mentioned, teachers now have a more graded method 

which they may employ. This is thanks to Shdcid Dhrijapraniid, a well-known and 

respected singer born in 1927. In 1996, she developed a set of six cassette tapes graded 

from levels one to six, for use with either primary or secondary school beginners - "Ton 

Phleeq Chiq" was nowhere to be seen. Here is her choice of teaching material:

Tape 1: "Khfc?g Booratheed", "Tuuaq Phr&Thaad", "PiinTaliqNoog", "CiinKhwanObn", 
"Naagkhar&ad", "KhfcegNaq", "ThSebThooq", "Krabbog", "KhameenL&j Khwaaj", 
"Talflm Pooq" and "F&ritq Khiiad"

Tape 2: "NaaqN&ag", "WiiandaaOdd", "ThooqJon", "Laaw Lampaaq", "NiiSyya", "Soj 
SonT&d", "S6j Phleeq", "MoonRamD&ab" and "Sar&burdqNoog"

Tape3: "Moon Joan D^ad", "KhameenP&agThoo", "Joosalam", "LaawSomd£d", "Ciin 
Phajaa Khrud", "KhfcegSaj", "N6g J&ag", "KrabdogThooq" and "Khameeneew Baaq"

Tape4: "CiinSea", "WSedsukam", "CampaaThooqTheed", "SaamSaw", "Kh$eg 
L6bburii", "KariianThooq", "Laaw Duuaq Dyyan", "M6aj Cooq", "Lam Stuad" and "Ciin 
Ram Phad"
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TapeS: "Laaw Damnsan Saaj", "KMcg Saar&aj", "Sigtoo LSnHaajf, "KhynPhlabphlaa 
Noog"," CMaijPrasaanqaa", "H6g Bdd", "Saalikaa Khameen", "PhamMHSe", W  
and "Lag Ryya Phran&khoon"

Tape 6: "LiilaaKrathUm", "DiogmMj Saj", "Aahiia", "KhoomK16mLtlug", "MM Jog", 
"CimL&nthan", "PtadChaa", "KhameenSaj J6og", "L6o" and " Khameen PhoothisM"

The first tape contains fast-tempo songs. They are sung with a small degree of yyan  

and so are known as phlccgnyyaccmov full-text songs. As a rough guide, it can be said 

that the degree of yyaa^d  the number of rhythmic cycles which the songs include both 

increase as the set progresses. In fact, tapes 4,5 and 6 reach a level which could be said to 

be that of a professional singer. The majority of the songs over the six tapes are at the socg 

cMzlevel. There is a small amount of progression through the levels, as two of the songs 

on the first tape are at the chila 0&wievel, and a few of the songs on tape six are at the 

smun afc&rlevel.

Hot on the heels of the appearance of Dhrij&praniid's tapes, the Ministry of Higher 

Education announced that they intended to bring out their own rival set. Although it has not 

yet appeared, a preview list of songs to be used is available, and looks like this:

Level 1: "Phleerj CMad" (National Anthem), "PhleegSansoonPhr&baaramii" (The King's 
Theme), "PhamM Khwee" ( soog child), "LaawT6oN6g" {soog child), "BuusensSg" ( soog 
child), "TojTallg" {soogchiid), "Soom S5g Sesg" ( chila ddatf), "Toj Khoog"

Level 2: "PhamMKloog Jaaw" {soog child), " Khameen Phaaj Ryya" {soog child), 
"Khameen Kl5m Lhug" {soog child), "Khameen Kampoo" {soogchild), "MoonTMald" 
{soog child), "KhMgKlbm C&aw" {soogchdd), "MoonDuuDaaw" {soogchiid), 
"NMgkhar&ad" ( chilndiiatf)

Level 3: "Pham&aKhwee" {soogchiid), "PhamMKloog Jaaw" {soogchiid), "Khameen 
PhaajRyya" {soogchiid), "Khoom KldmLhug" {soogchiid), "MoonTh&ald" {soogchdd), 
"KMcg Klbm C&aw" {soogchiid), "Laaw Phurj Dam" {soogchiid)

Level4: "T&bTonPhleegChlg" {saarn child), "Pfc" (smimchsid),"LaawDamnoonSaaj" 
{soogchiid), "Lorn PMd Chaaj Khaw" {soopchdd), "NaarjN&ag" {soogchiid), "KhMg 
Boorath€ed" ( soogchdd), "Saam SMw" {soogchdd), "CiinKhim L6g" {soogchdd)

Level5 :"KhameenSaj Joog" {saum child), "Laaw Duuag Dyyan" {soogchiid), "Khameen 
Phoothis&d" {soogchdd), "T&w KinPh&gbhg" {soogchiid), "Klbm Naarii" {/hatf),
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"Aanuu" (chan), "KaaraweegL6g" (/&/»), "KhMg Booratheed" (/haw), "Tftb Wlwaa 
Phr&samhd" ( soogchiid)

Level 6: "Sean Shd SawAad" ( saamchiid), "Ton Booratheed" ( chart), "CiinKhim Leg"
( chaid), "Naarj Khruuan" (thari), "Shd Sa-guuan" (chaff), "KhMgmoon Baag 
Khunphrom" (chart), "T&b MahooriiRyyagNaagN&ag" (soogchdd), "Phr& AathidChig 
Duuag" ( soogchiid)

Though the songs chosen are almost completely different from Dhrij&praniid's, they 

broadly follow the same system cf increasing and rhythmic cycles, and also show a

gradual increase in metric expansion level from soogchsinand some chdadiiaw, towards 

saam chiimn.6 full suites. But this time, it is a more graded approach, with guidelines 

as to the age when a pupil should be exposed to each tape. The "Ton Phleeg Chig" suite is 

included at level 4. There are also a further three levels aimed at professional singers, who 

will be expected to have memorised levels 1 -6.

Long before the arrival of pre-recorded cassette tapes in primary and secondary 

schools, there was and still is widespread use of tape recorders to record singing lessons 

by both private and university singing teachers, so that students could take these recordings 

home for extra practice. The use of tape recorders is almost universally accepted now, 

reducing the huge amount of effort which constant repetition caused teachers in a 

completely oral di scipline.

The way Suntharawaathin taught me was to record what she called the khroogor "the 

bare bones" of the vocal melody the first time a new song was being learnt, then send me 

away, saying "I will dress the song in jewels next week when the Jchroogis secure in your 

mind". These colourful metaphors cannot be taken as a true representation of the process, 

however. Sometimes, she woidd&dd extra ornaments, hand-picked by her to suit my 

individual voice and to show off its strengths within the vocal melody. She would also 

tailor the breathing to my needs. But, it is just as likely that the second week's version 

would not be that different from the first. Most of the "jewels" or ornamental notes would 

have already been present in the so-called khroog version, and occasionally she would
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even remove some of the ornaments which were deemed to have been too difficult for me. 

In this way, it became as much a process of "undressing" the song. On yet other occasions, 

nothing would be changed either way, as Suntharawaathin felt that the song already fitted 

me perfectly. I suppose what I am saying is that it was a completely flexible process, 

despite her description of what she was doing. Here is an example of ornaments being 

added to a khroofpizrsion:

Example 126: An^PH/zsection from "Tdn Phleeq Chiq" sung by Suntharawaathin in a 
private lesson

JtArooi/vecsion.
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The above example shows the way in which Suntharawaathin ornamented the yyan 

sound 99g-/pa I have underlined four passages of the above vocal melody and numbered 

them (1) and (2) in each version. In passage (1) of the iArtwy version, the sound 99ij-fp9  

is unomamented; in passage (1) of the dressed version, Suntharawaathin has added extra 

notes, which change the sound ^ in to  99hj9$ and the sound $99into f^9-9-99 In 

passage (2) of the khroogvzrsion, the sound 99/j-ij99î  already "half" ornamented and has 

become 99gjjte-9&>\ it is "fully" ornamented in passage (2) of the dressed version and has 

become 99 9gij^9-9-99 These changes represent a combination of Suntharawaathin's 

personal aesthetic together with her assessment of what would be the "best" version for my 

voice and technique.

My experience of learning with Khunjiq Phajthuun Kidtiwan was different as she 

adhered to the old traditional teaching methods without the use of a tape recorder. This 

meant longer lessons with constant repetition on both our parts. As a result, a rapport 

developed which meant that I became more aware of subtle changes, variations and 

nuances in the song being learnt. She went through the songs phrase by phrase, singing 

them as they should be sung in her tJiaaft and correcting me as we went along. This 

method meant instant assessment on her part, as she was aiming to arrive at the "perfect" 

version for me by the end of a single lesson. In fact, with her permission, I did record 

these sessions for my own ease of learning, as I knew I only had a limited time with her, 

and to make sure that any details of what was an alien style to me did not go unnoticed, but 

this did not change her teaching approach in any way, in my opinion.

6.6 Music competitions

I have included this section as I regard the preparations for music competitions to be an 

opportunity for teachers to expand and reinforce their message. Teaching new material,
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rehearsing pupils or students, and evaluating final performances all increase the imparting 

of fresh knowledge, as Chajseerii said of the good effects of competitions: "they stimulated 

the composition of new songs and variations and encouraged hard work and diligent 

practice" (quoted by Myers-Moro 1993:120).

There are two main types of music competitions at the present time. The first is known 

as kmmprachamnA is a traditonal competition which can take place in either a formal or 

informal setting, though there is no difference in name. The formal kaaap/aclrams an 

arranged competition where some rules come into play, e.g. the songs to be played are 

agreed in advance, as is which group will play first. They are very numerous and can take 

place anywhere - they have become something of a rite of passage for aspiring musicians 

and singers, and no-one is taken seriously if they haven't taken part in one. The informal 

version normally takes place in a temple, on the occasion of a funeral or major festival, 

when several different ensembles have all been employed at the same time. These 

ensembles engage in vying with each other during the ordered service, each trying to outdo 

the others in ingenuity and skill. The competition is unspoken, but everybody knows 

exactly what is going on without being told. Myers-Moro notes that:

One group might perform the very same song which another group has just 
played to show that it can play itbetter, or it might choose to perform an 
obviously much more difficult, complex piece, (ibid: 121)

The second major type of competition is called humptnkduad It is similar to the formal 

form of kaanfraction but it differs in that it contains opportunities for single instruments 

and voices to compete, as well as being almost entirely made up of schoolchildren and 

university students. Kaanprakduadh.re arranged by government agencies and have no 

religious dimension, being purely about the excellence of the musicians and singers. The 

first competition was only for singers and took place in 1950, arranged by the government 

Department of Public Relations (krom khdodsanaakaa^.
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Kami/Y?*i^tf</competitions allow students of anew generation to experience traditional 

ways of learning through music camps which are set up expressly to prepare for them. Not 

all of the competitors attend these camps, but the winners generally have done so. Camps 

include those of Chuialongkorn University (Bangkok), Kannasdodsygsaalaj School 

(Supanburii) and R&adwinid Baaqkeew (Samhdpraakaan). The regime employed by these 

builds personal discipline, as I know from experience in 1987-9, when I attended the 

Chulalongkorn camp and had to get up at 5 a.m. every morning to practice until 7 a.m. and 

then attend a morning of normal classes, before spending the afternoon and early evening 

learning and revising songs for the competition. It is no exaggeration to say that the legacy 

of this formed the foundation of my professional life as a singer and musician.

There is a downside to katm/?/?^£Wcompetitions. They tend to lead Thai music into 

standardisation: melodies or rhythms that are variable and open to many interpretations 

according to Afca t̂oecome standardised so that they can be subjected to a marking system 

by the judges. For example, there is a melody in the song " Ciin Aanuu" that some singers 

will sing using C as the Idugtdg, while others use an E. Before the competition, it was 

announced that the C ltiugtdgwas the correct version and had to be used. Consequently, 

prospective competitors were only taught one version, thus limiting their educational 

outlook. It is debatable whether this is a healthy thing for the future of Thai music.

6.7 Recent movements in teaching theory

In 1986, the 5th National Plan was launched, its subject being the preservation and 

promotion of Thai culture. This led to the first ever national conference on Thai music on 

20-22 October 1987 at Mahidol University. The conference discussed several issues, 

including the role of higher education institutions in preserving Thai music and giving 

support to musicians and singers. It also discussed the initiation of the development of a
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teaching method for universities and the role of higher education in popularising Thai music 

amongst the general populace. Finally, it debated the lack of truly excellent musicians and 

singers, and set out a plan to increase their number.

As a consequence of this, in 1988 the Ministry of Higher Education set up a committee 

under W&raawud Shmaawoq and Phuunphid Am&adtajakun. This decided that it should 

proceed along the following lines: it would encourage research into Thai music, so that 

high quality treatises would result; it would set a musical curriculum from primary schools 

right up to postgraduate study; it would encourage excellent musicians and singers, 

including academics, and also encourage regular performances from them, certifying them 

so that they might enter public sector employment; it would set out to create standards for 

the knowledge of Thai music and to create a marketplace to cater for the number of students 

of Thai music graduating each year; finally, it would promote the performance of Thai 

music as a tool for moral development. Three concrete proposals emerged from all this and 

were immediately put into action. They were:

1 the grading of musical compositions in terms of their complexity;

2 the grading of music theory in terms of its complexity;

3 the standardisation of the examination system for Thai music performance.

In addition, in 1995, a comprehensive book called Keenmaadinichthmsaiiklim mchaa 

Id mchaacMbdontiiitJhaj ("Standard grades of Thai music for students and 

professionals") was published together with the first of a set of accompanying cassette 

tapes giving examples of the songs used (as already discussed earlier).69

Again, the downside of what at first appears to be a very positive endeavour on the part 

of the government is that there is no room for variety of approach. Thai music has 

developed piecemeal from numerous strands and traditions, resulting in a complex, multi

faceted brew. A single regulated approach cannot encompass this, no matter how well-

69 See Appendix VUI for more details of this enterprise.
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meaning. Creeping standardisation has resulted from the work of the 1988 committee, as 

embodied by this new common university entrance singing examination:

Tasks for the university entrance singing examination

1 The ability to play the drums
2 The ability to use chigioc self-accompaniment
3 The ability to sing in the Thai style
4 The ability to sing the following songs

4.1 Compulsory songs
4.1.1 For the examination of physical ability and concentration

1) "T6n Phleeq Chiq" suite ( saam chid)
2) W  {stiamchiid)

4.1.2 For the examination of mental ability: memory, understanding, 
voice control, and the correctness of the song

1)"Klim Naarii" ( fhaf?)
2) "Kaaraweeg L6g" ( thati)

4.1.3 For the examination of emotion and interpretation
1) "T&w KinPMgbtiq" {soogchiid)
2) "Naaq Khruuan" ( thari)
3) "Shd Sa-quuan"(thari)
4) "Khicgmoon Baaq Khunphrom" {rJiari)

4.1.4 For the examination of singing songs for social functions
1) " Wiwaa Phr& Samhd" suite ( soogchiid)
2) "Naaq N&ag" suite ( soogchiid}
3) "Laaw Duuaq Dyyan" ( soogchiid)
4) "Laaw Damnaan Saaj" ( soogchiid)
5) "KhameenSajjoog" {saamchiid)
6) A regional folk song of the area where the university is

4.2 Optional song
The entrant chooses their own favourite song

On the plus side, Thai singing is more widespread and appreciated now than it has been for 

many decades, and continues to increase in popularity. Perhaps standardisation is the price



we have to pay for this. Hopefully, it is only a temporary price, reflecting our current place 

in the cycle of these things. Standardisation will reach a critical mass which will in turn 

generate curiosity and longing for the diverse world of the past.
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Conclusion

What I feel I have achieved in this thesis is to provide the groundwork to link past and 

present practices in Thai court singing, a groundwork which can be built upon by future 

researchers. I have been aided and privileged in this research by having experienced three 

"incarnations" on which I was able to draw: Thai student of Thai court singing, practicing 

Thai singer, and Western-based analyst. Hopefully, the result is a mixture of emic and etic 

insights, expounded in such away as to create cross-cultural accessibility.

Amongst my main findings and conclusions is the fact that, in agreement with Morton 

(1976), Thai court singing does not use the equidistant scale in practice, thus disagreeing 

with the theoty and practice of Thai melodic percussion instruments. The beginnings of a 

basic grammar of jyan is established and set down. Tanese's formulae of the relationship 

between speech-tones and the vocal melody, a major contribution to Thai singing studies, 

is evaluated and proven to be useful in detecting metabole, with some notable exceptions.

The patterns which govern the positioning of words in the vocal melody are revealed as 

having their origins in the ifoaapoetic form, and shown to be codifiable. Also, the process 

by which one set of lyrics is replaced by another, with particular reference to sdgkniwaa 

performances, is explained. Thai court singing is seen to be essentially non- 

improvisational in nature, regardless of the appearance of some alterations between the 

composed form and the performed form. Vocal melodies are shown to grow, in common 

with instrumental melodies, out of the melody, but within their own idiom, and the

influence of thwrpvL any given composition is shown to be a significant factor. The 

melodic flexibility of pMeegt&njoojzs embodied in the practice of kmwloojcagwd is 

analysed and discussed.
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A change is diagnosed in the approach to teaching, from the traditional method of 

beginning with a difficult song containing a large amount of pyan, in order to discourage 

unworthy students, to the contemporary method of starting off with the simplest songs, in 

order to achieve an inclusive approach, and to therefore win back interest from young 

people in the context of a modem multicultural musical environment, in which court 

singing is only one choice of many, and an unfashionable one at that.

Following on from this thesis, there is plenty of scope for both deeper and wider 

research into Thai court singing. Amongst the most important topics for further research, 

would be studies into phleerjhikhoon, with special reference to songs not included in either 

the pMeegprdbkdjor phleegsoagm&ijczpertoires, and into seepbmimelody. Also, a study 

into y/izr/ztf>^or"accents1' , and the differences between the closely related court singing 

traditions of Thailand, Laos (with its tonal language, Lao) and Cambodia (whose language, 

Khmer, is non-tonal though related to Thai). Of great usefulness as well would be an 

investigation into the sources and origins of court singing, both within Thailand itself and 

in the Southeast Asian sphere as a whole.
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Appendix I: The abstract of Bunchttuaj SoowAd's research paper: "The 

Sound Frequency of the Notes used in the Thai Musical Scale"

This research paper, "The Sound Frequency of the Notes used in the Thai Musical 

Scale", is undertaken under the personal patronage of Her Royal Highness Princess Maha 

Chakri Sirindhom of Thailand, at the behest of His Majesty the King. His Majesty aims to 

answer the many questions still current amongst academics about the pitch-frequencies in 

Thai music by calling for an examination of the traditional tuning system; this system was 

measured and documented along time ago, but it has become adulterated by an ever- 

changing world.

The current research continues the research into Thai music initiated by His Majesty the 

King and undertaken by the Faculty of Engineering of Chulalongkom University during 

1967-1970. The findings of that project provided good outlines which pointed the way for 

this current research; re-examination and recategorisation of the earlier data brought it into 

line with real traditions and theories of Thai music. New data was also gathered and 

analysed from contemporary users of the traditional tuning system, a system which was 

widely used before 1932. The rmatchvm ifcirwas used as the standard instrument, and a 

Phase Meter Type 2977 was used to read the data, which was later analysed in terms of the 

constant ratio of Thai musical theory in order to test the exact measurement of the second 

interval against its theoretical equivalent. Field data was used from both before and after 

1932, and Thai tuning forks were tested and their frequencies analysed; the differences and 

norms of frequency used by court musicians and commoners were also considered. The 

accuracy of the scientific tools used in past and present research, and in Thailand and 

abroad, was and is both reliable and trustworthy.

I
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The current analysis proves that the system of pitches used in Thai music is made up of 

seven notes divided by equal intervals within an octave, and that this system has been 

preserved, used and has given a unique musical identity to Thai academics and musical 

professionals right up to the present day.



Appendix II: The pitch ranges of some instruments and of the singing voice

Data gathered from Soowdd 1998:82

Note Freq. khOoq 
won i&i

male female piinoog jdi
nai

soosaam
saaj

khitij 
phiiag oa

vkr&b
see-phaa

d 3657 *
la 3312 *
sol 3000 *
fa 2717 * *
mi 2461 * *
re 2229 * * *
do 2019 * * * *
d 1828 * * * *
la 1656 * * * *
sol 1500 * * * *
fa 1358 * * * * *
mi 1230 * * * * * *
re 1114 * * * * * *
do 1009 * * * * *
d 914 * * * * *
la 828 * * * * *
sol 750 * * * * *
fa 679 * * * * *
mi 615 * * * * * *
re 557 * * * * * *
do 505 * * * * * *
d 457 * * * * * *
la 414 * * * * *
sol 375 * * * * *
fa 340 * * * *
mi 308 * * * *
re 279 * * * *
do 252 * *
d 229 * *
la 207 * *
sol 187 * *
fa 170 * *
mi 154 * *
re 139 *
do 126 *
d 114 *
la 104 *
sol 94 *
fa 85 *
mi 77 *
re 70 *
do 63 *
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Appendix III: An example of raw data from an analysis of intervals

Note frequencies of the song "Khdeg Khaaw" sung by Aphinjaa Chiiw&kaanon

sfii #
Hz 253

3

296 251-253 252 -252 339 228 253 222

- 297 - 334 325 248 224 254 178

-216249 286159 212 220 249209

$ -------- i *j r i

- 295 334 - 296 329 304 331

i
303 336 296 279 251 332

1 1

222 - 298 - 335 334

333332 374 -2 9 7 - - 373333
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224 252 284 - 220 - 290->285 336 283 246 - 255
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21
( - ---------- s

h * v j  ̂ ■ -■ — - W --------------------------------------------------=

302 329 378 - 303 - 377

23

446 330 333 378 - 299

25

300 332 298 284 241 -249 250 - 251 332 - 226

27

251 -247 334 250 286 299

446 372 325 - 334 - 376- 374
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31

Notes marked with hyphen are those that cannot be measured for three reasons:
1 note duration is too short
2 note is sung with a strong nasal voice
3 notes at the end of each transcription cannot be measured because that is the point where 
the whole ensemble joins in

The ten songs used in the analysis are:

1 "Khfceg Khaaw" ( Sihim chAn, (hoonY), sung by Aphinjaa Chiiwakaanon

2 "Khfcsgmoon" ( sanm chAn, cbocn 1), sung by Caraancaj Suntharawaathin

3 "Phajaa S6og" ( sooni child), sung by Caraancaj Suntharawaathin

4 "Sii B6d" ( swim chAn, cboonY), sung by Wimon Phaajph&wjen

5 "T6n Phleerj Chir)" ( satun chin, th?cn\), sung by Amphoon Soow&d

6 "Khtegmoon Baarjkhunphrom" (Prince Booriph&d's version) ( stuim chAn, choonY), sung 

byUsaa Scerjphajrdod

7 "Khfcegmoon Baarjkhunphrom" (Phr&jaa Sanbdurijaarj's version) ( sanm chin, thoonY), 

sung by Ccerj Khl&ajsuthooq

8 "KhameenR^adchaburii" ( satunchAn, choonY), sung by Praweed Kumud

9 "06 Laaw" (soum chin, choon\), sung by Prachid Khamprasdad

10 "Thajooj Noog" ( satun chAn, choonY), sung by Somb&d Sarjwiiankoorj



Appendix IV: Categorisation of song texts

G = General Songs
L -  Love Songs
S = Songs of Sorrow
HB = Hymns to Beauty
P = Songs of Parting
PT = Patriotic Songs
R = Songs of Rage
GW = Songs of Goodwill
PR = Songs of Praise
M = Martial Songs
MI = Songs of Moral Instruction

Title Context

Kdb T&i
Krat&aj Chom Dyyan 
Krabii Liilaa 
Kraaw Kh$eg Ng6 
Kraaw Ram Moon

KldmNaarii 
Kldm Phajaa

Kwaag Thooq 
Kansesg Saw&ad 
Kamphud 
Kanlajaa Jiiam Hog 
Kaaraweeg L£g 
Kaaraweeg J&j 
KaariianThooq

Kamsuuan Shraag

K£g Meg 
Keesoon Sam-aag 
KaawThdb 
Kw&ag D&ab 
Khoom K15m Ldug

Khoom Ngan 
Khoom Sog Khryyag 
Khoom Thoog 
Khoom Booraan 
Khoom Rathom

MI
L (recalling the beauty of a beloved)
G
PT
1 P and GW
2 P and GW 
L (romance)
1 L (romance)
2 L (romance)
G
PT
G
S
L (waiting for love)
L (hopeless love)
1 HB (a deer)
2HB (a girl)
1 P (sad)
2 P(sad departure)
3 S (lonely lady)
M
HB (nature)
PT
R
1 G
2 GW
3 GW 
4PT 
G
G
G
GandR
G



Khoom J&j

Khaneeg

Khameen Khnaw 
Khameen Chonnabdd 
Khameen Chom Dog 
Khameen Sajjdog

KhameenNooj 
Khameen P&agthoo

Khameen Phuuaq

Khameen Phaaj Ryya

1 G
2 G
3 HB (nature) and L
4 G
1 L (broken heart)
2 L (romance)
G
5 
G
1 HB (nature)
2 HB (nature)
G
IPandL 
2 G
1 HB (an object) and R
2 L (romance)
3 HB (an object)
4 S
1 G
2 G

Khameen Phoothls&d L (romance) and S 
Khameen Phuumpras&ad G
KhameenR&adchaburii G and S
KhameenLa-oo-og G and R
Khameen liiab Phr6n&khoon GwithR
Khameen Stid Caj 
Khameen Lyyag

Khameen J^j 
Khameen Eew Baag 
Khisg Kdlid 
KhSeg Khaaw

Kh$©g Ng6 
Kh$sg Choan C&aw 
Kh$sg Dceg 
Kh^sg T6j Moo 
Khfcsg Saj

Kh&eg Boorathded 
Khfcegmoon

S
1R
2 G
LandS
G
HB (landscape and wildlife)
1 GandS
2 G and S 
LandS 
G
HB (army troop)
HB (furniture)
1 SandL
2 L (romance)
G
G (bad dream)

Khiegmoon Baagkhunphrom 1 G
2 L (romance)

Khcsgmoon Baagch&aq 

Kh£eg Madsaiii 

Khdeg Ldbburii

3 LandS
1R
2L
1 L (chiding) 
2L, SandR 
PandS



Khfcjg Saaj 
Khdeg Saar&aj

Kh£sg Sli Kloa 
Khfceg Hde ^
KMsg Aawag 
Khdeg 06d^
Khruuan Haa

Khroob C&gkrawaan 
KhrQn Kid

Kiirii Phajrd 
Kunlug Khunp&a 
KQu Moon Ram D&ad 
Kiiag Moon Ram D&ab 
Ngiiaw Ramr^g 
Coorakhde Khwaag Khloog 
Coorakhde Haag Jaaw 
Coorakh£e Haag Jaaw (S)

CampaaThoog 
CampaaNaarii 
Cigcdg Thoog 
Cintaraawaatii 
Ciin Khwan 05n

Clin Khim L6g

Ciin Khim J&j 
Ciin KMw B6od 
Ciin Nam Saddd 
CiinRamphyg 
Ciin L^n Than 
Ciin Wag Luuag

Ciin See 
ChalaomPhon 
Chom Dog Nyya 
Chom Suuan Sawan 
Chom Seeg Can 
Chaweedaakoog 
Chaag Prasaan Ngaa

Juuan Ramphyg 
Jiipdn Cha-oon

HB (nature)
1 HB (garden and flowers)
2 HB (garden and flowers) 
SandL
PandS
HB (house and garden)
PandS
1 Land S
2 S
L (seductive)
1 L (thinking of the beloved)
2 L (thinking of the beloved)
L (thinking of the beloved)
MI
G
L (romance)
GW (to the king)
G
HB (a woman and furniture)
1 G
2 G
3 G
4 G 
G
L (romance)
5
S (chiding)
1L 
2 G
1 HB (room)
2 HB (garden)
L (romance)
G
S
G and MI 
R
1 G
2 M 
S 
G
L (comparing flowers with love) 
HB (garden)
P and S 
HB (stupa)
1M
2M
3 L (romance)
S
L (thinking of the beloved)



JiiphnRancuuan 
Ddogm&aj Saj

Dbogm&aj Phraj 
Daaw CoorakhSe 
Dyyan Ngaaj Klaag P&a 
T6nBoorath£ed 
Tuuag Phr&tMad 
T6j Rhub

Tanaaw Plssg 
TaltimPoog

Taam Kwaag 
T&w H£e 
Thoon Samoa

Thooj Lag KMw Kloog 
Thajooj Khameen 
Thaj oo j Juuan 
ThajoojNoog 
Thajooj Naj

Thajooj Laaw 
Thawooj 
Thoog Joon

Thajss 
Thalee Baa

TMgsinr&adchaniwded 
Theeb Chaatrii 
Theeb Banthom

Theeb Rancuuan

Thdeb Somphbb 
Theeb Haaw Hosn

TheewaaPrasid 
Thaj Ramryg 
Thoorami Rboghaj

N6g Kracbog Thoog 
N6g Khamin

N6g Khaw Khamse

L (lonely heart)
1 L (thinking of the beloved)
2 L (romance)
HB (nature)
G
G
P and S 
L
1L (romance)
2 L (romance)
S
1 HB (building and garden)
2 HB (garden)
3 PandS
HB (golden deer)
G
1 HB (sea)
2 HB (sea)
G
S (travel)
S (travel)
PandS
1 S
2 S (travel)
S (travel)
P and S
1L (romance)
2 G (argument)
L (chiding)
1 L (chiding)
2 L (romance)
HB (palace)
HB (god)
1 G
2 G
1 PandS
2 S (thinking of the beloved) 
HB (princess)
1 G
2 G (getting dressed)
GW
PT
1 PandS
2 S and R
3 L (chiding)
HB (wildlife)
1L
2 P
1 HB (wildlife)



N6g Chag

N&ag Kiiaw 
Naag Booriphan 
Naag Khruuan

Naag J^ag  
Naaraaj Plssg Rhub 
N6am LoodT&aj Saaj 
Nareesuuan Chon CMag

BagBaj

Bulan

Bulan LoojLyyan 
B&j Khlag 
Praphaad Pheetraa 
Plaa Thoog

P$cd Bdd 
P6

Phakaa Kaan 
F&nlg Klaaj 
F6r&g Khuuag 
Farag Coorakaa 
Phajaa Sii Saw

Pham&aKlom 
Pham&a KamcMb 
Phamaa Plssg

Pham&a Hha Thon

Phamaa H£e

Phracan Khiyg Siig

Phrd Aathld Chig Duuag 
Phraam KMw Bdod 
Phraam Diid Nhmtaw

Phuuag R6oj

2 L (romance)
1L (romance)
2 L and S (thinking of the beloved)
L and S 
GandR
1L (disappointment)
2 L (thinking of the beloved)
HB (heaven)
HB (dance)
G
1 M and PT 
2M andPT
1 HB (water plants)
2 P and S
3 L (thinking of the beloved)
1 HB (night)
2 HB (woman)
G
L and S
S (travel by sea)
1L (romance)
2 G
G (bad potent)
1 Land S
2 Land S 
HB (flowers)
HB (woman)
HB (woman)
G
1 G
2 S
L (romance)
G
1 S
2 S
1 G and R (thinking of the beloved)
2 HB (garden)
3 HB (garden)
1R
2 P and S
3 G
1 S
2 S
L, P and S (metaphorical love-making) 
MI
1 GandL
2 P and L
1 G
2 G



3 MI
PMd Chaa L (romance)
Phan F&r&g 1 G

2 G
Phirun Skg F&a G (interpret a dream)
PhGd N6oj L
Pliirom Suraag 1 S

2 HB (heaven)
Phuu Laaw HB (wildlife)
Moon Khruuan R
Moon Chom Can HB (the moon)
Moon Joon D&ab Pr (the Buddha)
Moo xi Ram D&ab 1 G

2 R and P
Moon Log Ryya 1 G and HB (the sea)

2 G
Moon Ooj If} S
Magkoon L§n Khlyyn HB (the sea and sea fish)
M&aJog 1 G

2 G and L (thinking of the beloved)
M&aRam 1 G

2 HB (horse)
Maalii Huuan 1 L and S (thinking of the beloved)

2 L (romance)
Mulog G and HB (plants and nature)
Maleeg Phflu Thoog L and R
Juuan Khl&w 1 G

2 S
3 P and S

Jasoothoon M
Jooree G (argument)
Joon D&ab 1 L and R

2 Pr (god)
Joo Sal am SandR
Ras^m Rasaaj G
Rah6g Rahoon 1 L and S

2 S
Ralrii Pradab Daaw L (romance)
Log S6g Laaw G (getting dressed)
Lorn Ph&d Chaaj Khaw 1 L (thinking of the beloved)

Log Lom
2 HB (wild flowers)
1 L (loneliness)
2 L (loneliness)

LoojPrathiib PR (the river)
Laaw Krasee S
Laaw Khruuan G
Laaw Carssnsu L (thinking of the beloved)
Laaw Damnoon Saaj P
Laaw Lam Paag L (wooing)



Laaw Lam Paag J&j 
Laaw Liiab Kh&aj 
Laaw Somded 
Laaw Suuaj Ruuaj

Laaw Soog Khoon 
Laaw Saaw Suuaj

Laaw Siiarj Thiian
LiilaKratMm
Loom Anoij
W&dthanaaWiiadnaam
WaajubhdJ&adtraa
Wilandaa 06d
WiweegWeehaa
Wih6g Haon
WesnThoog
S&thammar&ad
Sushg Magkhaiaantisoon
Siisug Raml^g
Sadaajog

Sadaajog Plseg 
Son Thoog
Somphood Phranakhoon
Sanug Thoog
Samig Thoog Th£ed
Sajammaanud sati
SojThajes
Soj M&juraa
Soj Lampaag
Soog F&g Khoog
SoodSti
Saam M&aj Naj
Saar&thii
Salikaa Ksew
Salikaa Khameen

Saalikaa Chom Dyyan 
Saaw N6oj LinN^am 
Saaw Wiiag Nyya 
Saaw Sdod Wuun

Saaw Shd Suuaj 
Stgtoo L£n Haag 
Snnuuan 
SliBdd

G
G and L (thinking of the beloved) 
HB (woman)
1 G
2 G 
S
1 G
2 G
HB (princesses)
G
L
PT
G
R
L
G
L (romance)
S
G
HB (music)
1 G
2 G 
LandS
L (thinking of the beloved)
PR (royal)
HB (plants)
G
PT
G
HB (curtain)
HB (curtain)
G
HB (plants) and L 
HB (plants) and L 
L (romance)
L
1 HB (birds)
2 HB (birds)
L (thinking of the beloved)
G
L (thinking of the beloved)
1 L (romance) and S
2 L (romance)
3 LandP
L (romance)
L (asking for apology)
L
1 S (thinking of the beloved)
2 HB (plants and landscape)
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Siid Caj G
Slid Thawin S
Slid Sa-guuan L (romance)
Slid Saaj Caj MI
Slid Aalaj PR (Thai music)
Siidaa Phirom MI
Siidaa Sawan L
Siiraag Camriiag G
Siirintharaahuu 1 L (thinking of the beloved)

2 L (thinking of the beloved) and S
3 L (thinking of the beloved) and S

Siirijoothaj PR (a queen)
Seen Khamnyg S
Seen Slid Saw&ad S
Soom S5g Sseg L (romance)
S&j Phr&can 1 L (thinking of the beloved)

2 HB (a woman)
H6g Bdd 1 S and R

2 L (chiding)
Hog Thoog 1 G

2 MI
3 G

NtL Syya G
Ruin 1 S

2 S
Hhuaj Aaiaj 1 S

2 G
Huuan Khamnyg L and S (chiding)
Heeraa Len Naam 1 HB (curtain)

2 HB (curtain)
3 S (travel by aea)

WeenPrad^d Koj S (travel by sea)
Og Thalee 1 P

2 P
Og Chiiag Syy G
Anog Shchaadaa 1 G

2 G
3 PR (gods)

Aseewiiiikii G
Ab soon Sam-aag HB (woman)
Aathan G
Aanuu G
Aahiia 1 S (thinking of the beloved)

2 R
Inaw Pleeg S (thinking of the beloved)
Ebgkabbd 1 G

2 G
06 Laaw S (travel)
Aj-jareed HB (wildlife)
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Appendix V: Translation of "The Phr&jaa Sanbdurijaag singing method and 

its theory", an article by Caroancaj Suntharawaathin (1987)

I have been practicing this method of singing and its principles from the time I began to 

sing right up until the present day, exactly as it was defined and expounded to me by my 

father Phr&jaa Sanodurijaag (Cham Suntharawaathin) in person. His teaching method 

included a rigorous attention to the details of singing; songs would be taught by rote in 

short "phrases" or "sentences", until the learner could sing them perfectly, then moving on 

to the next phrase or sentence. This principle of teaching, with its standard method and 

strict quality control, allowed me to develop into a skilful singer after much serious 

practice, my own experience vouching for its efficacy in creating an intricate style of 

singing, full of feeling and emotion. I want to analyse and explain this method of singing 

here, so that it may become a useful source of learning and help future singing students.

Because this area of study is previously undocumented and is, in fact, difficultto 

explain in written form, ideally, recorded examples should accompany this essay. This is 

not, however, the case and I apologise for this and hope the essay will still prove useful for 

an understanding of Thai singing.

Every subject has to have principles and methods of learning, and singing is no 

exception. Some would say especially singing, a delicate art, which if performed without 

precepts cannot become truly great, no matter how good the voice. The learner needs to be 

taught the significant principles in order to be able to practice correctly and surely, thus 

allowing the beauty and delicacy of the song to be delivered to the listeners. These main 

precepts are set out below.

1 Voice

1.1 voice quality
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Evety human being is born with a different quality of voice; for example, some with a 

soft voice ( siiiujlggor "little voice"), some with a high range ( m ag sui///ot "high voice") 

and others with a deep voice ( suagjtljvc "big voice") and so on. However, quality of voice 

is only one factor in creating perfect singing. Some singers have a beautiful voice, but no 

technique and so, as I will explain later, cannot sing effectively. It is a handicap if a singer 

does not know how to use the qualities of their own voice to best advantage; for example, 

someone with a high range using only the top of their range and losing the sweeter qualities 

of their voice, or a medium-range singer using high pitches in the wrong places and so 

losing clear pronunciation. Singers need to understand the term mokhuuim  

(" appropriateness") in the use of voice. Having a high range is a natural advantage, but 

only if it is used properly, otherwise someone with a medium range but an effective 

technique will, in the end, be the better singer.

1.2 vocal strength

Singing Thai songs requires the full power of the singer; even singing a soft passage 

one needs a lot of strength to control the utterance. The singer must be able to exhale for 

long periods, and the muscles which relate to breathing and sound-production mustbe 

strong; the singer needs to be well-trained to reach this full physical potential.

1.3 voice production

Singing Thai songs, as well as power, requires control to produce the required sound: 

J2?^ j2̂ ("aheavy sound"), suagbawi?* light sound") and suwjklom ^ a  round sound"); 

or to correctly modify a sound - for example, to phdasaisyor 'soften' a sound. The singer 

also needs to consider when to use real sound") and when to use suagaasaj

("supported sound" or "nasal sound"). On this point, two significant techniques need to be 

explained:

1.3.1 air control

The singer has to create the correct passage of air in singing and use the correct body 

parts to control it. To sing the abound, the air must procede directly from the throat and
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through the mouth; to sing the ̂ psound, the air must come directly from the throat and 

pass through both the mouth and the nose; and to sing the ^sound, the air must finish in 

the nose only.

1.3.2 vocal cord usage 

The vocal cords need to be trained in order to be able to use the following essential 

vocal embellishments:

a) khrtin sua/foo vibrate the sound), which is similar to the technique of phromoc "trilling" 

on a yop(fiddle). If the muscle is not vibrating, the singing will sound kradmgand kbvvrj 

(terms which both mean "rigid").

b) the three-note yyan as in the example below:

(i)

i n
or

(ii)

i -------------------- *-=-------------J —
^ > 3  4 --------- ------------^ ' -«

Both (i) and (ii) require good control of the vocal cords in order to />ii^(literally to "turn 

over") and so utter the three notes with strict clarity. In some cases, when the middle note 

is not pronounced independently, the result is a su'ag sound"), which is the

result of loss of control. Singers have to be taught this three-note ^Fazzbecause it is the 

main vocalisation of Thai singing.

1.4 muscle control

On those occasions when a singer has to reach very high notes, they are required to use 

muscle tension, for example, pulling in the diaphragm in order to move the air upwards. 

This kind of muscle control creates snag k/om {' rov.n<S sound"), a type of "non-shouting" 

sound, and also increases the length of exhalation - necessary for singing long notes.
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2 Song text

There are three significant aspects in this area:

2.1 Conveying the meaning of a word clearly

A song which illustrates the need for this is "Chood ciin", in which the line jtiaptaa- 

rom pajteajm iratoontains the word j&i{low tone) meaning "don't" - this should not be 

too embellished, otherwise the result could be ̂ /(falling tone), meaning "grass" or 

"grandmother". In this case, if the word is sung from a higher note down to a lower note 

the sound will be jm  (falling tone), whereas if it is sung from a lower note up to a higher 

note, it will have the required sound and be heard as //&(low tone). Again, in the song 

" Laaw khamhoom", in the line tizzm  ddgmdajkhamhoom/&gd?3J22("Thz scent of the 

khaml&oizrflower makes me want to inhale it"), if the word //&g?(low tone) meaning "to 

want" is sung from a higher note down to a lower, it will sound like //^(falling tone), a 

word which means "difficult", whereas if it is sung from a lower note up to a higher the 

correct low tone will be preserved and so will the meaning.70

Singing in such a way as to preserve the meaning of a word is not always the order of 

the day; notin pA/eegp/Masth(foreign style songs), for example. When these are sung, 

some words actually need to be phiitw!^ incorrect" or "with accent") in order to recreate the 

feel of a foreign language. If one tries too hard to sing with a "Thai" accent, one cannot 

convey the foreign air; for as the Thai say: samntiagtw bdogplnuiszhi- "the accent reveals 

its origin".

2.2 Giving lyrics the correct phrasing

This is important. For example to sing <ft?(gap) pkbhpA/aa/gives the meaning "Oh, 

young boy", but to sing dopbap(gecp) p/dat/mQans "Oh father, Phlaaj". Again singing d3j 

jzM»(gap) jfcfcffmeans "has already come", but to sing £$/(gap) maniasffmeans "has 

already got it". Another example appears in a song called "Khfcsg saa-r&aj" where a phrase 

is sung do(gap) pAir'sfatmeaning "O butterfly" and not dopbnigpp) spya meaning "O

This may not seem important, but the whole meaning of the phrase could be changed from"... makes me 
want to inhale it" to "it is difficult to inhale" - D. Swangviboonpong
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shirt spirit". Moreover, if individual syllables are wrongly emphasised, an unpleasant 

rather than a pleasant meaning can be conveyed.71 To read the lyrics carefully is very 

important, so that the singer understands their meaning, and so, through the correct 

phrasing and emphasis, conveys their true feeling.

2.3 Singing with the exactness needed for full expression and emotion

In addition to the above aspects for increasing the pleasure and understanding of the 

audience, each syllable has to be treated correctly. For example single syllables such as p M  

(brother), /?/5d^father), /?^(love), ^ft?(foolish), //^(want) and /?&/?(eniptmess), need 

to be divided into two or three notes, with each note of appropriate duration and emphasis 

so that the correct meaning is delivered with expression and emotion If the division or 

duration is inappropriate, the result will be displeasing and may even result in the wrong 

meaning. In the song" B&j khlEbf, there is a line: do Oh, my heart is chill

and cold"); the word chill") should be divided into three notes, namely, ’doh’, 'sol'

and 'me'. The first two notes, should be of the same duration, but with more emphasis on 

the 'sol'; the last note mi' should be the longest and have the most emphasis of all. The 

following word, yh?("cold") then needs to be softened so that the full feeling of "chilly 

coldness" is communicated to the audience.

3 Yym

fyam s the most important vocal technique in Thai singing and singers need to be 

taught it thoroughly. The ̂ ^technique can be divided into two significant aspects:

3.1 Sound

There are many types of ̂ awsound: for instance, aa, Moo, XX A.ZX -ff33* d30-/ -Kvery 

short), 5^and, included here, JeMr&zsuag("shaking sound") and knitdbsiiag('1 bouncing 

sound"). The singer has to choose which sounds they will sing carefully and make sure 

that the duration and emphasis of the sound is correct within each phrase. When this is

71 As in the above example where if pftms over-emphasised, the pleasant butterfly becomes a non-existent, 
but unpleasant-sounding spirit! - D.S.
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done the overall singing will be smooth and pleasing. For example, the sound iSwshould 

always be soft in order to create this smoothness and also be used as a "resting place of the 

breath". If the singer does not have this "rest", they may become over-extended, causing 

the breaking up of the musical "sentence" and thus spoiling the continuity of phraseology 

of the song. In addition, when a sentence is coming to an end, if the last consonant of the 

^r««/ris an "o" (a), it has to be sung as " and again if it is a "r)n (4), it has to be sung as

gaaj in order to signal a feeling of ending.

3.2 The use of xyuato emphasise feeling

Thetreatment of xram s similar to the way tyllables withina word are treated: in terms 

of duration, emphasis and pronunciation. Choosing the appropriate ̂ Ftf/ztneans that 

different feelings can be created, for example, sadness, and in some cases ̂ F«s/zcan help to 

enlarge the feeling of words. In the song "Shd sa-jjuan" there is aline: msvnyyahoom  

(“ oh, fragrant-skinned girl”); as well as the emphasis on the word Moo/mtself ("fragrant"), 

if one uses a group of yyamlvsx: it appropriately, the word will stand out even more, so the 

scent of the girl will be carried out to the audience.

4 Rhythm

A good Thai singer needs to have a good sense of rhythm and be able to sing in time 

perfectly. There is no doubt about this. However, the two techniques Mgcagwa{1 to steal 

the rhythm") and joojcagwd("to loosen the rhythm") should be included in a singer's 

repertoire, otherwise their singing will be cjydchxyd, ("tasteless"). Using the appropriate 

rhythm creates good pronunciation and makes the words khom ijsharp"). However, the 

singers are sometimes allowed to sing freely, avoiding the normal rhythm, and returning to 

it afterwards as in the group of songs known as thajooj There are some places in thajooj 

songs, for instance, that allow the singer to loojcagwdijxo float the rhythm") in order to 

kknim khruvatj'1 bemoan fate"); this contrasts with the singing in time which characterizes
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the rest of the song. This technique also reveals the understanding of rhythm by the singer 

through their ability to use it skilfully.

5 Breathing

Breathing should be fixed and used to hide the gap between phrases from listeners, and 

so the singer will not become over-tired. The right breathing technique helps to make a 

smooth sound; the breathing place, therefore, should be set in advance.

6 Revealing emotion

Thai music can be classified as "classic" whenit requires a high level of knowledge and 

understanding from the audience in order for them to appreciate and judge. The highest 

aspiration of Thai song, and indeed, of all other kinds of classic music, is to tap into the 

core emotion of the piece and not just to simply finish the song or tell the story or sing 

correctly in terms of notes and timing. The question is, how can this emotion be achieved?

To free the emotion in a song in order to show sadness, sweetness, tragic love, 

gladness or grief or even to create sarcasm and complaint cannot and should not be done by 

the use of the face, physical action or the voice72. It requires various techniques, as stated 

previously, such as the emphasis of word and yyan, punctuation, ldgcagwii, the use of 

different kinds of sound and its control, and these all have to be done in an appropriate 

way. Not only knowledge on the part of the singer is required, but also consideration, 

interpretation and a lot of practice in order to uncover the emotion within the song.

7 Kh waam pramid

One of the most important elements of Thai singing is singing with khwaampraantid 

and banco# meaning "precision" and "carefulness". This can be compared with the art of 

handwriting which can eitherbe executed Ffs^C'with carelessness") or bancog^'viixh

77 Thai singing does not make use of these physical aids, but instead relies on the internal dynamics of the 
song to convey its message.
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carefulness"). Every word, phrase and sentence has to be sung precisely so that the 

meaning and feeling of the lines (normally taken from famous poems) can be illustrated. If 

a singer does not use banco#these words cannot come alive but merely tell a story without 

vision or emotion.

8 Teaching

If learners are beginners, they should be taught to simply memorise a basic version of a 

song first, then to "manipulate" the words and jfain\& zt. This procedure does not take a 

long time, but the singing will please the ear from the beginning and the learners 

themselves will understand the pattern beneath the singing of a song. In the ensuing songs, 

more advanced techniques can be added with regard to the ability of the learner. After three 

or four songs following this method, the learner's singing will certainly improve.

Following the original teaching method of Phr&jaa Sanodurijaag (Chsm 

Sunthoonwaathin), which taught the learner phrase by phrase as stated in the introduction, 

helped the learner to improve gradually from one stage to another. However, nowadays, it 

is impossible to teach in such away. I have, therefore, developed the new method as set 

out above and found it also to be successful. It should be noted, though, that most of my 

students already had basic experience in singing to a certain level and were willing to learn 

and to love song; when taught by my method of demonstration and comparison, they 

learned to sing superbly within a short time.

Only singing of high quality should be taught, singing which constitutes a national 

heritage and which should be placed in the forefront of Thai culture. Quality of 

performance should also be concentrated on, so that the audience appreciates a pleasing and 

attractive sound. While it is true that being able to learn to play music and sing songs within 

a short time is to be applauded, the most important thing is the brilliance of the performance 

of that same music and those same songs.

April 1987
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Appendix VI: Transcriptions of some Thai court songs

"Khcegmoon"

stuun chiin cho?n\
sung by Caraancaj Suntharawaathin

(phnldo)) phn iso ijliig
gimmphtigphogphuiig duuag bulan{ ciw&j)

hy rjaa aa 9 9  hd aarj ijaa

o +

E

99 hy r)99 9 d9 99 hd 991] T)d-9 9 d9 h^ f)9- 9

O (+)

9 da

$
M

9  -a - j phr* 

o

7 Jy 7-7  3 3

i m— r  .
e ^ — m--------- _ *  _- • -----------

m *—̂
^ ------------- r -

s ------------- 1 — 1
¥■------------------ * —

hy  i]99 hda a da aa hd 99 a - a
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hy  phrA soi) 1A -  g yy

o +

hy  i)99 99 h5 99i]

25

P E = i y  s *

1)99 99 hy 1]99 99 99 h£ 991) 1)99 -

O +

j

27

rjaa- m ph&g yy
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99

29

h99

31

^9 h99 ^9 9 — 9
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33

$
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"Kh^egmoon Baaijkhunphrom"

saamcbdn Lbdon\

i^cta^melody converted from Phi chid Chajseerii's notation 

1st version sung by Usaa Seei]phajr6oj 

khraandn
phlaajchumpbon dayfag k6oj&rjjOd 
cygtdob waa rawpbtiu lyyug ridCbirOd

2nd version sung by Caw) Khl&ajsiithoorj

pblaajgaam kbwaam aalajcajlabna 
fag mua majkhliin ntimcaa daj

o
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33
(+)

i

rti- d yy

da- a - j hy yy

"Oo Laaw"

Siuun cbiln Lhooa\
sung by Caraancaj Suniharawaathm

doon thaag maa najklaag moomkhaa 
phni mack aa rkoodckoon cajjkj 
do waa weenkam dajcham wtf/ 
ca togpaj pen kkaa ckwphraam chii

h6  9 9  hy r)9 9  h6 9  9  9 9 ij99

<+>

$
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1)6 -  9 9 69- d99- n h99 9 69 99 h6  99
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Appendix VII: K h6og melodies of the songs "T6n Phleeij Chig" and 

Thajes"

"TdnPhleeg Chig" (saum chiia) 
Thoon 1

o + 0 +
5 6 1 6 5 6 7 1 + 2 2 + 1 + 7 7 + 6 6 + 5

+ 4 5 5 5 4 5 6 2 1 + 7 6 5
o + 0 (+)

+ I 6 5 2 3 4 5 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 6 + 5 5 + 6 + 1
+ 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 3 + 2 + 3 + 1

0  + 0  +
|+  6 5 3 1 1 + 2 2 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 3 3 + 2 2 + 1
|+  5 3 2 1 2 3 + 5 + 6 + 5 + 3 2 1

o + o  (+)

l + 1 6 5 2 3 4 5 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 6 + 5 5 + 6 + 1 I
.± 6 ....L 4 3 2 1 2 3 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 3 + 2 + 3 + 11

0 + 0 +
1 + 6 + 5 5 + 6 6 + 1 1 + 2 + 2 2 2 + 1 6 6 + 5 5 + 4
1 + 6 + 5 6 1 2 + 5 4 2 + 1 + 6 5 4

0 + 0 (+)
+ 6+ 1 + 6 + 5 5 + 4 4 + 2 + 2 + 1 1 + 2 2 + 4 4 + 5
+ 6+ 1 + 6 + 5 4 6 + 6 + 5 6 4 5

repeat
Thoon 2

0 + 0 +
+ 5 6 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 2 + 1 + 6 + 6 + 5 5 + 6 6 + 1 1 + 2
+ 4 1 + 2 + 3 + 2 + 1 + 3 + 3 + 2 3 1 2

o + o (+)
1 + 2 3 4 5 6 5 4 1 6 6 5 5 3 3 2 1
1+ 1 2 3 4 5 4 3 2 5 3 3 2 2 1 1 ll

0 + o +
6 + 5 5 + 6 6 + 1 1 + 2 + 2 2 2 + 1 6 6 + 5 5 + 4 1

1+ 6 + 5 6 1 2 + 5 4 2 + 1 + 6 5 4 1
0 + 0 (+)

+ 6 + i + 6 + 5 5 + 4 4 + 2 + 2 + 1 1 + 2 2 + 4 4 + 5
+ 6 + 1 + 6 + 5 4 6 + 6 + 5 6 4 5

repeat
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"Thais®" (

■i chdri)

thoojA
o + 0 +

+ 6 + 6 5 + 6 + 2 + 1 1 + 2 + + 3 3 2 1 2 2 1
5 + 3 2 + 3 + 2 + 1 2 2 1 6 6 1 6 5

0 + 0 ........£+).
1 6 5 2 3 4 5 + 4 3 + 5 + 5 6 + 1

+ 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 3 2 + 2 + 3 + 4 1
0 + 0 +

+ 5 + 6 7 6 7 1 2 + 5 + 1 + + 2 3 + 3 + 3 + 2 + 1
+ 2 + 5 6 5 6 7 2 + 1 + + 3 + 5 + 3 + 2 + 1

0 + 0 (+)
+ 3 2 7 5 + 6 7 + 1 + 2 3 2 6 7 1 2
+ 2 7 6 5 + 2 + 5 5 + 1 7 6 5 6 7

0 + 0 +
+ 6 5 3 1 1 + 2 2 + 3 + 3+ 3 + 3 + 3 3 + 2 2 + 1

5 3 2 1 2 3 + 5+ 6 + 5 + 3 2 1
0 + 0 (+)

+ 6 + 5 5 + 6 6 + 7 7 + 1 + 6 + 5 5 + 1 1 + 2 2 + 3
+ 6 + 5 6 7 1 + 6 + 5 1 2 3

0 + 0 +
+ 2 3 + 5 + 6 + 1 + 6 + 5 + 3 + 5+ 1 + + 2 3 + 3 + 3 + 2 + 1
+ 1 5 + 6 + 1 + 6 + 5 + 7 + 2+ 1 + + 3 + 5 + 3 + 2 + 1

0 + 0 <+)
+ 6 + 5 5 + 6 6 + 7 7 + l + 3 3 + 2 + 1 1 + 7 7 + 6
+ 6 + 5 6 7 1 + 3 2 + 1 7 6

repeat

tfiyaal
0 + 0 +

+ 6 + 6 5 + 6 + 2 + 1 1 + 2 + + 3 3 2 1 2 2 1
5 + 3 2 + 3 + 2 + 1 2 2 1 6 6 1 6 5

0 + 0 (+)
1 6 5 2. 3 4 5 + 4 3 + 5 + 5 6 + 1

+ 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 3 2 + 2 + 3 + 4 1
0 + o +

+ 5 + 6 7 6 7 1 2 + 5 + 1 + + 2 3 + 3 + 3 + 2 + 1
+ 2 + 5 6 5 6 7 2 + 1 + + 3 + 5 + 3 + 2 + 1

0 + o (+)
+ 5 + 1 + + 2 3 + 3 + 3 + 2 + 1 + + 3 3 2 1 2 2 1
+ 2 + 1 + + 3 + 5 + 3 + 2 + 1 + + 2 1 6 6 1 6 5
*** o + 0 +

1 6 5 2 3 4 5 + 4 3 + 5 + 5 6 + 1
+ 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 3 2 + 2 + 3 + 4 1
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o + o (+)
+ 5 + 1 + + 2 3 + 3 + 3 + 2 + 1 + + 3 3 2 1 2 2 1
+ 2 + 1 + + 3 + 5 + 3 + 2 + 1 + + 2 1 6 6 1 6 5

0 + 0 +
+ 5 6 1 6 5 6 5 + 6 1 + 2 3
+ 4 5 5 5 4 5 4 3 2 + 4 + 5 4 3 2 + 5 + 1

0 + o_________________ (+)
+ 4 + 5 6 5 2 3 4 5 6 6 6 6 5 5 4 5 + 4
+ 1 + 4 3 2 1 2 3 6 3 3 2 2 3 1

0 + 0 +
+ 6 5 3 1 1 + 2 2 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 3 + 2 2 + 1

5 3 2 1 2 3 + 5 + 6 + 5 + 3 2 1
0  + 0  (+)

+ 6 + 5 5 + 6 6 + 7 7 + 1 + 6 + 5 5 + 1 1 + 2 2 + 3
+ 6 +5 6 7 1 + 6 + 5 1 2 3

o + 0 +
+ 4 + 5 6 5 2 3 4 5 6 6 6 6 5 5 4 5 + 4
+ 1 + 4 3 2 1 2 3 6 3 3 2 2 3 1

0 + 0 (+)
+ 2 + 1 1 + 2 2 + 3 3 + 4 + 6 6 + 5 + 4 4 + 3 3 + 2
+ 6 + 5 6 7 1 + 6 5 + 4 ? 6

repeat from line 5 and continue 
0 + 0 +

+ 6 5 3 1 + 2 3 + 4 + 5 6 5 2 3 4 5
5 3 2 1 + 5 + 1 1 4 3 2 1 2 3

o  +__________________ o_________________ (+)
+ 2 1 6 4 + 5 6 + 2 1 6 5 6 5 4

1 6 5 4 + 1 + 4 1 6 5 4 5 4 3 2
0 + 0 +

+ 6 5 3 1 + 2 3 + 4.+ 5 6 5 2 3 4 5
5 3 2 1 + 5 + 1 1 4 3 2 1 2 3

0 + 0 +
+ 6 5 3 1 1 + 2 2 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 3 + 2 2 + 1

5 3 2 1 2 3 + 5 + 6 + 5 + 3 2 1

End
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Appendix VIII: Translation of the standard levels used in Thai singing 

exams

(from Keennutiidtnithm ui stuikhmi w fchaatt wtcbmichnb ̂ ztf/#7Afj/[Standard grades of 

. Thai music for students and professionals] by Anu-kammakaan khrooij-kaan sbrjsoom 

kaan dontrii thaj [The Committee for the Support of Thai music] (1995) page214-221)

In 1992, the Thai Ministry of Higher Education invited teachers of traditional singing to 

join them in setting up a standardised Thai singing examination. The committee was 

composed of singers, musicians and representatives of the ministry and it took twelve 

meetings over two years to reach the following conclusions.

The Scope of the Singing Examination

The committee has agreed that the examination of Thai singing should include the following 

points:

1 The correct sitting position

2 Singing techniques

3 Voice quality

4 The accurate memorisation of the basic melody

5 The accurate memorisation of a set vocal melody including rhythm

6 The rearrangement of the vocal melody and the creation of a tJhmujpIiian version of it

7 General excellence and aesthetic quality

The examination will include the following tests:

1A singing examination

2 An examination of the use of chii/Lot self-accompaniment (level 4 upwards)

3 An examination of the singing of drum-pattern mnemonics (levels 5 and 6)



4 An examination of cliooniwnmamâ jd̂ 'mg (above level 6)
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Clarification of the above headings

1 The correct sitting position

1.1 Sit in the pMb/uS^#£position appropriate to your sex with feet pointing backwards

1.2 Using your arms to support yourself is forbidden; hands should be folded in your 

lap

1.3 Backs should be perfectly straight and heads held high

1.4 Singers should be focussed and still, with no unnecessary movement of the head, 

face or eyes

1.5 Wear a natural expression

1.6 Do not use hands or feet to keep the beat

1.7 Singers should exhibit a knowledge of their seating position in relation to different 

ensembles

2 Singing techniques

The fundamental ability of Thai singing is to combine wordless vocalisation (jrywfy with 

sung lyrics. Singing technique consists of:

2.1 Enunciation

2.2 Projection

2.3 Breath control

2.4  Rhythm

2.1 Enunciation

The singer should be able to sing accurately and clearly , following the song text, dividing 

words into syllables appropriately according to set rules - this includes the reading of 

poetry - and the proper pronunciation of every sound. There are five levels of competence:
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2.1.1 Singers should be able to read poems from the written page or deliver them from 

memory following the traditional set rules

2.1.2 Singers should be able to read poems from the written page or deliver them from 

memory following the traditional set rules, and divide words according to the metre of the 

poem (at this level perfect pronunciation is not expected)

2.1.3 As above but with perfect pronunciation

2.1.4 The singer should be able to perform a melodic recitation {km w stein dmmnoogsa- 

no) according to the rules of the type of recitation performed

2.1.5 The singer should be able to sing lyrics with the correct emphasis, careful control 

and precision

2.2 Projection

The singer should be able to use their neck, chest, diaphragm and nasal cavity to project 

notes at high volume with evenness and correct pitch. There are 18 levels of competence:

2.2.1 To be able to go up and down the Thai scale keeping the correct pitches

2.2.2 To create a continuous stream of sound for the duration of a chigan.6 a ofc&atthe 

soo/j cJvM evel, breathe and continue

2.2.3 To be able to go up and down the Thai scale with one breath

2.2.4 To create a continuous stream of sound for the duration of a c&y and a cJtteteatxhe 

sm m  c&Mevel, breathe and continue

2.2.5 To sing a note with even volume for the duration of one breath

2.2.6 To go up and down an octave with one breath

2.2.7 To reproduce precisely the pitch of an instrument or a human voice

2.2.8 To sing the <?dsound in the following manner

(1) from the chest (low range)

(2) from the neck (middle range)

(3) with nasality (high range)

2.2.9 To sing set songs clearly with continuity



2.2.10 To sing sling khriin

2.2.11 To sing the interval of a second using the i7»£fa#technique

2.2.12 To sing the interval of a third using the Jcauhobtechnique

2.2.13 To jump up or down the vocal scale appropriately

2.2.14 To sing using the techniques of n^nsnng pm kbdb sung and klbm  sung in the 

same manner as the committee's examples

2.2.15 To sing using the techniques of nete suing pm khdb siing  and Jddm nua^inthe 

same manner as the committee's examples, and to identify these techniques from a tape 

recording

2.2.16 To sing using the following techinques (perfection is not expected)

- k lig  sting

- H ygsung

- klgynp sting

- kiyyn  sting

- changing from a nasal to a "real" sound appropriately

- sting khruunn

- khtvm

- kb  wuung sting

- cb bon sting

- pan suing

- siing prib

- s/iagprooj

- pM  an sting

- p h m  sung

- p b  on sting

- m tiunn sunganA m iiunnkhnm

- j& ogsung
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- joon  sung

- ruunb sung

- sung tvn  pbiw lom

- liiga igw iiand pojcagw d

- lypnglapp^ and down)

- sung s&di)d(thG gentle version of this technique is the same as suogpnb)

-  sung m ig and sung bn w

- M ngsuog

- hSdnsung

- Aoousuag

- sunglooj

- sung nn-snj{dso known as sungpJufy

2.2.17 To sing using the above techniques perfectly

2.2.18 To sing kbnbseephnnand other kinds of kftrfb phiing and ceennicm  

Note; To include the techniques of 2.2.16 in singing results in a high quality

performance called "singing with m £dphm tf\ without m ddphm aj\ singing cannot be 

pleasing to the ear and is known as rdog dm iddiindpnjot "just singing".

2.3 Breath control

This covers the knowledge of when to take a breath, in synchronization with melodic 

phrases and lyrics

2.3.1 Principles and methods

2.3.1.1 Singers must breathe-in deeply and naturally without making any excess

noise

2.3.1.2 Exhalation has to be through the mouth, gently and slowly with complete 

control for as long as possible

2.3.1.3 Good singers should breathe in the right places, normally after the cbsib

beats
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2.3.1.4 Singers should be able to Idghm jcnjQ r "steal the breath"; this is a brief 

inhalation without the knowledge of the listener

2.3.2 The examination of breathing control

2.3.2.1 To breathe and to control the breath correctly

2.3.2.2 To take a deep breath and control the exhalation as long as a double length 

of c&igand cbdbh eats (perfection is not expected yet)

2.3.2.3 To take a deep breath and control the exhalation as long as a double length 

of cbigand c&^beats (perfection is expected at this level)

2.3.2.4Tobreathe and to exhale appropriately in the right places in the melody 

(perfection is not expected yet)

2.3.2.5To breathe and to exhale appropriately in the right places in the melody 

(perfection is expected at this level)

2.3.2.6 To //^ A ^ ’̂ ^fficiently and appropriately

The methods of singing different p ym  

Singers must include these yyam xi their singing: aa, aaj] g g  aaj a, haa, hyy, hy, 

h yy  aag-aaand aag-aa/ Singing is learnt by imitating the sounds a teacher makes, 

therefore the following explanations might help singing teachers during their teaching 

practice.

The production of the sound aa:
Use the very back of the tongue; tense neck; open mouth a little, project the sound 

directly from the throat without moving the chin

The production of the sound aa/.
Follow the same procedure as when producing the sound aa, but at the end lift the the 

tongue until both sides touch the palate, then widen the mouth a little (this^^FHtfis normally 
situated at the end of the ̂ Fawsection just preceding the lyrics)
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The production of the sound y y :
Open the mouth a little, project the sound directly from the throat, keep the chin still, lift 

the tongue a little bit in order to let the air touch the palate, let the air come through both the 
mouth and the nasal passage

The production of the sound j *;
Use the same technique as when producing the sound y y , but make it briefer. (This 

sound is normally used in combination with the other sounds, not on its own.)

The production of the sound
Use the same technique as when producing the sound but let the sound swoop up at 

the end in a nasal fashion

The production of the sound <?:
Use the same technique as when producing the sound but make it briefer

The production of the sound hoo\
The sound is produced in the throat and channelled mainly through the palate but also 

through the nasal passage

The production of the sound hyy.
Use the same technique as when producing the sound hast, but with more nasality and 

allowing the tongue to rise upwards. If this sound is followed by <a?then g has to be added 
to it

The production of the sound hy.
Use the same technique as when producing the sound h yy  but make it briefer

The production of the sound h yy.
Half open the mouth, then produce the sound hyysiovtiy and let the sound swoop up 

through the nasal cavity, the sound should fade out gradually

The production of the sound 
Produce the sound <?<?, then raise the tongue upwards until it touch the palate, let the air 

come through the nasal cavity resulting in the sound then immediately produce the
sound «?<?oncemQre



The production of the sound adff-aaj:
Use the same technique as for aaff-aa, then produce the sound aaj

3 Voice quality

[Good] voice quality can be defined as follows:

1. The loudness and clarity of the voice is excellent, without shouting

2. The volume of the voice is evenly produced and tuneful

3. The voice is not cracked or husky

4 The accurate memorisation of the basic melody

This refers to the ability to sing the melody of the khdoij w ogjtty with the exception of 

songs that are not created from a khdoi) woff/^/melody, or where the vocal melody has no 

relationship with the khdoff w affjaj\ for example in songs used in plays (such as "Cbaa 

Pli", "06 Pii" and "H6e Chaod Chiq").

5 The accurate memorisation of a set vocal melody including its rhythm

5.1 The accurate memorisation of a set vocal melody will be examined by the following 

test:

5.1.1 The accuracy of the melody and lyrics

5.1.2 The ability to sing in tune throughout the performance

5.2 The ability to sing with the right tempo

5.3 The ability to sing with the right rhythm

6 The rearrangement of the vocal melody and the creation of a tJiaaffpliitm  version of it

6.1 The ability to change some parts of the songs correctly according to the theory of 

Thai music

6.2 The ability to convert an instrumental melody into a vocal melody

6.2.1 For some phrases
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6.2.2 For the whole song

6.3 The ability to create a AW*y/ î&2(version) of a song without changing the Itivg td g  

(corresponding notes)

7 General excellence and aesthetic quality

This means an excellence of heating, seeing, understanding and interpreting in order to 

be able to use the voice in singing with clear pronunciation, correct tones and the 

conveyance of the emotions of the songs to the audience. To achieve this, the singers have 

to use all of the techniques appropriately.

Note: In the past the strategy of teaching and learning singing was not standardised, but 

based onimitation and mimicking of teacher by pupils. It is the committee’s dutyto set up a 

standard teaching method using universal terms and instructions.
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bdd

bddrhog

CiUJWii

chiin

chiin dkaw

chan

joon

kaanlooj cagmi

khlooij

kloon

kloonpccd 

kloon hdg 

kloon sifekrawaa

lob  snag

A stanza of poetry. In the kloonform, it consists of four wdg.

Lyrics

Rhythmic cycle; also known as cagwh mhithiib. A unit for 
measuring the length of a thoonol a song; the shortest thoon 
consists of two cagwa

Level; sometimes called "metrical expansion level". Term used for 
indicating melodic and rhythmic form of a melody of which there are 
three: saam £&&?(level 3), soogchiin(level 2) and chiin dtiaw(level 
1). Saam claims the longest with a high degree of yyan\ soog chiin 
is half the length of saam chiin, with a medium degree of vyan\ 
chhndnams half the length of soog chiin, with a low degree of 
jyan .

Level 1 (see the term chiin)

A kind of poetic form, believed to have originated in China

A type of melody based around a single note, used mainly in phlccij 
thajooj

Flying rhythm: a singing technique used exclusively in phleeg 
thajooj

A kind of poetic form, believed to have originated in India

A kind of poetic form, believed to be indigenous to Thai-Lao 
speaking peoples

A type of kloonpoetry, with eight syllables to the ff^(half-line)

A type of kloonpOQlry, with six syllables to the fr^half-line)

Kloonpdcd^Q&xy used in sdgkm  Ffv/̂ /c omp etiti ons; differentiated by 
the use of the word "s&gkrawaa" at the beginning of each stanza

Avoiding the pitch: a practice where the singer comes down or goes 
up an octave when a melody is either too high or too low for their 
voice
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Ibugtdg

niiatM b

niiatM bprdbkij 

niiatM b soognniaj 

niiathiib thajooj 

nyya

nyyaphleep  

phleeg

phleeglakhoon 

p h lee/jn jya  tem  

pJileegprobkiij

phleepsoo/ym iaj

phiec/jthajooj

saam chiin

Structural notes: normally refers to notes of the khbog.melody 
that fall on the last chabbeat of each rhythmic cycle; it can also be 
used for other "important" notes of a melody

Rhythmic pattern: can b e divided into three main types, miathdb 
p rd b kij m iathtib soo/ymiajanA niiathiibphisded

The fi/tib kijrh ythmic pattern; drum pattern that lasts for the length 
of four chip- chabcydzs

The soo/pniiifchythtm c pattern: drum pattern that lasts for the length 
of two chi/}- chrfbcyd.es

The term used for niiatM b soogmiiaf# hen it is used to accompany 
phlccpthajooj

A set-length melody used in phleegthajooj

Term used amongst Thai musicians to refer to both the khbo/? 
melody and the basic structure of a song

Music; songs; musical compositions; musical repertoires

Songs used in plays

Songs containing a small degree of yyan, literally "full-text songs"

Musical repertoire containing songs made up of musical phrases 
each of which are the length of one cycle of niiatM bprdbkij also 
known as phlccpnaatM bprdbkaj

Musical repertoire containing songs made up of musical phrases 
each of which are the length of one cycle of m iathiibsdo/pm iaj also 
known as phlee/jniiatM b soo/pmiaj

Songs made up of jffj^wmelodies in alternation with /i?<?/?melodies 
and accompanied by niiatM b thajooj, also known as phleeg niiatM b 
thajooj

Level 3 (see the term chiin)

sdgktawaaor kaa/i len sipkrawaa
Poetic game in which several poets try to outdo each other with the 
brilliance of their poetry, which is set to music and sung

setphaa 

soo/} chiin

A repertoire of musical recitations, where the vocalist accompanies 
him or herself with a set of knibscephaaiji'S^A -held woodblocks)

Level 2 (see the term chiin)
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thaag

thaw

thaw

thoon

wsip

pyan

Style, including vocal styles, the style of each instrument, an 
individual's style, or the style typical of a school of music. Another 
unrelated meaning of thaatps "pitch-level" or "key".

A type of melody based on a single note, commonly used in phleeg  
p iidbh ij

A form of musical repertoire consisting of melodies at three chdn 
(levels): level 3, level 2 and level 1

Self-contained melody made up of a set number of cagwd, from a 
minimum of two to a variable maximum number

Term used for a half-line unit of Jbtcwpoetry, which can be divided 
up into three distinct groups of syllables

Wordless vocalisation
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Dates in brackets are the date of issue for a recording; dates in square brackets are the date
the piece was recorded, if different from the former.

R1 "Bhlan" {s&unchi/%\ Ruuambanleeg, Narong (1980s) (F), radio, Bangkok

R2 "CiinScc" (sSagcbdtijr. Prasidthikun, Thuuam [1970s] (1992) (C), on cassette tape 
distributed on her cremation day, 22/1192

R3 "Coorakh£e Haag Jaaw" {srnimchddf. Soow4d, Amphoon(1997) (C), on Ministry of 
Higher Education, Vol 5

R4 "F4r4gRamTMaw" (sasgchdfy, Suntharawaathin, Carooncaj (1989)(F), private 
lesson, Bangkok

R5 "HeeraaL§nN&am" (saam  Th&bphoon, Somchaaj (1980s) (CUSA)

R6 "Kaaraw€eg" ( thaty. Soow4d, Amphoon (1997) (C), on Ministry of Higher Education, 
Vol 5

R7 "KhameenR&adchaburii" Prawned Kumud [1970s] (1995) (C), on
cassette tape distributed for his 72nd birthday

R8 "KhSeg Booratheed” ( sdzgGhdty. Chuuchookesw, Nanthaa(1996) (C) onDdrijapraniid 
phle&gtJhqjdasm[Thai classsical music], Vol 1, np

R9 "Kh$cg Khaaw" (&fc?H): Chiiw4kaanon, Aphinjaa [1991] (1992) (C) on Fong Naam, 
Siam ese C lassical M usic^CD) Vol 3. Marco Polo

RIO "Khdcgmoon" (tibdtey. Dhrij4phan, Niiaw (1950s) (F), radio, Bangkok

R11 "Khdegmoon" (sdaatcA tfy\ Suntharawaathin, Caraancaj [1966] (1995) (C)onSaaj 
Saudi Vol 1 [reissued for her 80th birthday, 16/9/95]
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R12 "KMegmoon Baaqch&aq" ( aS&h); Stiwogsaa, Maniir6d (1992) (F), concert, Paris

R12.2 "Kh^agmoon Baaqch&aq" ( afe/w): TMbphoon, Somchaaj (1980s) (CUSA)

R13 "Kh^sgmoonBaaqkhunphrom" ( draw): Khl&ajsnthooq, Cesq (1980s) (CUSA)

R14 "Khfcsgmoon Baaqkhunphrom" ( Usaa Sseqphajrdod (1980s) (CUSA)

R15 "Khfceg P&dtaanii" {sdpgchdd}\ Prasidthikun, Thtiuam [1970s] (1992) (C) on cassette 
tape distributed for her cremation day, 22/1192

R16 "KMug P&dtaanii" ( s6orjchiî \ Dhrij&praniid, Shdcid (1993) (C) on PM esgthaj 
pntiiadcham phon ["songs by royals"] 2 volumes, Bangkok

R16.2 "Kh ŝgP&dtaanii" {soogchAdf, Suntharawaathin, Carasncaj (1980s)(F), radio,
Bangkok

R17 "Kh£sg Saj" (sdagch&df. Suntharawaathin, Caroancaj [1960s] (1990) (C), an excerpt 
from "Songs of R a a izw a ktia d ^^^w & \'1 on SuM Jitiriijrfp/deep tfiajXYhz beauty of 
Thai songs]

R18 "MahaaRoog" {soogchtidf. Suntharawaathin, Caroancaj (1982), anexcerptfrom 
"Songs for the Emerald Buddha" on Chandddsadiis^waajphrdpM dthtim ahm m aiw  
nidcmiipiUirmuikoojft11 An offering to the Emerald Buddha"]

R19 "Naaq Naag" ( s$Qgchiti))\ Chiiw&kaanon, Aphinjaa (1992) (C) on Fong Naam,
Shim ese C lassical M ussciQ ^) Vol 5. Marco Polo

R20 "Ngiiaw Ramiyg" (/&/»): Dbrij&praniid, Shdcid (1980s) (F), conceit, Bangkok

R21 "N6g Khamin" {saam chd^\ Soow6d, Amphoon(1997) (C) on Ministry of Higher 
Education, Vol 5

R21.2 "N6g Khamin" {saam Suntharawaathin, Carsoncaj [1980s] (1995) (C) on 
SaajSand, Vol 2 [reissued for her 80th birthday, 16/9/95]
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R22 "06 Laaw" ( saam chin) '. KhamprasSod, Prachid (1985) (CUSA)

R23 "06 Laaw" {saamchdh^\ Suntharawaathin, Caraancaj (1989) (C) onFongNaam,
From th e Covets o f O ld Siam  Pacific Music Co., Ltd.

R24 "P6" (sm m chiid)\ Soow6d, Amphoon(1997) (C), on Ministry of Higher Education,
Vol 5

R25 "Phajaa S6og" {saam chih)\ Suntharawaathin, Caroancaj (1995) [1966] (C) on SaaJ 
Sand, Vol 1 [reissued for her 80th birthday, 16/9/95]

R25.2 ""Phajaa S6og" {saam chti})'. Th&bphoon Somchaaj (1980s) (CUSA)

R26 "Saarithu" Satjwiiankoorj, Somb&d (1980s) (C)

R27 "Sli B6d" {saam chdh}\ Phaajph&wjen, Wimon(1985) (CUSA)

R28 "Soom S5r) Seeg" {thati)\ Roohitaacon, Kanjaa(1995)(C), on cassette tape 
distributed for Montrii Traamdod's 95th birthday

R29 "TonPhleer) Chlrj" {saamcMfy. Soow&d, Amphoon(1997) (C), on Ministry of 
Higher Education, Vol 5

R30 "Thajse" ( saamcfaih)'. Swangviboonpong, Dusadee (1995) (F), private lesson with 
Khunjtrj Phajthuun Kidtiwan, Bangkok

R31 "Thajooj Naj" ( thatf): Suntharawaathin, Caraancaj (1987) (F), private lesson,
Bangkok

R32 "Thajooj Naj" ( thatf)\ Chiiw&kaanon, Aphinjaa (1991) (F), rehearsal for performance, 
Bangkok

R33 "Thaj30j Noog" {saam chdn)\ Saqwiiankoorj, Somb&d (1992) on Fong Naam, Siam ese 
ClassicalAfusrc{CD ) Vol 4. Marco Polo
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R34 "W£edstikam" (s&gcfidd)-. Chuuch&ksew, Nanthaa(1996)(C) onDtirij&praniid, 
Phleef/CjhnJdd3/n[Thai classsical music], Vol 4, Bangkok

RV1 Samoosoon Wannasm (1995) Stfgkcawm perform ance, Video cassette [performed on 
3/2/95] (CUSA)


